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INTRODUCTION
This publication records many diverse incidents, exploits and history of
a group of men who trained and served as aircrew in the RAAF during
World War n.
It was in mid 1940, when Britain had suffered military reverses in
Europe that we begin.
Each month, approximately a hundred physically fit, well educated
young men, mostly aged 19-25 years, were accepted to train as aircrew in
Western Australia. We follow the experiences, and lives in training, of
some of the 417 who volunteered then to serve with the RAAF officially"For the Duration of the War and a period of twelve months thereafter"
The trainees, about whom and by whom this book has been compiled,
formed Courses 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the Empire Air Training Scheme and
entered Pearce Initial Training School in January, February, March and
April 1941.
Initially they came together as civilian clerks, teachers, farmers, university
students, accounts, etc. and nine months later most had qualified as pilots,
navigators or wireless operator/gunners.
Although annual reunions since 1951 have brought some of the surviving
members of these courses together, nothing positive was done to record the
service, postings, experiences and fate of the original 417. Our records in
1990 show that one in three was killed on service during the war, another
third has since died and the remainder, considered the really lucky ones,
are generally 70 plus years of age.
This book, 1 therefore, is printed not only for the participants, but it is
our hope that it will be read by our grandchildren and their progeny in an
attempt at understanding why we enlisted voluntarily to serve as aircrew

in the RAAFduring World War II.

.

No doubt the Air Force, as a service, was attractive as most young men
wanted to experience the thrills of flying and also to travel to other parts of
the world. Underlying this desire, however, was a deep sense of duty and
patriotism. We considered ourselves part of Australia, we appreciated our
way of life and we proudly considered Australia as part of the British
Empire with England as our Mother Country.
At the time of enlistment we believed that Hitler and the then Nazi
4

regime of Germany was evil and inhuman. We did not want those regimes
ruling our world and subjecting our families to such unacceptable forms of
life. We believed that then and we still do now - 50 years later.
For those of us who came through. relatively unscathed it was a
wonderful experience. We saw places which we did not know existed.
Before 1940 very few of us had been outside our own State. There was a
camaraderie that we had never experienced before. Many friendships
formed in training have lasted till today. We scaled heights we had never
reached before - and sometimes we reached depths of despair. Our mates
with whom we had marched, and lived with and enjoyed life with so
intensely were killed in a moment and we were untouched.
We were
taught discipline, an essential in the life of aircrew. The benefits carried on
into civilian life.
Included stories are many and varied: some sad, some brave, some just
fond memories and some showing the humorous side of serious events.
Even though these stories have been written by individual members of
our group, you can be assured that they mirror similar events experienced
by many other members ()f Courses 10-13 during the same period.
We hope that this book, produced by those who remain of the original
enlistees at Pearce in 1941 will give you, who follow us, a better
understanding of the circumstances surrounding the lives of members of
aircrew during World War ll.
Editors: Bruce'Gaston
Harry Homer
Ray Storer

Perth 1990
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THE EMPIRE AIR TRAINING SCHEME
for RAAF Courses 10, 11, 12 and 13
In order to build up the air strength of the British Empire in the early
stages of World War II, a plan for the training of aircrew was created.
Initially organisation of schools and flying training were set up in Britain,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. It was known as the Empire Air
Training Scheme (EATS) and based on RAF traditional experience. In it
over 250,000 young men were eventually converted from civilians to
trained aircrew.
In 1940 all overseas service in the armed forces was voluntary and one
could apply to join the Navy, Army or Air Force. The glamour of flying
appealed to most young.men of the day and the Air Force was a popular
choice. However, the educational and fitness standards required for
aircrew entry were higher than those for the other services.
Following an application to join the RAAF for aircrew training, the
potential of the recruit was assessed at an initial interview. He was then
required to attend a medical examination generally in the capital city of his
State. Comparatively few passed these educational and medical tests.
Those who did were accepted in the first instance as RAAF Aircrew
Reservists to be "called up" for full time training about 9 months later.
During that period as a Reservist they were supplied with a course of 21
lesson books on mathematics, navigation and meteorology. They studied
these mostly with the help of classes set up in capital cities and large
country towns.
In addition, they were required to become proficient in the use of Morse
Code. Using buzzer sets they spent many hours sending and receiving.
Often they had voluntary help from operators in the GPO and country post
offices.
As mentioned earlier, 10-13 Courses were called up between January
and April 1941 and became part of the RAAF. They spent the next eight
weeks at Initial Training School (ITS). For our courses this was at Pearce,
Bullsbrook. A very ragged 100 plus ex civilians were soon being drilled
daily by sergeant drill instructors.
In addition, all attended classes in
various subjects such as RAAF Law, Mechanical Engines, Mathematics,
Navigation, Signals, etc. There was also considerable emphasis on Physical
..

Training and Sport.
To add to our unairmanlike

appearance,
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we were dressed in "goon
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skins" (drab overalls) and in our forage caps was a white flash (Kotex)
which designated the wearer as a trainee of the lowest
rank the RAAF,
.
namely an ACn (Aircraftsman Second Oass).
At the conclusion of two months at ITS Pearce, all trainees were reassessed. Examinations were held in all subjects and there was an interview
with Group Captain Norman Brearley, ex: Pearce. Following this, each
trainee was allocated to the category of pilot, navigator or wireless operator /
air gunner. The RAAFwantedan appropriate proportion in each category.
Some were dissatisfied with their allotment and occasionally a trainee
dropped out at this stage but most accepted the verdict. ACIIs became
LACs (Leading Aircraftsman) and were posted to appropriate training
centres. Only trainee pilots stayed in Western Australia.
Concise details of further aircrew training follow:

Pilot Training
Those selected for pilot training were posted to 9 EFTS (Elementary
Flying Training School) which was established early in 1941 at Cunderdin
W A, about 90 miles east of Perth.
The aircraft for initial flight training was the 51T\all,single engined Tiger
Moth. The first hurdle was a solo take-off and landing. After 6 to 10 hours
of dual flying instruction most trainees went solo. This was a real landmark
in their RAAF careers. Unfortunately a few were unable to master the art
of flying, landings giving the most trouble. If their instructors were not
satisfied they were taken off course and posted back to "the pool" at Pearce.
From here they either transferred to another aircrew category or in some
cases they opted to join the Army or the Navy.
At Cunderdin the main body of pilots went on to learn how to do stall
turns, spins, aerobatics and inverted flying and to try out their navigation
on short cross countries. Many pilots, after flying much more sophisticated
aircraft, still look back on the Tiger Moth as their most enjoyable aircraft.
Throughout the time at Cunderdin lectures and study continued.
With few exceptions, those who completed the two months at EFTS
were then posted to 4 SFTS (Service Flying Training School) at Geraldton,
about 300 miles north of Perth. Here twin engined Anson aircraft were
flown. [In the case of 11 Course, three members - Jim Henderson,
Harry
Homer and Harry Lethbridge were selected and posted to No.7 ATS at
Macleod, Alberta, Canada to complete their pilot training. Similarly from
other courses one or two went to Rhodesia.]
At Geraldton, together with daily flying instruction, many hours were
spent in classes to study to a more advanced stage the subjects previously
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mentioned, particularly Navigation and Meteorology.
The first seven weeks at 4 SFTS were called ITS (Initial Training School).
The flying training included high level and low level cross countries, night
flying, forced landings and a lot of work on the Link Trainer. At the end
of ITS trainees received their "wings". [Wings parade was a great day in
the life of all aircrew. It is said that during the weekend leave after a
"wings" presentation aircrew would carry greatcoats over their anns no
matter what the weather. Nothing was going to cover that white winged
badge on the left breast.]
Finally, pilots at Geraldton underwent a further two months of advanced
training in ATS (Advanced Training School). Here bombing and air
gunnery were added to our syllabus and were assessed.
This completed eight months intense training altogether. At the end of
ATS, pilots from 10---13 Courses were promoted to the rank of Sergeant or
Pilot Officer and posted for further training or duties either overseas or
within Australia.
Up to 12 Course, most pilots were sent overseas to help with the defence
of Britain and neighbouring theatres of war. Some did become flying
instructors in Australia because as EATS expanded so did the need for
instructors.
Soon after 13 Course finished at Geraldton the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbour occurred and the need to defend Australia soon bec\}Ine apparent.
Some aircrew from 12 and 13 Courses were on board ship ready to sail for
England when they were taken off.
Whether they went overseas or stayed in Australia, all pilots were
required to spend 2 or 3 months at an OTU (Operational Training Unit)
before being "crewed up" and sent to an operational unit.

Navigator

Training

During the two months at Initial Training School, Pearce, all would-be
aircrew received exactly the same instruction. Those chosen to be navigators
proceeded to do three months' specialised training in dead reckoning
navigation at an Air Observers' School in the Eastern States. It should be
noted that whilst always referred to as 'trainee Navigators'
the old
designation of "Observer" from World War I days was retained. In fact the
single winged badge awarded after completion of all subsequent training
had the letter "0" until some time later in the war when it was replaced by
"N" for Navigator.
Training at an Air Observers' School was then followed by two months
at a Bombing and Gunnery School. Then came the final training of one
13
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month' s duration at anAstro Navigation School. It was here that Navigators
gained their Winged Badges.
Subsequent service in the RAAF for navigators who qualified in the
latter part of 1941 was largely affected by the entry of the Japanese into the
War on December 1941. Some personnel who had completed their full
training remained in Australia for further training at Operational Training
Units while others did theirOTUs either in Canada or the United Kingdom.
It should be mentioned that some navigators, after finishing a tour of
operations, were posted to a Staff Navigators' Course and sometimes to a
First Class Navigation Course. Throughout the war further and more
complicated aids to navigation were invented and navigators had to be
brought up to date by taking special courses.

Wireless Operator/Air Gunner Training
Members of 10 to 13 Courses selected to train as Wireless Operator / Air
Gunners completed the same syllabus as pilots and navigators for the first
two months at RAAF Pearce. Further courses for this category were held
only in the Eastern States.
Some spent the next five months at No 1 WAGS Wireless School at
Ballarat, Victoria. This was followed by a posting to No 2 BAGS at Port
Pirie, South Australia where trainees did one month of Bombing and Air
Gunnery. They gained their WAG "wings" at this school and were then
posted either overseas or to Australian duties. Most were promoted to the
rank of Sergeant with 15% being given the rank of Pilot Officer before
proceeding to operational training and service.
As with pilots and navigators, as the war progressed so did equi pment
which meant that WAGs soon found themselves taking advanced courses
in electronics, radar and new types of bomb aiming devices. Also the duties
varied with the aircraft. Different planes had different wireless gear and
turrets. Larger aircraft such as Liberators and Catalinas had crews of up to
11 and on long flights it was usual for members to rotate duties so it was
necessary to be conversant with equipment other than gun turrets and
radio sets.
Drill and discipline, emphasised at ITS Pearce, were continued through
all subsequent training courses. The benefit of this was evident when
members "crewed up". When flying, especially on operations, members
of a crew are dependent on one another and must work as a team. This
.
proved to be the case with all crews.
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Postings
(a) Overseas
Between June and December 1941 nearly all of 10-13 Courses had
completed their designated aircrew training, received their flying badges
and had been promoted to Sergeant or Pilot Officer. They were then posted
for overseas or Australian duties.
On 7th December 1941 Japan attacked Pearl Harbour. USA immediately
entered the conflict and WWII became a global war.
This caused a change in the demand for trained aircrew. Prior to mid
1941 Britain had been on the defensive needing fighter planes and pilots to
contain the Axis offensive over Europe and the Middle East. Suddenly
Australia itself was threatened. More trained aircrewwere kept in Australia.
Overseas, larger aircraft were being supplied to Britain from the USA.
Larger crews and more aircrew categories were needed.
A full complement of aircrew for the multi-engined aircraft often
comprised two or three pilots, one or two navigators and bomb aimers and
several air gunners, wireless operators, radar operators plus an engineer.
These enabled the RAF to.change its tactics. From single engined, single
pilot defensive action they were able to mount offensive bombing raids
involving many aircraft.
Members of 10-13 Courses arriving at their overseas po stings found
they were required to attend more courses of instruction to master the new
l'quipment not available in Australia. Many recently trained Australian
aircrew had expected that they would be able to hop into an aircraft and
"win the war". They were dismayed by all this extra training which, of
course, was essential and very much in their own interest.
Many weeks followed at AFU (Advanced Flying Unit), BAT (Blind
Approach Training) for pilots, navigational courses for navigators and
radio, radar and air gunnery courses for WAGs. The various categories
then came together at an OTU (Operational Training Unit). Here the crews
converted to operational type aircraft. Those in 10-13 Courses found
themselves flying Wellingtonsor Whitleysin Bomber Command, Hudsons,
Beauforts, Sunderlands or Catalinas in Coastal Command and Hurricanes,
Spitfires or Beaufighters in Fighter Command.
Most important of all at OTUs was that major step for all aircrew.
Individual crews were formed. It was thought by RAF administration that
it was preferable for individuals to form their own crews rather than have
them nominated by the training instructors. Each member of a crew would
be relying on the others to successfully come through flying operations
against both the enemy and the weather. This worked out as a very
successful system. Aircraft crews became a close knit group, very loyal to
each other and many lifelong friendships resulted.
15
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Some, not all, Australian crews were posted to an Australian squadron.
Many crews consisted of English, Irish, Scots, Canadians and Australians
and most of these were posted to RAF squadrons~ Thus 10-13 Courses
were not fully trained for operations against the enemy until mid 1942
about 15months after their induction into the RAAF. Of course, no one was
ever fully trained and, as pointed out elsewhere, lectures and courses
continued even during operational tours.
From the stories included in this section it will be seen that aircrew
posted overseas from 10-13 Courses were soon spread over the UK, the
Middle East, Africa and later India and Burma.

Postings
(b) Australian
In early 19.42Australia had more aircrew than aircraft to fit them. There
were only two or three really operational squadrons.
The number of
aircrew members from 10-13 Courses posted almost direct to an OTU and
then to an operational squadron was consequently very small.
Many were channelled into EATS instructional work to help guide the
increasing number of trainees. The shortage of aircraft also accounted for
the formation of "reserve squadrons".
These used the same types of
aircraft as those on instructional duties. Ansons, for instance, were in no
way able to compete against the Japanese planes. However, they were able
to search successfully large areas of sea for enemy submarines and shipping.
It is interesting to note that 68 and 69 reserve "squadrons" were formed
(though they were never officially called squadrons) at Georgina and
Kojarena near Geraldton. The reason for their formation was the Japanese
bombing of Broome in March 1942. These squadrons flying Ansons were
then used for reconnaissance and escort work over the Indian Ocean off the
north-west coast of Australia.
As an example of what happened to pilots from 10-13 Courses selected
to remain in Australia, we follow the experiences of Jack Bostelman. He
was on 12 Course and posted as a Sergeant from 4 SFfS Geraldton in
October 1941 to Central Flying School (CFS) at Camden, NSW. There,
during a two months instructors' course he learned the intricacies of flying
Wackett aircraft for elementary training and Airspeed Oxfords for advanced
training.
From here Jack (and others from 12 Course) were posted back to 4 SFfS
as flying instructors.
There they spent the next two years teaching
subsequent courses to fly Ansons. He notes that after the Broome bombing
took place, Geraldton was partially evacuated of civilians and flying
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training was suspended for six weeks.
In December 1942 there was a change in Air Board policy. Instructors
were permitted to apply for operational duties. Most, including Jack,
applied immediately. Po stings to OTUs followed - after some time. Here
they converted to Beauforts, Beaufighters, Bostons or Liberators without
much trouble. Their many instructional hours stood them in good stead.
From OTU they were sent to operational squadrons in Darwin and the
Pacific Islands. Jack joined 22 Squadron flying Bostons (A20s) based at
Kiriwina, Noemfoor Island. Jack's story outlined in brief above is typical
of what happened to a good proportion of those from 10---13 Courses who
remained in Australia.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
UKlEUROPE AREA
Although a number of RAAF squadrons operated from the UK with all
Australian crews, most of 10/13 EATS course aircrew posted to England
found themselves on RAF squadrons with mixed crews. It was not
uncommon for a crew to have an English pilot, Australian navigator, NZ
wireless operator, Canadian gunner, etc.
The stories here told represent some operations and events which could
equally apply to many other members. For instance, the night bombing
raid over Bremen would be typical of so many similar ones carried out at
that period by hundreds of crews in RAAF and RAF squadrons of British
Bomber Command.
Unfortunately,
many were killed during these
operations as will be noted from those recorded in our Roll of Honour.
Not as well known as the bombing raids over Europe were air operations
of many and varied nature which were all so necessary towards the total
war effort.
Fighter aircraft bore the brunt of the early war years and continued
throughout the war engaging enemy fighter aircraft, mounting antishipping strikes, escorting bomber aircraft by day and intruder operations
by night, and even shooting down Vee One flying bombs over the Channel
and South of England.
Crews of Coastal Command flying boats and land based aircraft had a
very responsible role in keeping the all important shipping supply lines
open to the UK.
In addition to these three RAP commands there were many equally
essential operations by transport aircraft, glider towinguni ts, meteorological
flights daily over enemy territory in all kinds of weather, photo
reconnaissance flights and a large assortment of special duty flights.
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AIR RAID ON BREMEN
FILt Geoffrey Maddern MC DFM
Having gained his pilot wings with 12 Course, Geraldton, Geoff
Maddern was posted overseas and completed a tour of night bombing
raids over Germany with 103 Squadron RAF. This particular story is a
description of his first operational trip as described by his Australian
navigator Don Charlwood. Don was EATS trained in Canada and is well
known as author of the widely accepted book "No Moon Tonight". This
story is, in fact, one chapter of that publication and it is printed with kind
permission of the author and publishers. We have included this story in
full as we consider it so descriptive of the many operations performed by
so many Course members;,
According to Geoff's log book this trip was made in a Wellington
aircraftfrom #27 OTU Lichfield. The crew was Don Charlwood, Australian
navigator; Arthur Brown, an Englishman rear gunner; Vin Giney, an
Australian bomb aimer; Tom Bennett from NSW, the wireless operator,
and Geoff Maddem, pilot and skipper.
It was 2300 hours when Geoff and his crew took off in the dark and
slowly climbed on a course to Germany.
Don Charlwood, the navigator, relates the thoughts and actions of the
crew from this point on to the completion of their first 'op' against the
enemy.
"We have left England," I thought, "and are headed for the enemy coast.
We have left those places where people sit in comparative security and talk
and read of war, and we are being rushed into actualities."
''Navigator, height 9,000 feet. Oxygen on, please."
I left the warmth of the cabin, closing the door behind me. In the belly
of the 'plane the roar of the engines and the outer rush of the slipstream
were intensified. The rows of oxygen bottles in their racks over my head
were cold to the touch. Standing there I felt an almost physical wave of fear
and rebellion. Why were we in this inhospitable sky, hurtling towards that
long-dreaded line, the enemy coast? Why should we kill and be killed?
What was it about, this appalling slaughter?
But I switched on my
microphone and heard my own detached, casual voice in my ears, "Oxygen
on, Geoff."
23
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"Thanks, navigator. If you can spare a moment, see if you can spot
anything from the astro-dome."
In the astro-dome the illusion of protection offered by the fuselage was
lost. The night was mild and clear; but, looking to all sides, I could see
nothing, nothing but shadows here and there deeper than the rest. Above
the dust and smoke of the earth, the stars appeared bigger and more
brilliant, their twinkling a visible throbbing. A thousand airmen's eyes
were watching them as I watched them and I wondered if to all those other
men they seemed so supremely indifferent, so baffling in their permanence.
Gooff's voice said in my ears, "I can see some sort of light ahead, I'll start
weaving."
As I peered ahead, the starboard wing dipped and we dived slowly. I
saw the light Gooffhad mentioned, a vague, moving light, like a searchlight
on clouds. We levelled out and began to climb; twisted then to port. The
light grew clearer. Somewhere below it, a soundless explosion lit the sky
ahead.
Gooff spoke again. "I think a kite went in."
It was the first 'plane we had seen shot down; butit was so far away that,
instead of my fears increasing, they began to slip away. A new excitement
enveloped me. We were entering a game in which skill and luck were
combined; the stakes were our lives. Now we must watch; especially we
must watch below.
I glanced down as we banked again to port. ''1 can see moonlight faintly
on the sea."
''Yes, I saw it a moment ago. I think I can see a ship, too. Bomb aimer,
look down to starboard. Isn't that - Hell!"
An explosion obliterated the voices and I found myself lying across the
mainspar.
Then Gooff's voice, "Turning port!"
I groped back to my table. Tom Bennett, who had heard none of the
conversation, looked at me eagerly. I slipped off my mask and stooped
over him.
"A flak ship - put a shot just below us!"
His eyes dilated. "Where are we?"
''Just coming to the Dutch coast. I'd better check up."
"OK. I'll take your place in the astro-dome."
He picked up an empty bottle and waved it gleefully.
"Supposed to put out the searchlights if you chuck it out."
He went back into the darkness, leaving me to the chart. On it were our
tracks; a couple of fixes and, over Europe, blotches of red marked there
during the afternoon. These were the heavily defended areas.
24
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"Navigator from bomb aimer : we're coming up to a straight sort of
coast. There's a light flashing to starboard and another one a good way off
to port."
"Thanks."
I saw from the chart that there were lighthouses both to port and
starboard of our track; but then there appeared to be lighthouses marked
all the way from the Friesians to the Belgium border. We could conceivably
be between any two of them. But within some minutes Vin Giney spoke
again. "I believe we're coming up to Enkhuisen. I can see moonlight on
water not far ahead." He paused. I could feel him staring into the darkness.
''Yes, Enkhuisen just ahead. I'll tell you when we're over it, navigator.
Coming up

- coming up - now!"

I checked the wind and altered course for Bremen, then changed places
with Tom Bennett.
As we groped past in the darkness I felt the cold fabric of his flying suit
against my hand.
"Where are we now?"
"Crossing the Zuider Zee - about forty minutes from target."
"Fine! I'll listen out to base and change over with you later."
He clambered over the main spar, leaving me alone with the roar of the
engines and the stars. There was still confused activity on the coast behind
us, but immediately about us the night was quiet. Looking out into the
darkness, I was slowly lulled into a feeling of security.
As we came to the far shore, ten or twelve searchlights reached into the
sky off our port quarter. They formed a cone, and in the apex of the cone
the sky was suddenly blotched with soundless, reddish explosions. Both
the cone and the shell bursts moved our way.
I heard myself say to Geoff, "Searchlights and flak to port."
But even as he climbed and twisted to escape them, Ifelt the whole scene
to be unreal. That there were men down there I could not believe. Rather,
in that listening darkness, there was one vast animal-machine, its tentacles
these frenzied beams.
A beam swung across the sky close behind us. Arthur muttered
huskily, "Searchlight dead astern."
His voice sounded indignant, as though he had a personal grudge
against those below. Geoff redoubled his weaving. As we passed beyond
their reach the searchlights went out; not singly, but together, as though
governed by a single mind who was waiting now for those behind us.
Below us there was now no light of any kind; above, only the stars. Orion
was higher in the east, Polaris high on our port beam. For sound, there was
only the song of the engines.
25
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I tried to tell myself that, below in the darkness, there were people, in
their ears the drone of the engines that was in my own. But even as I tried
to visualise them, these people were unreal and, throughout my operational
..

life were to remain so.

A shadow sped past us, blacker than the night.
"Single-engined fighter just passed - don't think 'e saw us."
The port wing dipped; the starboard wing pointed skyward. The moon
glistened on their dewy surfaces. Tom Bennett climbed over the mainspar
again.
''Ready for a change over?"
I edged past him and returned to my neglected chart.
"How long before we reach the target?"
"About fifteen minutes."
I gave Groff this time with little hope that it would prove correct. We
had had no sort of check since leaving the Zuider Zee, and tonight I was
capable of only the most elementary navigation. Whether it would be wise
or notto ask Geoff to stop his weaving while I took star shots, or while Tom
tried for radio bearings, I did not know. I realised, then, why it was that a
man's first five operations were all-important. If he survived them he was
beginning to have some idea of operational technique. As we were this
night, I had none.
"I can see a dull red glow through the clouds ahead," said Geoff slowly.
"It looks almost certain to be the target. What would you say, bomb
aimer?"
''Yes; yes, I would say that that's Bremen all right. It's a good way off
yet; but sometimes you can see a sudden flash like a bomb burst."
I opened the forward door to see for myself. Groff was now silhouetted
against a reddened sky perhaps thirty miles away. Faintly against the glare
Icould see the beams of searchlights, moving restlessly. In that moment my
fear of the target suddenly vanished in the relief of finding it. I went back
to check the time.
''We're due on the target in eight minutes."
"Thanks. I don't think I'll be hanging around this place longer than
necessary. "
As Geoff answered me he turned slightly starboard, already seeking a
gap in the defences. His turn brought the target within sight of the rear
turret. An exclamation burst from Arthur.
"Good Lord! We're not going in there, are we? Think of my missus!"
We laughed, but no one made further comment. I looked at the
commonplace

things on my desk

-

pencils, a scribbling block, a pear

ripened in the Staffordshire sun - and suddenly I thought of them as
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wonderfully sane, inanimate though they were. Just beyond them, death
grasped at our fabric walls.
"Flak and searchlights ahead - bags of them!"
Light flak was rising as though from the nozzles of ten thousand hoses,
forming transient, erratic patterns in red and green and yellow. Above it
the heavy flak blotched the sky with red, and left greyish puffs of smoke
drifting on the wind. Shining through this inferno were searchlights,
threshing this way and that, sometimes finding an aircraft, sometimes
losing one. The whole picture was silent, like a pieceoffantastic photography
on a silent screen. The only sound in our ears was the endless throb of the
engines. "Taffy", our Welsh navigator instructor, had once said, "Dawn't
be shaken by the target and give a wrong course hawm. There was a
navigator once who gave the pilot the ground speed to steer instead of the
course and it took them right into the Ruhr."
Remembering this navigator, I went back to the illusory safety of the
cabin.
Finally Gooff spoke. He reminded me of a diver poised on a high board,
summoning up courage f~r the plunge.
"OK, here we go!"
His voice was subdued. I thought that there was an unusual note in it
of regret, or sadness, strange in such a place. The nose of the Wellington
dropped and the roar of the engines slackened. No one was speaking; but
somewhere a piece of loose fabric was flapping angrily. The forward door
fell opeQ., revealing a sight beyond description.
That men could pass
through such a place and live was unbelievable. We passed tall columns
of searchlights that groped and missed, sometimes filling the cockpit with
blue glare. Down; down. The light flak was now a moving carpet.
"1 see the aiming point, Skipper."
"Tell me when you're ready."
A shell burst close by, shattering the illusion of silence and bringing an
odour of cordite into the cabin. No one spoke.
"OK Skipper, steady up. Bomb doors open."
"Bomb doors open."
For twenty years we hung suspended, the streams of red and yellow
flicking by. I could feel the up-draught of air through the bomb doors and
hear the flapping fabric.
The 'plane leapt upward.
"Bombs gone!"
I wrote it in my lot, "0206 Bombs gone."
"Course out, navigator?"
I passed it quickly and Gooff went into a steep turn. We were battling
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through searchlights from the inside. The bursting of shells had intensified,
sounding like the barking of mammoth dogs below our fuselage. A
searchlight lit the cabin weirdly, slipped onto the wing, then was gone.
Suddenly we were out. Darkness was again below us, only the stars above.
For a long time no one spoke, then I heard Geoff. "What time do we reach
the English coast?"
"Five o'clock," I said.
"Nearly three hours!"
Far ahead and to port we could see the flak and searchlights of the Ruhr.
When we had passed it I did not leave my chair, but sagged there, staring
at the dazzling chart, watching our slow progress over its white expanse.
Sometimes I felt that we were no longer moving; that we had become one
with the planets and would never land.
Darkness; searchlights and bursts of flak; sudden attacks by fighters
and the hoarse cries of the gunners; darkness again and the stars. A
thousand tons of harness about our necks; the roar of engines ....
"It's breaking dawn, navigator, and we're coming up to the Dutch
coast."
At the voice I started and answered confusedly, "OK, thanks. Let's
know when we cross."
I was fighting sleep when the bomb aimer answered again, "Over it
now, navigator, pretty well on track."
Half an hour dragged by. The first rays of sun shone in the rear gunner's
face and revealed the North Sea below, limitless and innocent.
After a long time the bomb aimer spoke again, "There's a bank of fog
lying on the sea ahead. I think it follows the English coast."
"Where do you reckon we are?" asked Geoff.
''We should be approaching Cromer," I said, ''but I think we're further
south. Max is getting a bearing."
But Max had been interrupted. He handed me a slip of paper on which
were two two words, "DIVERTED TEMPSFORD".
''Where is it?"
He shook his head. ''Never heard of it."
I repeated the message to Geoff.
"Do you know where it is?"
"1think it's near Cambridge," he said. "Anyway, you'd
better find out
..
quickly - we haven't much gas left."
Below us the fog lay in a grey blanket to every horizon. I unfolded the
map of the Cambridge area and began searching for Tempsford. Through
smarting eyes I saw Mildenhall, Oakington, Watton; but of Tempsford not
a sign.
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"Listen, navigator, we've got to do something pretty smartly. We've
only enough fuel "
"Bomb aimer to navigator : the fog here is breaking and I can see a
beacon."
I grasped the list of characteristics. ''It's flashing MP."
By some strange good fortune, MP was Tempsford.
We plunged through the breaking fog, calling control for instructions.
In a moment we trundled to a dispersal and had our last words with
control. The song of the engines ceased. Geoff opened the forward door,
letting light and air drive the last remnants of night from our cabin. I stood
up stiffly and through puckered eyes saw a quiet, grey dawn.
Operation number one was over and an endless week in Scotland lay
before me.
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DAYLIGHT TO FRANCE
& NIGHT TO ITALY
wo Reg Airy
It was March 1943 when Reg wrote to friends in Perth telling them of his
experiences with trips over Europe with Bomber Command. At the time
he was with 466 RAAP Squadron based in Yorkshire.
Reg wrote:
"I was on a daylight flight to Le Creusot (France) and found it a great
experience flying a Lancaster at zero feet in formation over the English
Channel and France. I noticed a big difference in the French country side.
The fields were smaller, irregular in shape and the country was dry
compared to the English countryside that I had become used to. France
appeared deserted but some farm workers waved, some just stared and
others did not look at all as we flew just over their heads. As we approached
Le Creusot in formation we climbed and bro~e up in order to make
individual bombing runs over selected targets. Successful hits were made
on factories and our Lancasters dropped 200 tons of bombs in five minu tes.
Another trip was to Genoa but this one was by night. It was swell flying
over the Alps in brilliant moonlight and Genoa stood out clearly as we
followed the Mediterranean coast to our target area. In the light of our
flares it was clear as day and was a bomb aimer's dream.
The defences were very weak compared with those experienced over
Germany. When we were overhead there, there was only one searchlight
operating, and this kept going on and off - mostly off. I think they must
have been having a good deal of trouble keeping the searchlight crew out
of their shelter.
We got back to base OK but found the weather had clamped down. It
was a filthy night - cloud and mist down to within 400 feet of the ground.
For reasons which I cannot state here we "pranged" on landing and old
'T for Tommy' became a complete write-off. We were lucky enough to get
away with it with just a bad shaking."
[On a later raid over North West Europe on 26th June 1943 Reg was
killed. Editors]
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OPERATIONS OF AN AIR GUNNER
WIO Alex Croll DFC DFM
This is a story of Alex Croll a WAG from 13 Course as related to Ray
Storer. Unfortunately Alex cannot tell the story himself because his right
arm is completely useless and he speaks only with difficulty.
Alex entered the RAAF with 13 Course EATS at Pearce ITS. Completing
his WAG courses in Eastern States schools he only had 10 hours gunnery
training in the air when he was posted to the United Kingdom.
Fortunately he had further training in England before joining a crew on
467 RAAF Squadron. His early flights were in Manchesters but later ones
were on Lancasters.
His first op against th~enemy was a trip on 16/9/42 to Essen at night.
His log book on this event reads:
"Flak and searchlights over target heavy. Predicted flak light. Some
enemy aircraft sighted. Unable to reach base. Landed Honington."
Future log book entries contained no comments other than pilot, gun
position, target and flying time. This first trip was followed with night
bombing trips to Berlin - five attacks, five times to Hamburg, five to Essen
and three to Niirnberg and so on.
He was awarded a DFM while flying with Pathfinders for "displaying
high fortitude and devotion to duty".
His 71st operation was by day over Konisberg in August 1944. He was
wounded in the head by flak while over the target. However, he felt that
he was necessary in his mid upper position to the well being of the aircraft
and did not inform his captain of his wound until they were nearly home.
He was awarded a DFC and the citation read "For always displaying fine
fighting spirit and his outstanding and unfailing devotion to duty, these
attributes being shown particularly on the Konisberg trip".
Due to his wounds he was repatriated to Australia.
Although this was the end of WWII for Alex Croll, it was just the
beginning of an astonishing post war life.
In 1946 and 1947 he studied a Science Degree at the University of W A
(then a preliminary for Medicine in Adelaide or Melbourne). Then followed
two years of a Medical Degree at Melbourne University. He was active in
sport gaining blues in Rugby and Fencing.
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It was August 1950 when he enlisted in the Army for service in Korea
after being rejected by the Air Force on account of his age (29).
In Korea in October his group came under machine gun fire and one of
his mates had his leg shattered. Alex was bending over him with a first aid
dressing when he too was hit by a bullet, again in the head similar to when
hit by flak during the Konisberg raid. He was returned to RGH Hollywood
W A where surgeons inserted a plastic plate in his head and patched up his
physical disabilities to some degree. For many months he could neither
walk nor talk. By sheer persistence and the help of hospital staff he
gradually began to overcome these handicaps. He tried archery though he
could send an arrow only a few yards and also resumed fencing, to
improve his balance. Today he walks freely and his speech is considerably
improved but his right arm is still useless.
In July 1952 a small TPI Art Group was formed and Alex commenced
drawing and painting. With help from the Occupational Therapy staff he
specialised in pottery and sculpture. A report in The West Australian
newspaper of 9th November 1963, commenting on an exhibition of applied
arts in the Fremantle

Town Hall, stated

-

"One of the most striking features is the work of Alex Croll. This
severely handicapped war veteran has toiled humbly and patiently to
produce with one hand stone carving and pot~ery of great beauty and
sensitivity ."
Since then he has continued to win prizes in pottery exhibitions with his
excellent work.
The same qualities of fighting spirit and determination as were shown
in World War II have been exhibited in his difficult civilian life.
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CHRISTMAS 1942
WO Colin Bayliss
On the 21st December, 1942 my eighth and last flight from RAF
Squadron 103 Elsham Wolds in Lincolnshire was intended to go as far as
Munich but it came to an abrupt end 200 kIn east of Paris. Silhouetted
against a full moon at 22,000 feet, Lancaster S for Sugar was the recipient
of a burst of well directed cannon shells from a fighter.
Pressing on the fire extinguisher buttons had no effect on the flames in
the starboard wing and so I told the crew to bale out. The drill for
abandoning the aircraft that we had practised so often on the ground
proceeded smoothly. Ni~!<, the engineer, clipped a parachute pack onto
my chest and followed the navigator down to the emergency hatch in the
bomb aimer's compartment.
I would eventually have followed him but,
perhaps 15 to 20 seconds later, the plane suddenly pointed its nose to the
ground. Pulling back on the control column met with no resistance and it
was obvious I could do nothing to check the dive.
Enveloped by a feeling of deep disappointment I thought, "This is the
end. I wonder if I will feel the bump when we hit the ground."
There was no bump and I became aware of no longer being enclosed in
an aircraft. The presence of the parachute on my chest flashed into my
mind and I pulled the ripcord.
Nothing
happened
- from hope to
dejection

again

in a split second

-

I groped

for the release

pins on the

parachute, and suddenly, there it was, a beautiful great white canopy.
Then horror - it was burning, and relief again when I realised the flames
were from bits of burning aircraft scattered in the background.
I began to wonder whether I could control the descent, but then I
noticed the ground was already close and I was drifting towards some
trees. Fortunately the landing was on the edge of a field, just four or five
metres from the forest.
Contact with the ground made me aware that my flying boots and socks
had gone, presumably jerked off when the parachute opened. Looking up
to search the sky, I had a glimpse of only one other parachute as it
disappeared behind some trees, perhaps a kilometre distant.
Havingremoved the parachute harness I reviewed the situation. Several
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factors appeared pre-eminently important. Bare feet and near frozen
ground did not augur well. I had no more than a vague idea of my
whereabouts. The half inch compass and one in ten million scale map of
Europe extracted from the pocket "escape kit" was certainly no help. Every
lurid scene from a recently seen movie highlighting the Nazi evil had my
imagination conjuring hordes of German soldiers with dogs and guns
streaming over the horizon so, despite no boots, I felt I had better move and
I took to the forest as it appeared to offer the best means of concealment.
Eventually I came to a road and finding it smoother on the feet, I
followed it and eventually came to a crossroad with signs indicating that
I was forty kilometres approximately south of Verdun. I felt I had had
enough of walking so I went back into the forest close by, and when well
out of sight of the road, decided to rest until daylight. I lay down next to
a tree, removed the pullover from under my battledress jacket and wrapped
it around my feet.
It was a clear, still night but the forest was quite noisy. My first fears
were that the German army were crashing through the trees but soon it
became obvious that the sounds were not of human origin and I wondered
then whether there were hungry wolves or wild pigs on the prowl. Despite
the freezing feet and fears about savage animals I must have slept for some
hours but nevertheless there was a long wait, before daylight, when I
started to move again. Progress in the forest was slow so, when evening
came, I tried the road once again hoping it would be easier on the feet.
I suppose it would have been about six o'clock in the evening when I
came upon an isolated farm house and at the gate was a youth with a horse.
Iapproached him, trying to remember the fragments of the very elementary
French I had learned at school. "Je suis Anglais," I said but whether it was
understood or not he called out to the people inside the house. A couple
came out, looked me over and invited me inside. The family were just on
the point of sitting down to their evening meal and I was very happy to be
inside and to be sharing their bread and stew. Verbal communication was
rather poor but at least they understood that I was a RAF airman who had
been recently shot down, and no conversation was needed to see that I had
no boots. Once the meal was finished there was no invitation to stay but
I was presented with a pair of old boots which just managed to fit over my
size 11 feet. There were holes through the soles but nevertheless I was far
better off than before. I set out once again in a more or less westerly
direction.
It was dark because the sky was overcast, and after several hours,
thunder and lightning appeared and it began to rain. I found a tree which
gave fair cover and sat down with my back to the trunk. I wondered what
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had happened to.the rest o.fthe crew. Even tho.ugh I had seen o.nly o.ne o.ther
parachute I ho.ped against reason that because their exit from the aircraft
wo.uld have been at a much higher level than mine, they had co.me do.wn
too far away fo.rme to. see. I really felt, ho.wever, that no. mo.re than o.ne o.ut
o.fthe six had survived, and I was disturbed by the tho.ught that perhaps
I had been too slo.w in giving the o.rder to. abando.n the aircraft.
There was no. memo.ry o.fho.w I had escaped from the clo.sed cabin, and
I eQuId o.nly assume the plane had explo.ded and sho.t me through the
perspex cano.py.
"Why," I tho.ught, ''had I been spared when the o.thers had been killed.
Did Go.d have some special purpose fo.rme? Was this some so.rt o.fanswer
to' do.ubts that had been gro.wing in me about the religio.n I had gro.wn up
with?"
Sitting under the tree with ho.les in my boo.ts and rain co.ming do.wn, no.t
kno.wing what o.n earth was go.ing to' happen in the very near future, I
wo.ndered what was so special about me that I had survived such an
impossible situatio.n. Was it divine interventio.n? But I was struck by the
sudden co.nvictio.n that tho.ughts o.f divine interventio.n really were
ego.tistical no.nsense and that if the Go.d I had been brought up to' believe
in wo.uld sho.wer favo.urs so unevenly o.nhis subjects, he wo.uld be no.mo.re
credible than Zeus o.n ancient Mo.unt Olympus.
In the pocket o.f my
battledress was a small leather bound co.py o.fthe New Testament given to'
me at the time o.f my enlistment in the airfo.rce. I decided to. rip o.ff the
leather co.vers and put them in the boo.ts to. co.ver the gaps in my soles.
The next mo.rning I started o.ff alo.ng the ro.ad again, but as it became
fully light, I mo.ved back into. the co.ver o.fthe trees.
About midday I fo.und myself clo.se to. a creek and the undergro.wth,
mainly blackberry bushes, became thick and prickly to. the point where I
was fo.rced to. return to. the ro.ad and fo.und that I wo.uld be obliged either
to. pass thro.ugh the edge o.f a small village o.r make an extremely wide
deto.ur. My sore feet were beco.ming an o.bsessio.n, and the risk o.f being
seen and reported to. ho.stile police did no.t seem as bad as extending my
hike. I had to. pass a co.uple o.fwo.men o.n a small bridge and was aware o.f
lo.ng stares of curio.sity. I stayed o.n the road and the further! wentthe mo.re
irratio.nal the aimless walking appeared to. be.
Late in the afterno.o.n, I felt I really must make co.ntact with someo.ne
befo.re night came o.n again. On co.ming to. the o.utskirts o.fa village with a
signpost indicating that I had reached Laheyco.urt, I climbed o.ver a fence
at the rear o.fa ho.use and kno.cked o.n the back do.o.r. A wo.man, probably
in her late twenties, o.pened the do.o.r and lo.oked rather startled.
"Je suis an aviato.r Anglais," I said.
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She said something I did not understand and left me standing on the
back step while she moved back into the house to a telephone on the wall.
As she made a call, I thought, "She's infonning the police or German
military", but by that time the thought of being handed over seemed a
better prospect than wandering around in the cold. When she finished her
telephone conversation I was invited inside, and I sat down to wait for the
German Army to come.
About half an hour later, I heard a car pull up outside but neither police
nor military appeared. A thin faced man with deep set eyes came in and
looked me up and down without expression. I wondcted whether he was
contemplating a reward for handing me over, however he said a few words
to the woman and then the couple introduced themselves as Serge and
Henriette Nieuwenhuysse and indicated that they had decided to keep me
in their house.
They appeared to be concerned that I had been injured. I did not think
so, but when I was handed a mirror, Hound thatthere was congealed blood
in ~y hair and multiple scratches over my forehead and face, giving a
rather fearful appearance. Underlying a tear in the left leg of my trousers
was a fairly deep cut just above the knee. I was very glad to remove my
boots and to put my swollen feet into some hot water.
Later that evening the local doctor was brought to see me. His name was
Jacobs and with him was his wife who spoke some English. She explained
that Serge and Henriette were prepared for me to stay indefinitely, although
the small house was also home for their three young daughters and MarieLouise who was employed as home help.
It was bliss to be warm and sit down to a meal, and finally to be provided
with a bed, or at least a chaise-longue in their small lounge room.
The Nieuwenhuysse household was greatly expanded over Christmas
and New Year by the arrival of numerous relatives. The festivities were
most enjoyable, but for me there was an air of unreality about the situation,
particularly when I thought of the devastating effect that the "missing on
service" telegrams would be having on the families of myself and my crew.
When the guests had dispersed in the New Year, it was suggested that I stay
with the family until the end of the war. But as execution was possible for
being caught harbouring an enemy serviceman, my presence would have
exposed the family to a terrible risk. I explained that there existed in France
an RAF organisation for the purpose of returning airmen back to England.
The reality ofthe risk was revealed to me by Henriette when I visited her
forty years later. She related how the class teacher of Denise, her six year
old daughter, had called on Henriette whilst I was there and advised her
to keep Denise home from school as she had been telling other children that
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staying with her family was an uncle who could only speak English.
About a week later, Henriette told me that she had been in touch with
a cousin, Maurice Schmit who was a railway clerk. He had made contact
with a colleague who was a member of an underground group associated
with de Gaulle. It was thoughtthat he would be able to arrange my transfer
to the RAP organisation. It was not much later that I found that plans had
been made for me to go to Nancy, eighty kilometres away, where I would
be provided with suitable identification documents to permit travel in
France.
I had been at Laheycourt about a month when Maurice and his wife
arrived to take me to Lerouville for the night and the following morning I
would be escorted to Nancy. It was about six 0' clock in the evening when
we left and, being January, it was quite dark.
Because he had a contract to deliver mail to small villages in the district,
Serge was one of the very few French people allowed to have petrol for a
car. So we set off for the railway station in Bar Ie Duc together with
Henriette, Maurice and his wife.
I had come to feel secure in Laheycourt
so that leaving the
Nieuwenhuysse home was accompanied by considerable apprehension. It
was increased by exposure to the world on leaving the car at Bar Ie Duc and
walking onto the station. The journey to Lerouville was only about thirty
kilometres but necessitated a change of trains at Commercy where we were
obliged to wait half an hour for the connection. Standing about on the
railway station gave me a distinctly uneasy feeling. My anxiety proved
justified when German soldiers appeared suddenly at both ends of the
platform and the station entrance, and began to examine everyone's
identify cards; As I had none, it seemed that doom was staring me in the
face once again, but my chief concern was for the four people who were
escorting me. There was absolutely no way to escape and I could see
nothing but imminent catastrophe.
Maurice took from his pocket his
identity card, put it into my hand and told me to present it for inspection.
Two soldiers approached. My knees were quivering like jelly. Henriette,
Serge and Yvette had their cards inspected and handed back. As there was
a blackout on the station the inspections were done by torchlight. I handed
over Maurice's card. The soldier took it without really looking at me, and
handed it back without comment. Maurice then began to expostulate that
he had either lost his card or left it at home. With much waving of arms,
he admitted that he was an idiot and terribly sorry and that he would never
be without an identity card in the future. He made such a fuss that the two
soldiers just shrugged their shoulders, told him to shut up and then walked
off.
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The train for Lerouville pulled in. My shaking legs were barely strong
enough to climb the steps into the carriage. As there were other passengers
in the compartment, I did not speak. In any case, my mouth was so dry I
probably could not have anyway. Later, I was praised for being so calm,
however, it was purely superficial and, considering the greater risk for
them, I felt that the performance of the other four people was infinitely
more admirable.
I spent the night in Maurice Schmit's house and early the next morning
a woman arrived to escort meby train to Nancy. After the experience ofthe
previous evening I walked onto the railway station at Lerouville with quite
a deal of apprehension.
Fortunately there was no drama and for most of
the sixty kilometres there were only the two of us in the compartment. By
the time we arrived at Nancy it was fully daylight. On leaving the train we
lingered on the platform until all the alighting passengers had disappeared
through the ticket collector's gate. Instead of following them, I was taken
into a small cafe which I noted also had an exit to the outside of the station.
We sat down at a table with coffee. After ten minutes or so we were the only
customers left in the cafe. My escort spoke to the man behind the bar and
shortly afterwards two women came in and spoke to my escort who wished
me good luck and departed.
With the new couple I left the cafe and we were walking for about ten
minutes during which time I noticed that we had circled the block and
finally entered another cafe (through a side door) and went into the living
quarters at the rear where there were several middle aged women dressed
in black and a couple of youths.
There was a lot of chatter. Ten to fifteen minutes went by while I
wondered what would happen next. Nervous tension, the cool weather
and the last cup of coffee were all having their effect on my bladder. Having
managed to convey to someone my need, I was conducted to a bathroom
where I took my time and decided to have a wash and general brush-up for
which there had been no time earlier in the morning..
When I returned to the others, it was apparent that they were rather
agitated and I gathered that I had been due to leave for somewhere else and
my retirement to the lavatory had upset the timing. Two men who had
arrived during my absence ushered me into the street and we walked fairly
briskly for five minutes or so until we came to an intersection where, as I
was about to follow them across the road, they indicated that I was to stay
where I was and then they disappeared around the comer.
It was a bit of a surprise to be suddenly abandoned in the middle of what
was to me, nowhere, particularly as I had no idea what was going on. It was
a cold dry day with cloud blotting out the sun. The grey cobblestones on
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the road and concrete slabs on the pavement all added to a feeling of
sinister desertion, but the situation appeared brighter when I noticed that,
on the opposite side of the road about two light poles away, one of the
youths whom I had seen in the cafe was sitting on a bicycle with one foot
on the kerb. On pondering over the morning's events, it was apparent that
great care was being taken to ensure that I was not being followed by police
or other hostile party.
As time passed, I began to feel more and more conspicuous. Eventually
around the comer came two men I had not seen before. Both were wearing
felt hats and overcoats and as they passed me one of them gave a twitch of
his head which I took to mean that I was to follow and this I did, about ten
.
metres behind.
After we had gone several hundred metres, they slowed down, waited
for me to catch up, and then greeted me in English. A few minutes later we
arrived at No 18 Rue Hermite and having been let inside, I was introduced
to a tall burly man, Roger Van Damme and his wife. He had been, since
several years before the war, the chief representative in Nancy for the Shell
Oil Company, but since the German occupation his position had provided
him with little work. He had therefore devoted his time to underground
activities associated with the de Gaulle resistance organisation.
I stayed with the family all day, but after dinner in the evening, a
colleague of Roger arrived to take me to spend the night elsewhere, partly
because there was no spare room in the apartment but, more importantly,
so that should the home be searched by the Gestapo, the family would not
be found illegally harbouring an enemy airman. We walked for about
fifteen minutes before stopping at a doorway where my companion
pressed the doorbell several times in a manner suggesting that it was a
prearranged signal.
We were let into the building and went up to the first floor. It appeared
to be disused office space, however I was led into a room which contained
a bed and my attention was brought to a cluster of switches by the door and
it was explained that I must take care to choose the correct one to turn on
the light in the room. Amongst the other switches was one connected to a
light on the roof which was used at certain times for signalling to aircraft.
I was told that somebody would come for me in the morning.
The man from the night before appeared at about ten o'clock and we
went out into the street.
After taking the routine preliminary
circumnavigation of the city block, we met Roger Van Damme who led me
off to have a photograph taken for an identity card. I was somewhat
puzzled as to why we went into a large department store until we came to
a small photographic booth, into which I was ushered and photographs
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taken. I felt it was just the sort of place, likely to be under surveillance by
Gestapo agents, however Roger appeared to be quite unconcerned.
He
was obviously well known to the photographer whom I guessed was
another member of the underground movement. Not a great number of
German uniforms were to be seen in the streets of Nancy, but there seemed
to be plenty of French police. I hoped they were not particularly assiduous
in seeking out those engaged inactivities contravening German regulations.
The rest of the day was spent in the Van Damme apartment.
In the
evening, Roger presented me with a very authentic looking identity card,
bearing my photograph and embossed with an official stamp bearing the
German eagle. I discovered that I had become Gilbert Devrient, of
Bordeaux - occupation mechanic. I was informed that the next day I
would be travelling by train to Paris, to be handed over to the RAP
organisation. I had heard of its existence at Elsham Wolds one day when
a talk was given by an airman who had been captured after being shot
down in the Ruhr Valley, but had escaped after drowning his captor in a
canal. Subsequently he had found his way into France and from there was
smuggled out by submarine.
Other airmen had been flown out of
unoccupied France, in small planes.
I was returned to spend the night at the same place as the previous day.
The next morning, I was called for when it \yas barely light and taken
to the railway station. Entrance was by the station cafe, where I met Rover
who had tickets for the journey. We did not move out onto the platform
until a few seconds before the train pulled out. I was rather puzzled
because the platform signs indicated that the train was going to Belfort
which I knew to be south-east of Nancy and close to the Swiss border, but
after travelling for an hour or so, we left the train at Culmont-Chalindrey
..
Junction.
Once again we spent time in the station cafe drinking ersatz coffee until
a train for Paris pulled in. Amongst the passengers were many German
soldiers and having a couple in the same compartment gave a rather
uneasy feeling, but I guess that their thoughts were on subjects other than
that there might be an enemy alien in their midst. More worrying for me,
however, were the several inspections of tickets and identity cards, but
apparently my documentation raised no suspicion.
It was quite dark when we arrived at the Gare de L'Est in Paris. Once
through the platform ticket barrier, we went down into the Metro Station
and caught one of the underground trains. I had no idea where we were
going, but we seemed to travel quite a long time. The passengers were
getting in and out at the various stations and as time went on I noted that
apart from Roger and myself, there was only one other person who had
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boarded at the same time as we had. In the end I was surprised to find that
we had arrived back at the Gare de L'Est. There we left the train and were
joined by the man I had noted previously. I almost felt that with all the
constant looking over the shoulder activity, I was part of a spy movie.
Roger made his farewell, wished me luck after which I descended with my
new escort into the underground again until we emerged into the streets
at the station Victor Hugo. A short walk from there took us to a block of
apartments at number 13 Rue Yvres Villarceau, where we were let into an
apartment on the first floor by a pleasant young woman, Paulette Gauber.
Inside were two men. One of them gave the impression of being a very
assured city business type, probably in his forties. He spoke English with
an almost flawless "Oxford" type accent. He began to chat very amiably
with me, but I soon realised that I was really being interrogated to see if I
really were an RAF airman. The thought passed through my head that
should I not convince them of the reality of my service in the RAF and the
circumstances under which I arrived in France, I would soon be the subject
of a quick and permanent disappearance.
After half an hour or so, my
interrogators must have a.ccepted me as a genuine member of the RAF, and
told me that I would need to stay in the apartment for about a week, whilst
arrangements were made to escort me to the "unoccupied" zone in the
south of France. I gathered that there were some difficulties, as an
important segment of the organisation had been eliminated when two
wireless operators and their equipment in Marseilles had been recently
discovered by the Gestapo. The operators had been killed when they
jumped from a third floor window in an attempt to avoid being captured.
During the next few days I was left to myself as Paulette worked as a
translator for a German firm operating in Paris. I was instructed not to
leave the flat or even answer the doorbell should it ring. The third day was
Sunday and Paulette suggested that we should go for a walk. Although I
acquiesced, I was not entirely happy about unnecessarily appearing in
public places. In the early afternoon, it was cold with an overcast sky. I was
surprised to see that people were much better dressed than I would have
imagined possible in an enemy occupied city. German uniforms were a
common sight. I felt uncomfortably conspicuous because the civilian
clothes given to me in Laheycourt were cheap and ill-fitting and in distinct
contrast to my well turned out companion. Nevertheless, it was an unique
experience to walk past the Arc De Triomphe and down the Champs Elysee
for the first time. The situation was certainly much different from my next
visit twenty-five years later, when the footpaths were crowded and there
were endless streams of cars going in both directions. On that Sunday
afternoon, the few cars seen almost all contained German military. The
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French were either on bicycles or bicycle drawn trailers which served as
taxis.
For the next two days I remained in the flat and then the man who had
interrogated me on my arrival came to tell me that the next morning
someone would be coming to take me out of Paris and into the unoccupied
zone.
Roger Le Neveu arrived whilst it was still dark and we walked to the
Metro Station in the Place de Victor Hugo. On the underground
we
travelled to La Gare d' Austerlitz, where we boarded a train for Tours. It
was a silent two hour journey as the compartment was full and I was not
keen to advertise my lack of fluency in the local language. Just before ten
o'clock we arrived in Tours, where we waited for half an hour until we
caught a local train which ambled off into the countryside, stopping at
every station. Twenty-two kilometres out of Tours we came to Blere-La
Croix.
Blere is a village on the south side of the River Cher and at that time was
in "occupied France" whereas La Croix immediately opposite on the north
side was in the unoccupied zone. Roger explained that we had to cross to
the other side where we would meet another contact. From the station
there was a walk of about one hundred or so metres to a bridge, where the
river was no more than fifteen metres wide. I presumed the particular site
had been chosen because of absence of regular pOlice control at that point.
There appeared to be no-one about and we walked across the bridge, but
just as we reached the other side a German soldier appeared on a bicycle,
jumped off and pulled out a pistol and demanded that we stop. I remained
silent and Roger did the talking. Our identity cards were taken from us and
inspected but it was obvious that the German was not satisfied. He used
his pistol in a menacing manner to direct us back the way we had just come.
The thought went through my mind that we should rush him, disarm him,
shoot him or drown him in the river, but my escort showed no inclination
for such action.
Roger and I finished up in Tours Prison. The cell was cold and grey with
two benches and a lavatory pan without a detachable seat or cover. There
was a high narrow window through which one could see a small section of
the sky but nothing else. Roger urged me to feign numbness and say
nothing, and to let him do all the talking. In any case, I was quite bereft of
any practical ideas. When we had been in the cell an hour or two, Roger
began to hammer on the door of the cell and when guards came to
investigate, he demanded to be taken to the Chief of the Gestapo. I
wondered what he hoped to achieve. However, not long afterwards, he
was taken out and I never saw him again.
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After spending one night in the cell, the next morning I was transferred
to a very large prison in Paris. It was somewhat reminiscent of a Gothic
church in that it was a long narrow building with tier upon tier of cells
extending upwards on either side of the central gallery. There was no
organ but music was provided by occasional blowing of whistles and the
reverberating clanging of steel doors.
I was taken up to the fifth level and deposited in cell 503, virtually no
different from the one I had left behind in Tours, except the walls were
covered with French graffiti. Someone had demonstrated his patriotism by
scribbling the whole of the Marseillaise, whilst another advertised the fact
that he had been condemned to death without a trial on a particular day in
1941. There were uncomplimentary remarks about the Gennans such as "a
bas les Boches". I was inclined to agree with the remarks about the Gennan
race and speculated about the reason for which one of my predecessors had
been condemned to death without a trial. Having perused the walls I was
left with a long day to ponder on my own predicament.
Having been captured in civilian clothes with a false identity card, it
seemed reasonable to expectthat the Gestapo would assume responsibility
for my future. My greatest'concern was how drastic would be the measures
used to force me to identify those who had been helping me. I very much
doubted my ability to endure the inducements to talk which could be
expected from Gestapo agents. Reason told me that when I came to be
taken out of my cell, I should throw myself offthe balcony onto the concrete
five floors below. When the opportunity came a few days later, the
concrete looked too hard.
I went quietly and was taken in a van without windows to a building in
another part of Paris and marched into a room, where sitting behind a desk
was a man in civilian clothes. His opening remarks were in English.
"We think you are a spy. You are not French. Why have you been sent
to this country and how did you get here?"
When I said that I was an ainnan shot down on the 21st December, 1942,
he replied, "!fyou are an ainnan, why aren't you in unifonn. Instead you
have been found in civilian clothes with forged documents. You must help
us with information or we will be obliged to treat you as a spy and you
know that spies are shot."
There was much more questioning about how I had managed to travel
from where the plane had crashed three or four hundred kilometres to
where I had been caught. During the five days I had been in the prison cell
I had concocted and rehearsed a story about what I had been doing over the
previous six weeks. Although it was obviously disbelieved, I stuck to my
story. Suddenly he called in the guards and I expected I was about to be
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dragged away to be beaten up, but I was taken back to cell number 503,
where I spent the next two days very fearful about what would happen
next.
Finally, two guards came once again, took me into the closed van and
when I was let out I found that we were at the Gare de L'Est. The guards
declined to tell me where we were going, but twelve hours later we left the
train at Frankfurt and I was taken to Dulag Luft, the interrogation centre for
captured airmen. In place of civilian clothes I was given an RAFbattle dress
and Africa Corps boots, quite unsuitable for a German winter. After
spending several more days in solitary confinement, I found myself joining
a number of others on a train for an unknown destination. Amongst those
sharing the compartment was Bob McKenzie from Fremantle, an eight
course trainee.
Fifty two days after leaving Elsham Wolds I was marched through the
barbed wire gates of Stalag VIIIIB, near Lamsdorf in Upper Silesia. The
next 27 months spent in Germany is another story, but I learned from an
AlF soldier that some planes in the December raid on Munich had reached
the target. He had been one of a group of prisoners working there who
were transferred to Lamsdorf after their living quarters, personal effects
and Christmas cheer accumulated over several months had been destroyed
by incendiary bombs.
During 1943 Serge Nieuwenhuysse had become increasingly involved
in anti-German activities for which he was arrested on two occasions. He
died in 1948 from illness arising out of imprisonment and torture.
Roger Van Damme' sactivities eventually led to arrest and prison. After
release he became a leader of a resistance fighting unit and was decorated
for his efforts.
My crew is buried in Vavincourt, close to where our aircraft crashed.
The six graves have been maintained in meticulous condition by the people
living in the village.
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ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL
FlU Mick Kendall
In my first operation in UK we were detailed to attack the German
cruisers the Scharnhorst and the Gneissneau at Brest. After bombing we
were coned with searchlights and found the wireless u/ s. We returned to
UK where the weather was particularly foul and as a consequence we hit
the Pennine Ranges.
Luckily we all got out and were taken by the homeguard to a little
village called Appelbee Wick. The whole village turned out to watch the
burning aircraft. The local publican opened his heart and produced free
beer for most of the evening with the usual result - a heavy head next
morning.
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RAIDING GERMANY'S DAMS
FILt Lance Howard DFC
When the famous Guy Gibson was chosen to form the new 617 Squadron
in 1943 for a special task, he had complete freedom to make up his crews
from the most qualified aircrews within Bomber Command who had
completed one or more tours of operations. Bill Townsend's crew, which
included me as Navigation Officer, had flown together regularly in 49
Squadron and were assigned to '0' for Orange for the Dams raid. Without
any preliminary knowledge of a special task ahead, we commenced an
intensive and nerve-wracking low flying course of training. This posed
special problems to navigators, in particular, as we were instructed to
navigate at 180mph at 150 feet. Problems in the designs of the bombs
eventually caused the minimum target approach to be reduced to a
frightening 60 foot height.
Strict secrecy was maintained during the training period and many
rumours circulated as to the eventual target. On the day before the raid
crews were briefed on their targets and '0' for Orange was to be in the
second back-up wave of bombers.
The Moehne Dam was successfully breached by six of the first wave of
bombers led by Guy Gibson. Aircraft were then diverted to the Eder Dam
which, again, was finally breached by the last bomb ofLes Knight's aircraft.
The Sorpe Dam was next to be attacked and very severe damage was
caused to its walls.
'0' for Orange was the last aircraft with bombs intact and Pilot Bill
Townsend had received a radio message to bomb the Ennepe Dam. After
five dummy runs we attacked the Ennepe at 60 feet height and speed of
22Omph. The bomb drop was accurate but no breach was observed. More
bombs were needed but the other two aircraft which could have joined us
were shot down on the way in.
By now it was 3.30am and we were well inside enemy territory. The
moon was starting to set and we could see signs of dawn breaking. A lone
daylight flight over hostile territory faced us. The Lancaster skimmed over
tree tops and power lines at full throttle up to the Dutch north coast,
encountering flak as we entered defended zones near the Zuider Zee area.
Eventually we made the North Sea, finally reaching Seampton, our home
base, where we were the last aircraft to land. All the crews were
congratulated by Air Chief Marshal Arthur Harris who had waited up all
night for the last Lancaster to return.
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DITCHING
FILt Ron Lawton DFC & Bar
460 Sqadron - Operation: 10th September 1942
Target: Dusseldorf
- Take off 2040 hours
Aircraft: Wellington
- Mk IV - 'V' Yorker
Crew: Pilot J Pearson; Bomb Aimer R Lawton; Navigator

L Evans;

Wireless Operator E Parton; Rear Gunner Spud Murphy, RAF
We became airborne as scheduled and were soon on course to target
and some 40 miles out over the North Sea when the 'Skip' reported, ''We
are losing our port motor and starboard one is not the best."
Within a few minutes we turned about and headed for the English coast
- we were in trouble. All bombs and half our fuel supply were jettisoned
and distress signals transITrltted, followed by a priority message requesting
a course to the nearest emergency 'drome. Message was acknowledged
and course given to a 'drome some 50 miles inland. We could not have
made it, due to the steady loss of height which, at this point, was under 2000
feet, visibility nil. So 'Skip' ordered, "Ditching positions, with IFF set to
Broad."
At this stage, Laurie (Navigator) was helping our tiring Skipper in
ditching. I was still midship. Eric (W Op), a very proficient operator,
settled into his ditching position in the cabin and beckoned me to join him.
Luckily for me I chose to remain where I was, behind the main cross-beam
and under the astro hatch (dome ejected). I hooked my arms in the leather
support straps used by navigators when taking 'star shots' and braced my
feet firmly against the main beam and waited.
Within a few minutes we hit with a hefty thud. I rocked like a cradle and
all in front of me and the main beam caved in with a horrible dull crunch

-

quite frightening,

but I was OK. The water

was soon waist high and I

groped for the dinghy release, found a loose cord and virtually swam out
of the astro-dome. I stopped, looked about and saw 'V' Yorker's tail end
at about a 45 degree angle. I called out - no answer. 'V' sank in about 30
seconds.
Suddenly I became aware of the need to inflate my Mae West and
remove my boots. I peered around in the murky darkness but it seemed I
only could gulp and spit out salt water. Then about 15 yards away a dark
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round object appeared on the crest of a wave. I set off 'L for leather' and
it was what I hoped - the dinghy. I scrambled in somehow and then heard
calls for help (very weak).
It turned out to be Laurie and he was hurt quite badly. Somehow we
both finished up in the dinghy and flaked out in 6 inches of cold water.
When I awoke later it was still very dark and cold. Laurie awoke later and
groaned as he shifted position - we talked. He apparently was knocked
unconscious and sank with "i' Yorker, came to and felt something dragging
him down so he kicked out frantically and suddenly he was free and rising.
He commented, "Never thought I'd ever reach the surface." It was then we
realised Jimmy, Eric and Spud (his last Op) were no longer with us and
became quiet because we two were OK - bloody cold but safe. Laurie fell
asleep again and we had lost track of time. It was a big relief when dawn
broke.
Later we checked our survival gear packed in the dinghy. We had
rations and water for at least a week. Laurie again awakened and we
partook of some tit-bits which settled us down. We set up 'distress signal
gear' (manually operated) - the aerial was held aloft by a balloon. It was
operated for short periods during each hour. Never did I hear if its signal
was picked up.
About 0910 hours we heard engine sounds and sighted two planes
some distance away but they did not spot us despite mad flag waving. Our
spirits sank somewhat, but arose again later when two more planes
appeared. These were closer. More flag waving, but to no avail. Suddenly
the plane nearest peeled off to port and was soon over the dinghy. It
continued to circle us until relieved - Avro Anson YF-W. We said thanks
to Hughie with some emotion.
At about 1100 hours the Air Sea Rescue launch appeared on the horizon.
It was guided to the dinghy by the search plane. We were taken aboard and
fitted out with warm Navy clothing and a glass of Navy rum and were
looked after with VIP service and a top up of rum (very warming). We
docked at Yarmouth and were taken to the hospital. A week later we were
transferred to our squadron at Breighton and hospitalised again. Laurie for
several weeks - 24 hours for me followed by 14 days survival leave. Both
Laurie and I finished our tour with 460 Squadron but with different crews.
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U BOAT WARFARE
by Editors
The Battle of the Atlantic was a continuous war, mainly between
German submarines (U Boats) and combined forces from the Royal Navy,
Royal Canadian Navy and Coastal Command of the Royal Air Force. Many
members from 10-13 Courses served with RAF and RAAF squadrons
involved in this area of World War II.
Mter the fall of France the German High Command was well aware that
the British Isles then depended almost entirely on further supplies being
delivered by shipping across the Atlantic. Therefore the U Boat attacks on
convoys became the AXIS major thrust to blockade England in order to
force a surrender.
Like~se Britain knew that they could not survive
without imported supplies and that resulted in priority being given to the
importance of increased naval and air support to shipping convoys as well
as an all out attack against the large German submarine fleet in the Atlantic.
Air cover to shipping was provided by varying types of aircraft, the best
known being the Sunderland and Catalina flying boats but land based
aircraft such as Hudsons, Hampdens, Wellingtons, Whitleys, Beaufighters,
Beauforts based in Cornwall, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Iceland,
Newfoundland
and North West Africa also had a set range to effectively
patrol convoys and hunt U Boats in the Bay of Biscay and North Atlantic.
By early 1942 the strong and increased air patrols had driven the U Boats
to operate far from land, in the" Atlantic Gap". As this area was beyond the
range of existing operational aircraft, three squadrons of VLR (very long
range) aircraft were established. The aircraft selected was the four engined
American B24 (Liberator) which was modified to carry a fuel load of up to
2500 gallons and with such could spend 3 to 4 hours with a convoy over
1100 miles from its land base.
With the length of trips extending from 16 to 20 hours, a larger and
further advanced training of aircrew was required. Navigation was by DR
plotting with the use of astro sights for fixes and drift calculations for
adjusting courses, as none of today's navigational aids then existed in the
aircraft. In order to work efficiently the crew consisted of at least 2 pilots,
2 navigators, 2 radar operators and 4 wireless/air
gunners generally
working a change over duties roster.
The anti-submarine war was a particularly scientific one in relation to
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equipment used by both sides. Complete books have been written on these
developments but suffice it to say here, that when the Germans discovered
a detection unit used by the RAF or RN then they would build a device to
counteract it. The English would then discover a method to defeat that new
unit and so it continued.
The RAF used varied weapons in their endeavours to sink U Boats
including bombs, depth charges, torpedoes, armour piercing shells, rockets
and finally a secret homing torpedo dropped from low level.
The Royal Navy was most conservative in classifying claims by both
Navy and Air Force units of submarine sinkings. Firstly, an attack is
acknowledged. It is then assessed as (a) damaged; (b) possible sinking; (c)
probable sinking; and (d) on rare occasions, with definite proof from
intelligence and evidence, a confirmed sinking.
An interesting illustration relates to a submarine attack in the Bay of
Biscay by F/0 Bruce Gaston and his crew in a VLR Liberator aircraft in May
1943. The attack was made as the submarine dived in position 47°45' North
and 26°57' We.st. Mter about 5 minutes a large oil slick appeared on the
surface of the sea but no other indication of the fate of the U Boat was
evident. On returning to base, details were given to the intelligence officer
and facts duly related to RAF and RN Command Headquarters.
The first
official assessment was "possible damage". A week later further intelligence
reports from others classed it as "probably sUJ'lk" as no further radio
transmissions had been picked up from that particular submarine. As far
as Bruce was concerned that was all the information the RAF had or would
convey.
It was surprising for him and his crew to read a book 30 years after that
attack and to be given details not only of the positive sinking of U266, but
the Captain's name and his war history. From German held records it was
established that U266 was a Type VII C submarine built in 1942. The
Commander
was Rolf von Jessen and the crew numbered
44.
KapWinleutnant von Jessen had previously served on an auxiliary cruiser
which had sunk eight British merchant ships. Submarine U266 was based
at St Nazaire and on its first cruise sank the 4000 ton Greek steamer
Polyktor. On this operation, it had already torpedoed three of 13 ships
sunk from Convoy ONS5 sailing between Halifax and Liverpool.
Although the attack on the U Boat left Bruce wondering, at the time, it
was satisfying to his conscience to learn in the long term that the sinking
was more than justified due to the damage that U266 had caused merchant
ships and cost the many lives of men serving under the British flag.
This report is typical of so many actions that took place on land, sea and
air that were only accurately detailed after the war, when intelligence and
other records from both sides became available.
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WAS IT GOOD LUCK OR A MIRACLE?
FlU Harry Horner DFC
On 17th August 1942, I was flying as 2nd pilot on a Sunderland from 204
Squadron, Bathurst, West Africa, and we had located our convoy 200 miles
off the coast when our starboard outer motor failed at 0826. petrol cocks
were opened to unload fuel, both bomb hatches were lowered to wind out
depth charges for dropping but the racks jammed and only one of the six
depth charges could be jettisoned. We were in the drink in three minutes.
And now for Ripley's 'Believe It Or Not':
1. We landed along the top of a swell in a 25'-30' sea. Had we landed
into the swell we'd have hit a wall of water and been crushed like an egg
shell. As it was the mad}ine broke into 3 parts, at the wing roots and the
tail assembly.
2. Our intercom had malfunctioned and I had to rush down the
ladder to the lower deck to see which depth charges had been reeled ou t for
jettisoning. I had just reported back to the skipper when the 'old girl' hit
the wave, broke up and sank to water level. All four chaps on the lower
deck would have died instantly.
3. A week earlier, at our 240-hour inspection, we decided, as a crew,
to stow our dinghy on the upper deck beneath the navigator's table instead
ofin the forward compartment ofthe lower deck because of an incident on
our squadron a few days previously. On impact, the dinghy had been
forced out into the gang-walk immediately below the astro-hatch and
floated up as water filled the cockpit.
4.
It floated up only because a maintenance chap, after having
inflated it and inspected it for possible leaks, had not expelled all the air
prior to rolling it up for stowing.
5. The dinghy suffered no damage when thrown out from below the
navigator's table, the pressure bottle inflated it very speedily and all five of
us were on board and paddling furiously before the depth charges broke
loose, sank to the critical depth and exploded.
6. We were less than 50 yards away when the first of the five depth
charges exploded. The detonation did not fracture any of the seams of the
dinghy; nor did any of the pieces of falling debris hit us.
7. None of the 5 or 6 sharks which were scything their way through
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the wreckage within two minutes of the detonation molested us. They
were attracted only to the blood in the water.
8. So commenced our 200 mile sea voyage to the mainland, aided by
the prevailing SW monsoon wind, drawn in 24 hours a day by the heated
continent. Two, three or more times a day heavy rain drenched us. There
was no shortage of fresh water.
9. We were capsized only once when, on the third day, ina heavy sea,
the crest of a wave broke over us. No harm done. All managed to scramble
back into the dinghy.
10. On the fifth day we were blown onto a gently shelving sandy beach
and walked north, towards Gambia, till nightfall. We thought we were on
the mainland. In effect we had landed on one of the largest islands of the
Bijagos Archipelago. This comprised some 50islands, only 6of which were
inhabited, and we had come ashore on Orango, one of the 6.
11. On the sixth day, feet blistered, we were slowly trekking north
again when we were approached by a Portuguese mulatto and a negro
tribesman who escorted us inland to their tribal village. Once a month this
Portuguese chap visited Orango to trade materials, utensils, etc. for coconut
oil and oranges. Because, a few months previously, he had discovered an
empty but well supplied lifeboat on the beach, it was his habit to climb a hill
near the village and check the beach. This was his day of the month for
Orango and he rescued us.
12. What happened between the sixth day and the nineteenth day,
when we reached our base at Bathurst, after having been reported 'missing
and presumed lost', is quite another story but contains no events or
experiences which could be classified as 'Good Luck-or Miracles' except
that, on the very evening of the day we arrived back at the squadron, the
raffle, which had been progressing several days for my push bike and
fishing rod and reel (too bulky to be sent home to my folks), was to be
drawn. So, by Good Luck, my property was saved for further fishing. We
sent the proceeds of the raffle to the wife of the only married man among
the four we lost. He was a Canadian.
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'KILLER' U-BOAT IS SUNK
FILt Harry Horner DFC DAM
Shortly after first light on 19th May, 1943 a convoy of 14 ships came
under submarine attack as it was moving south between the Canary
Islands and the southern tip of Morocco, near Cape Yubi. Six ships were
sunk and the remainder scattered. Operations Room at 204 Squadron's
outpost at Port Etienne, in southern Spanish Sahara, received instructions
to despatch a Sunderland with the utmost urgency to search and destroy.
We were away by 1600 hours but located nothing until, shortly after
midnight, my radar operator picked up a blip which could have been one
of the remaining convoy ships or a Jerry sub making full use of the pitch
black night to escape the atea of its attack on our convoy. There was almost
a gale force wind blowing and the sea beneath us was nearly white with
blown spume. As I descended over the suspect vessel I recognised the telltale V-shaped wake of a submarine.
I turned hard to port to go back for a run in, had depth charges rolled
out, but the V-Boat had spotted us on our first run and, by the time we
arrived at the anticipated spot, it had dived and, in the very rough sea, there
was not even a sign of where it had gone under.
Our immediate signal to Base gave position where sighted, course
(almost south-west), estimated speed and we set off for Port Etienne as fuel
was becoming low. Our message was acted upon. One of 200 Squadron's
land based Hudsons was sent out to be at the estimated spot at first light,
found the V-Boat on the surface and sank it.
Post Script: The New Zealand pilot of that Hudson, FIO Trigg, was
awarded an immediate DFC. He was sent to VSA to convert to Liberators,
returned to Gambia, located on th~ surface another V-Boat which fought
back with its conning tower machine guns and seriously wounded the
New Zealander. Rather than try to return to Base, he came in again at the
V-Boat, made a perfect bomb drop and sank it. The Liberator crashed
immediately afterwards and all crew were lost. FILt Trigg was awarded
a posthumous Victoria Cross on the evidence of crew members of the Jerry
sub, some of whom escaped in the Liberator's dinghy and were picked up
by a British patrol boat.
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OPERATION DIVERSION
FlU Bruce Gaston DFC
February in the UK is generally cold and bleak and in 1943 it was no
exception. I was with 86 Squadron RAF flying VLR (Very Long Range) 4
engined Liberator aircraft on Coastal Command anti submarine operations
over the Bay ofBiscay and the North Atlantic. For the long flights, two extra
1000 gallon fuel tanks were fitted in half the bomb bay to enable the
Liberator to cover the mid Atlantic (commonly known as the Atlantic Gap).
It was an area of ocean that previously had been out of range to aircraft
based in Northem Ireland or Iceland, and where German U-Boats considered
themselves safe from allied air attacks.
The VLR Liberator flights could span up to 20 hours away from base and
during that time weather conditions change considerably and generally for
the worse.
However, back to this grey, cold, bleak, wet February day in 1943 when
our crew was scheduled to "take off" at 0400 hours to cover a convoy of 30
merchant ships with a Royal Navy escort en route from UK to Africa. We
were to meet the convoy at dawn and stay with it in the area of the outer
Bay of Biscay until midday. Aircraft of that period were not pressurised,
airconditioned or soundproofed so we were dressed in our winter woollies
with wool lined high boots and leather jackets. At midday we were looking
forward to being relieved by another aircraft, but instead we received a
radio message from Group control that weather conditions in the whole of
the UK had deteriorated to such a degree that no airfields were open for
landing, and instead of returning to Ireland we were to proceed to RAP
Base Gilbraltar.
To me this diversion sounded good as I missed the
Australian hot weather, but to some of the English crew, with wives
waiting at home, and single ones with girl friends and appointments, it was
not greeted with such enthusiasm.
Fortunately

our navigator,

Denham

Hardie

-

an Australian

EATS

trained in Canada, carried charts of Gibraltar as well as Iceland and
Newfoundland,
as all three areas were possible diversion airfields
depending upon the aircraft position in the Atlantic. My instruction from
the navigator was to head East, strike the coast of Portugal, turn right, go
sou th and then follow the southern coast of Spain around and look for a big
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rock. This we did and viewed the Spanish countryside as we flew about
2000 feet, just outside territorial space. Spain and Portugal were neutral
and allied aircraft were not supposed to fly over such areas.
Apartfrom myself and the first navigator, the rest of the crew were from
England, Canada, Scotland and N Ireland. None of the UK members had
been outside their country before and they were amazed at the dry looking
land of southern Spain and wondered how people could live in such areas.
To us two Australians it looked like home, but was far removed from the
small very green fields of the UK that we had been flying over for the past
18 months.
Eventually we found Gibraltar, but it was only now our troubles began
rather than ended. Firstly Gibraltar is a small isthmus with a huge solid
13% foot high rock stuck out into the Mediterranean. The landing strip was
built at right angles to, and across, the main (and only) road linking
Gibraltar to La Linea in Spain. Moreover, this one runway extended out
into the sea similar to a jetty or rock groyne. In fact it was still being built
to take the larger four engined aircraft such as ours.
Another complication was that one must fly a circuit around the rock as
to do otherwise would tC1keus over Spanish territory which was a no no,
as often the Spanish were trigger happy. Furthermore, the road crossing
the runway appeared to be in full use with donkey carts, bicycles and
trucks meandering across the middle of the landing strip. Yet another
problem was that the wind socks at each end of the runway pointed
towards one another as the wind swept around each side of the Rock.
By radio contact we were told to fly first along and over the runway at
1000 feetto give a warning, then to make our circuit and land. Disappearing
around the Rock we hoped road gates would stop the traffic before we
made our final approach. All was OK as the runway appeared and after
landing we were directed to a parking bay.
The ground crew meeting us were dressed in tropical khaki shorts and
little else, so you can imagine how ridiculous we looked climbing out of our
aircraft in glorious sunshine dressed in our long Arctic woollen and leather
.

wear.

Fortunately we had two days billeted in Gibraltar and were able to
borrow appropriate clothes, have a swim and taste some night life and
shop for goods which were not available in England. As an RAAF officer,
I was able to withdraw some pay from the base, but unfortunately the RAF
crew members were not so lucky. This fact leads to the main point of this
story. The eight RAP sergeant crew members borrowed as much money as
I could obtain and at that stage I was unaware of the reason, but to my
dismay found out 3 days later.
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Returning from Gibraltar we were briefed to proceed to a search and
patrol area in the Bay of Biscay and then return to our base in North Ireland.
All 10 aboard for a return journey, after a really good change and holiday
from a UK winter and wartime restrictions. Throttles were opened for take
off speed down the runway, but for some strange reason the plane would
not lift off as usual and it was necessary to hurriedly adjust trim, flaps,
boost, etc. To complicate things further the wind had changed within the
previous half hour and a Royal Navy destroyer had swung on its moorings
so that its mast appeared sticking up at the end of the runway. We missed
the Navy, gained a little height and set a westerly course. It was only then
all was revealed to me by the crew.
Apparently they had found that Amontillado and Tio Pepe sherry,
which was expensive and almost unobtainable in the UK, was comparatively
cheap and plentiful in the shops in Gibraltar. Hence the borrowing of
money was to purchase dozens of bottles of sherry for distribution and
favours back in UK. In order to hide the booty from RAP guards, customs,
etc, the crewmen had removed their pack type parachu tes from the canvas
outer bags and then refilled each bag with two dozen bottles of sherry.
These bags had then been hidden and stacked down at the rear of the
aircraft and that weight resulted in the strange tail-down attitude
experienced during take off.
The story does not end here as then I had strict instructions from the
crew not to fly back above 2000 feet as the plane was not pressurised and
the corks would pop out due to reduced air pressure. Not only would the
sherry be lost, but so too would my chances of being repaid the borrowed
money. The price of the sherry was about 4/ - a bottle in Gibraltar and in

UK worth ten times that amount, when available.

..

All was well until we started our operational area search for a submarine
in the Bay of Biscay. The radar operator reported a contact on the screen
about 20 miles 30 degrees starboard so we altered course and, flying at
about 1000 feet, headed towards the then unknown object. All eyes were
peering ahead hopeful of finding a U-Boat on the surface. Preparations
were made to drop depth charges. On closing, however, in a surface mist
we found the cause of the contact was a small ship belching smoke and big
letters on her sides spelt EIRE. A neutral ship not to be attacked.
We did a circuit and the crew relaxed, disappointed.
The calm,
however, did not last long as an excited voice over the aircraft intercom
reported two German TU88 fighters were circling above and now coming
down to attack us. No doubt the neutral ship below had attracted other
large slow aircraft such as ours and the German fighters only had to circle
high above, watch for RAP aircraft to "home in" on the neutral ship and
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then swoop down for the kill.
Our first radio operator, "Dusty" Miller from Cumberland, hurriedly
sent out a coded message to HQ advising them that we were being
attacked. If we had dived down to sea level we would have gained extra
speed, but also would have become a splash target for the fighters. Instead
we turned and flew towards them on each attack to double the closing rate
and give ourselves more room to manoeuvre. It was amazing that whereas
normally the mixed broad accents of the Scot, Yorkshire, Lancashire,
Canadian and Australian crew were hard to decipher, at this time the talk
on the aircraft intercom positioning the attacking aircraft was clear and
understood by all. As a result, with some luck, plus no doubt the incentive
of the load of sherry and with intelligent instruction from the crew, we
were, after about 30 minutes, able to escape the attacking aircraft and take
cover in some cloud at about 3000 feet and 50 miles further out to sea. One
fighter had been damaged by our air gunners in forward and rear turrets
and, also, the German fighter aircraft could not afford to go too far out from
the coast because of their limited range.
We had used extra fuel with manoeuvring at full revs so, after our panic
subsided, I asked the engineer to transfer the extra fuel from the bomb bay
tanks to the wing tanks. Now we were well out in the Atlantic and a
shaking engineer said, "1 have something serious to report." "Not another
crisis," I thought, but sure enough it was. Being a special plane with two
1000 gallon extra fuel tanks in the forward bomb bay, the ground crew at
Gibraltar (not having serviced that type of long range aircraft before) had
not fuelled those extra tanks. The engineer crewman, who should also have
checked before leaving Gibraltar that they were filled, was so preoccupied
with his booze booty that he failed to do so. Quick calculations by the
navigator showed if we set a direct course for the south coast of England
we could perhaps just make land with the fuel left. With fingers crossed we
did make it to Cornwall where we took on enough fuel to return to our base
in North Ireland.
We became a very popular crew back on the Squadron with sherry,
oranges and bananas (and silk stockings for favoured W AAFs). Not one
bottle was hit or broken during our encounter with the JUBBs. I was paid
back my loaned money by all but one member. It was 25 years later in 1968
when on a trip to UK I was able to locate my ex-crew member in Lancashire
and retrieve the five pounds he owed me from 1943. He repaid me with
many thanks, but without interest or inflation added. I duly receipted the
debt with a warm beer in the local and a round of golf at his Club. Yes, we
had a Tio Pepe as well.
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NIGHTFIGHTER TECHNIQUES IN UK
By Flight Lieutenant

Bob Richardson

456 Nightfighter Squadron was initiated in June 1941 at RAF Station,
Valley, Isle of Anglesey, off the coast of North Wales. It was equipped at
first with Boulton-Paul
Defiants, single engined aircraft, the crew of
which consisted of a pilot up front and an air-gunner in the waist operating
a B-P gun turret firing .303 ammunition. There was a radar set in front of
the pilot which he was expected to interpret while controlling the aircraft
in darkness on instruments and position himself close behind an enemy
aircraft so the air-gunner could polish him off with his pea-shooter.
It wasn' Hong before this state of affairs was modified so that Beaufighter
aircraft were equipped with a radar under the control of a Navigator /
Radar specialist who, after having been vectored near a 'bogey' by ground
control, would, himself, gain radar contact with the enemy aircraft, then
take over from ground radar control the description of moves to stalk the
'bogey' until the pilot got a 'visual'. After this, it was only a matter of
making a positive identification before polishing him off with .303 fixed
machine guns from a range of about 200 yards. Later 200mm cannon were
fitted on the Mosquitoes. This was the well-kept secret which led to the
commonly held belief, cleverly disseminated by Intelligence for enemy
consumption, that our nightfighter pilots were being fed raw carrots to
improve their night vision.
The squadron was for some time under training and development of
these techniques and, now and then, needed some sort of relaxation. This
took the form of taking a 'Liberty' bus of aircrew from one flight at a time
into nearby towns for a meal and a few jugs of jungle juice to follow. What
tended to develop from this was a situation where some of the younger
bloods would become a bit excited and over-confident.
This, in turn,
would stir up the effervescent locals which would quickly come to the
attention of the constabulary.
'H' Flight Commander was a Porn with a
wizard handlebar moustache who, as the senior member in charge of
visiting airmen, was heard to complain that "I'm only the Flight Commander
after all, but I've been treated like a bloody schoolboy all night" and, later,
"I hear that one of my officers has broken his hand on a policeman". But
'Bushy' Richards' main problem was to round up all his charges for the trip
back to base.
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UPS AND DOWNS ON
AN OPERATIONAL TRAINING UNIT
F/L Kitch Pugsley
It was September 1942 and, at Winfield, Scotland, we were on the final
stages of training on twin engined aircraft for Fighter Command. We had
arrived in England earlier in the year at Liverpool after a three months trip
by sea from Australia and then proceeded to Boumemouth for several
weeks to settle in and where we were put through various tests to
determine suitability for Bomber, Fighter or Coastal Commands.
From
Bournemouth we were posted to various training units throughout the
country and a group of about six of us was sent to Ossington in the
Midlands on a refresher course. After a month or two we went on to East
Fortune, an operational training unit outside Edinburgh, Scotland.
After six weeks at East Fortune, which we enjoyed, we were again
moved, this time to Charterhall Station in the Scottish Borders where we
received three weeks of further training before being moved to the satellite
airfield, Winfield (about 6 miles away) to complete our training. Previously,
at East Fortune, we had teamed up with our future navigators and my
crewman was Frank Moore, an Englishman from Derbyshire, a happy and
friendly type, and we seemed to get on well together.
At Winfield we often did circuits and bumps on various types of twin
engined aircraft such as Beauforts and Beaufighters. Most Beaufighters
were fitted with radial engines but at one stage a new type of Rolls Royce
in-line engine was produced. It was not successful in operations, possibly
being underpowered and was withdrawn. Subsequently the aircraft were
sent to OTV s for crews to train on.
So, on this particular day in September at Winfield, I was doing circuits
and bumps in one of these aircraft with my navigator in the back. The
runway in use had plenty of length and on this day there happened to be
a fairly strong crosswind from right to left. My approach on this occasion
seemed OK, if a little high, and the cockpit drill seemed to take care of
everything except for one item, namely the locking nut on the throttle lever
which I slackened off far too much as subsequent events showed.
My approach proceeded normally until I was over the end of the
runway when the aircraft drifted (with the crosswind) until it was over the
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grass on the left of the runway. (This would not have happened, of course,
had I used a flatter approach and more engine.) Now, rather than land on
grass, I decided to go around again. And that's when the fun started! I
opened the throttles fully but immediately I took my hand off they would
close and I would lose power so, perhaps, you can imagine the difficulties
as I had to hold the throttles open, tighten the locking nut, pull up the flaps
and undercarriage and fly the aircraft. And, as keeping airborne was the
main necessity, I endeavoured to hold the throttles and tighten the nut
(after all I had only two hands!) and not worry too much where the aircraft
was heading. As it was it did a wide flat turn to port at practically zero feet
towards the hedge on the boundary of the airfield and, after hopping over
that, proceeded across the next field.
Now, on the far side of this field was a farmer on top of a hay cart loaded
with hay and, even after nearly fifty years, I can still recall the expression
on the man's face as he glanced up and took one look at the aircraft headed
straight for him and jumped! Anyway I managed to hop over the cart and
into the next couple of fields and towards a row of trees in the distance and
so the battle went on to tighten the nut and get the aircraft property
airborne and under control.
We were told later that, while all this was happening, the boys at the
Flight Office, who had watched our progress and were fascinated by it, just
kept murmuring, "He's down - he's up - he's down - he's up" until
eventually we staggered out of sight! Through all this the only comment
I can recall from my navigator, Frank, in the back was (in his Derbyshire
accent) "Bluddy Hell". What he was thinking at the time I don't know but
perhaps it was, "How did I manage to get into this situation, with a rookie
Australian pilot, at zero feet and hedge-hopping across fields!!"
Eventually I did manage to get the nut tightened to hold the throttles
open and the rest of the drill completed and was able to lift the aircraft over
the trees that were looming and so do another circuit successfully. However,
it taught me a lesson for the future on how much to loosen the lock nut on
the throttles and the operational training was completed without any more
near misses.
Naturally, afterwards, and in the years since this incident, one can see
the humorous side of the situation and both Frank and I have often laughed
about it although it was a bit 'dicey' at the time and in training, I suppose,
all in the day's work. One did not tend to dwell on such experiences.
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FISgt Bart Shaddick DFM

This story is one having a direct report from one of the many 10-13
course members killed in action. The following letter was written by Bart
Shaddick to Bruce Gaston in September 1942,a period when the RAP was
mounting the 1000 plane bombing raids on selected German targets.
"AUS406682
Sgt Shaddick BP
142 Squadron

Walthon
Grimsby
LINCS
28th September,

1942

Dear Bruce
The news is not so hot. The joint letter was too late to be of any use to Pathe is missing. Will lead up to it. There were eight crews of us to start off with, and
we did some ops with OTU. The Wimpy IC's we had were not fit to fly in - they
were damn near suicide. The first trip was Dusseldorf. Three crews turned back,
two because they couldn't get height and Bob Carson because his starboard throttle
became disconnected.
Pat, Streeter (NZ from from Leconfield) and self bombed
target. Ogilvie and Downs (an Aussie) failed to return. We were caught in
searchlights and a lot of flak and came down to 3000 feet over target. Second trip
was Bremen.

Several

turned

back (Pat because one motor caught

fire) and the rest

of us bombed without loss. They then let Carson, a Canadian and self out on leave.
The other three went to Essen. Kidd (a NZ) came back, Pat and Streeter didn't.
This leaves four out of eight crews. It was murder.
Bill Fletcher at Lichfield had one motor cut with bomb load, and he crashed on
aerodrome,
being killed. There's no future in the game.
Bob Carson and selfarrived
here a few days ago to find Max Jensen already here.
It's good to be with a few of the other chaps. Wimpy Ill's here, 1600 HP at take off,
climb on one motor, four gun turret, electrically
operated constant
speed full
feathering
airscrews and all mod cons. Haven't done any work from here, but will
probably soon be in it.
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Well best of luck old boy. It's a bloody shame about Pat - he may have baled
out and be safe. Don't think many of us will suroive Night Bombers.
Cheerio,
Your old pal,
Bart"
Bart continued his operational trips but on 25th October 1942 -less
than one month after writing the above letter - his plane was shot down
and he and his crew all killed.
P.5. Prior to being shot down the following appeared in the 'London
Times'.
IISgt Bartlett Parker Shaddick of Pingelly Western Australia No. 142
Squadron has been awarded the Distinguished Flying Medal. The citation
reads 'One nigh t in October 1942 he captained an aircraft detailed to attack
Cologne. On the outward flight the aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire.
Al though the starboard fuel tank was pierced causing much loss of petrol
Shaddick flew on through heavy defences to the target area, the port engine
was hit and ceased to function. Despite this he flew the aircraft back to
England on one engine and crash landed at an aerodrome without injury
to the crew. Throughout he has displayed great skill and determination.
Of the other ex 10/13 Course members mentioned in Bart's letterSgt Bill Fletcher, 10 Course, was killed 13th september 1942;
Sgt Max Jensen, 11 Course, was killed 23rd February 1943;
Sgt Pat Looney, 12 Course, was officially listed as killed over Europe
16th september 1942.
Unfortunately Bart's predictions came true. It was a period of particularly
heavy loss and accounted for many other 10-13 Course aircrew losing their
lives at a young age.
III
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IT'S JUST A MATTER OF LUCK
Colin Watt DFM
11 Course
Not often, but on those rare occasions when one is trapped into
inactivity with nothing to do (e.g. in an aircraft when one's book is finished
and the next seated passenger is asleep), does one think of fate and wonder
why she can smile so kindly on some and so malevolently on others.
In April 1989 when I visited England for a squadron reunion, I also
visited the grave of Bill Nicholls. He was from those of us of 11 Course who
left Geraldton in September 1941 (another was Bill Shepperd who was
killed a month earlier in Scotland after losing an engine in a Botha).
On that April day in 1942 Bill and I walked from the mess to the Crew
Training Centre at Cottesmore, a 5 Group Hampden OTU. When he left me
to continue on to the flights he said, "A w, well cheerio. Some poor WAG
has to come up with me now."
How prophetic that was. He had gone in within the hour.
He was obviously unhappy with Hampdens in which there was no
dual.
Forty-seven years later as I stood at the foot of his grave there it was.
"Aged 19, 28th April 1942"
The persistent question went round and round in my head, 'Why Bill,
why? Why have I been so lucky while you have been there so long?"
Luck has always been the same. If one was in the right place at the right
time one got a gong; if not, one got the chop. By my count, there were 15
of us who finished on 11 Course at Geraldton and went straight to Bomber
Command. Three of us, Dave Shannon, Col Bayliss (POW from Christmas
1942 till the end in 1945) and I were the only ones to survive into 1944. With
those odds the survivors just had to be lucky.
Vince Miers, 12 Course in W A, and I were posted to 44 (Rhodesia)
Squadron RAP Waddington after the third 1000 bomber raid in June 1942
from Cottesmore. It was a Lancaster squadron. In those days Conversion
Units were just starting to form. Our squadron had two operational flights
A and B, and the Conversion flight C. We spent our days flying as co-pilots
for those being checked out for command and our nights as co-pilots on
operations as the need arose, so we saw a lot of each other. We were
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checked out together and did the same first four ops when Viv did not
return from Osnabruck on 6th October. He became a POW. He picked up
an infection and was repatriated in an exchange of prisoners. He reached
home in Adelaide before I did.
After 14 months "rest" instructing on Manchesters, Lancasters, Halifaxes
and Stirlings at a Conversion Unit, I was posted back to Australia three
months before the invasion of the continent. This went very much against
the grain.
We crossed the Atlantic when everyone else was sailing east. There
followed five weeks in New York 'living it up', a week crossing the US by
train to pick up a Liberator in California to fly it home across the Pacific only
16 years after Smithy's historic flight.
After leave and marriage there was a posting to Tocumwal to become
an instructor on Liberators. We were not really wanted and sat in the
winter sun playing bridge.
At that time the civil airlines were offered Dakotas by the government.
They needed experienced pilots for quick training into the left-hand seat.
The CO even joined the move.
So there it was, the luck again - in on the ground floor by being in the
right place at the right time. No talent can match that kind of luck.
For the next 37 years I did what I enjoyed

as a civil airline Captain.
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SECTION II
THE MIDDLE EAST
The Middle East War Zone extended from Gibraltar in the West to
Burma in the Eastand took in all the countries bordering the Mediterranean.
The entry of Italy into the war, as Germany's ally, in June 1940,the landing
of powerful German forces under Field Marshall Rommel in North Africa
and the vulnerability of the Middle East oilfields in Iraq called for the
buildup of air-power throughout the Eastern Mediterranean.
The Middle East Command was extended to India and Burma after the
Japanese entered the war by bombing Pearl Harbour in December, 1941,
and very speedily moving into Malaya and Burma.
Thisled to the posting of many aircrew from the early EAT S Courses
to the African theatre of war, either from 0 T D's in the United Kingdom
or from similar establishme~ts in south-eastern Africa, particularly Kenya.
This chapter, then, recounts the experiences of those members of
Courses 10-13 who were posted to squadrons whose responsibility it was

to carry out offensive sorties and to provide air support for the ground
forces and naval units involved in the campaign to drive the enemy forces
out of North Africa, then out ofItaly and toprevent theJapanesearmy from

advancing into India.
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FROM PERTH TO THE
MIDDLE EAST AND RETURN
By F/O Bill Paterson DFC
We left Perth early in November 1941, by train for Sydney and, after
about ten days there, boarded the SS Themistocles in Newcastle and came
back to Perth. An uneventful voyage found us in Durban on Christmas
Eve, Capetown by the New Year, with Freetown the next port of call. Here
we waited for another ten days until we could join a large convoy bound
for Liverpool.
When the Themistocles moved slowly into Liverpool
harbour we saw, for the first time, the devastation resulting from the
Luftwaffe's

bombing

of the previous

night

-

walls from multi-storeyed

blocks of accommodation units bordering the harbour entrance literally
torn away, leaving bed frames and bedding and other furnishings hanging
precariously and fully exposed to the elements.
To Bournemouth by train via London and some much appreciated
leave, then AFU at Leconfield, Yorkshire, flying Oxfords followed by a
month on a BAT course at Helme-on-Spalding Moor (what a lovely name
for a tiny village) after which a few of us including Les Sherwood, Bruce
Gaston and Bill Kelliher went on to Harrogate for a very concentrated GR
course. After this I was posted to a Beaufort OTU at Turnbury, in Ayrshire.
Here, on what in peace time was a famous golf course, Beauforts and
Hampdens pranged with frightening regularity and over 20 crews were
killed while we were there, among them Les Sherwood from 10 Course,
who disappeared whilstona night navigation exercise. A torpedo dropping
course completed our OTU training and my crew and I received a posting
to 39 Squadron, RAP on Malta.
We collected a new Beaufort aircraft from the Bristol aircraft works,
carried out air tests at Portreath, in Cornwall, and ona cold, foggy morning
in March we took off for Gibraltar, along the North African coast to Maison
Blanche, near Algiers, down south and through a frightening snow storm,
over mountains and up to Tripoli. On the following day we flew eastwards

and, for 2 1/2 hours, held a course parallel to a road convoy of vehicles
moving up to the Mareth Line. For contrast we flew through a dust storm
before landing just outside Cairo. From Almaza, on the outskirts of
Heliopolis, we had our first experiences of the delights of the Middle East
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- a half hour tram ride and we were in Cairo.
After a night torpedo training exercise on the Canal at Shallufa we
picked up our aircraft again and set off for Malta, a very nervous crew.
Stories we had heard at Shallufa, from those who had completed tours, did
little to bolster our confidence.
Our first few patrols were very quiet - "Rhubarb" patrols, flying
around the Italian coastline and using radar and the moon, trying to pick
up Axis shipping. On the third of these a twin-engined enemy aircraft took
an embarrassing interest in us but we managed to evade it. On our last
sortie from Malta we had a strange experience. We were carrying a mine
instead of the usual torpedo and were intending to drop it just outside
Catania Harbour. We were cruising happily along, quite low over the
water, when a moon-like light appeared in front of us. Next, a frightful
chattering and banging from the port engine and loss of power. I shut off
the motor and feathered the propeller. May Days and SOS's went outnobody heard them, and we started to think about all that deep cold water.
In desperation I stabbed the starter bu tton for the port engine. Surprisingly
it came to life and ran as a Taurus engine should, so Catania got its quota
of mines that night. What happened is still a mystery. Ground crew closely
examined the engine and found no reason for the bangs and power loss.
At the end of May the squadron moved over to Protville in Tunisia. We
converted to Beaufighters, most of our crews left us, and we got new nav /
wireless operators. I was lucky to get an ex-London bobby, Jack Cole, and
he was unlucky to get me!
Thepattern of work changed and we went back to daylight shipping
strikes around the southern French and Italian coasts. The first strike I went
on was a joint effort with 47 Squadron RAF, with two flights of 8 aircraft
from each squadron. It was led by Warrant Officer Ron Whitington, of
Adelaide, who had been one of the Themistocles contingent from Australia
to UK. It was, for that area, quite a large AXIS convoy which we hit, with
a good escort, and there seemed to be an awful lot of lead flying about.
Normally our strike force was made up of a flight of 8 aircraft from one
squadron, 4 aircraft equipped with torpedoes and the other 4 aircraft to go
in ahead to try to quieten down the escort vessels. We flew out at virtually
zero feet and only climbed to about 200 feet to drop our torpedoes. The
leading anti-flak aircraft represented a bad risk until we started firing
earlier, aiming over the escorts and hoping to get their gunners to think of
their own safety.
On one of these trips to the Italian area, as I hadn't dropped a torpedo
for some time, I changed aircraft with a Canadian pilot. Coming out of the
Bay of Naples, after a wasted flight, we were jumped by 8 German MEI09
fighter aircraft and the Canadian with me was, unfortunately, shot down
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and spent the rest of the war as a POW. Then, as we were trailing a bit, we
copped it for about ten minutes and my Nav /WirelessOperatorwas
killed.
Then something hit our ammunition boxes and the noise and smoke
therefrom was very frightening. A bullet which hit the collar of my Mae
West was even more so. The aircraft got us back but it wasn't much good
afterwards.
In October 1943 we went twice on detachment to Grottagli, just outside
Taranto, and operated at the top of the Adriatic. We were promised an
American P38 fighter escort here but it never eventuated, which was
unfortunate as, on the second of these flights, we flew almost underneath
a massive 6-engined German ME323 with fighter escort. They were not
more than 200 feet above but evidently didn't see us.
The Germans were evacuating Corsica and Sardinia about this time and
we went out on a number of long range fighter patrols and took a terrible
buffeting. We had no training for this sort of flying and, over a few weeks,
the squadron was nearly wiped out. On one sortie I went on, out of 6
aircraft, one turned back, we got two of theirs, 3 of ours were shot down,
we had an engine shot out and got nearly home and one aircraft landed
untouched.
Soon after this we moved down to Reghia, a village on the coast just east
of Algiers. We still lived in tents, but were now in sandhills near the beach
and there was a village estaminet within walking distance. Here our
Beaufighter aircraft were converted to rocket carrying and, while shipping
was still our main target, we did one interesting and successful strike on a
radar station at Cap-d-Antibes, and no-one shot at us.
Just after Christmas 1943, a few of us got word to pack our gear and be
ready to take off next morning. Midst wild speculation we took off behind
the CO and his aircraft to what was, for us, an unknown destination. Off
we went, over Sidi-bel Abbes - Beau Geste country - past Fez and
Meknes to Casablanca and south to Marrakech, an American staging place
for their bombers coming over from USA. The weather was just about
perfect, the food very good and a welcome change for us. For several days
we were free to wander and wonder. Then a very hush-hush briefing and
we were given one large house to protect. There was to be one two-hour
flight, once a day, for each of us and we were to ensure that nothing went
near that house. After a week of this we learned that an English chap, name
of Churchill, was convalescing there after having felt pretty poorly in
England. I hope that he enjoyed the rest as much as we did.
Soon after our return to Reghia we packed again and moved over to
Alghero, on the north-west coast of Sardinia and, for accommodation, took
over an old haunt of M ussolini. From here we got a couple of shi ps moving
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iron ore from Spain and another very well defended one just outside
Marseilles. After these there didn't seem to be much Axis shipping left in
the western Mediterranean. We did a few patrols singly around the
Spanish coast and the Balearic Islands, looking for JU88 Reconnaissance
Aircraft which had been looking for allied shipping and a few of them got
to be unlucky.
Surprisingly the Germans, when they picked up an allied convoy,
would mount very large flights of torpedo aircraft, bringing them down
from North Sea areas. On several occasions, our squadron went out to
break up their formations. Intelligence was very good from the south of
France.
As the Germans were retreating north in Italy we went back to our old
routine of patrolling the coastal areas but now armed with much more
lethal rockets and 20mm cannon. We would take off at a time when the
moon was going to give us a path to fly down, go up the coast of Corsica,
cross to somewhere near Leghorn, then down the Italian coast, perhaps
having a look inland to see if we could find a road convoy. One night we
found a vessel near Civitavecchia - what a lovely name - and fired some
high explosive rockets at it. A few nights later we saw it awash near the
beach.
That is one flight I look back on with great pleasure because next
morning we were wakened with the news that we had finished our
operational tour. David 'Hap' Jolly and I went back to Shallufa as
instructors for some months. Then, just after Christmas 1944, we were
posted home. I remember that day well. It rained in Suez as we went out
on lighters to board the SS Mooltan.
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BISCAY BUNGLE
by WO Bill Kelliher
It had been a hard winter so far, as British winters are prone to be. At
least that is how it appeared to this expatriate, used to a more temperate
climate. Added to that discomfort, food was in short supply due to the
submarine war. Fortunately potato and turnip seemed to be in relative
abundance thus providing an adequate, if uninteresting diet.
I had completed a torpedo training course at Abbott's Inch, just out of
Glasgow. It was an apology for an aerodrome, and the less said about it the
better. Let it just be said we survived the slushy runways, smog and tall
power pylons just a few yards from the runway and headed south to take
delivery of a brand new Beaufort from the Bristol works at Filton.
After the necessary acceptance test flights I was somewhat elated to find
that we were to proceed to the Middle East to join a torpedo Squadron in
the Mediterranean Theatre. I doubt that my crew was equally pleased, they
being Navigator and Wireless Operator (both English) and Gunner
(Canadian). Nevertheless they did not seem too put out, no doubt thinking
about a respite from the appalling British weather and stodgy food.
So we swung the compass, did navigation flights and fuel consumption
tests and on 13th February landed at our take-off drome, Portreath in
Cornwall. After a couple of last minute checks we set off in the early
morning of the 16th for our first stop, Gibraltar. Because the crossing of the
Bay of Biscay was to be in daylight, maximum flight altitude was to be eight
hundred feet to minimise the chance of interception by fighters based at
Ushant on the French coast.
Now Portreath to Gibraltar was beyond the normal endurance of the
Beaufort so this shortcoming was overcome by fitting an auxiliary fuel tank
in the bomb bay. "Don't forget," I was told, "switch to main tanks after two
and a half hours, as there is no fuel gauge on the auxiliary." No problem,
even if I forget, my crew would remind me.
I had also worked out that Cornwall to Gibraltar was beyond my
personal endurance, except that I was filling while the fuel tank was
emptying.
There was no second pilot on a Beaufort so I was in effect
chained to my seat for up to seven hours. Again, no great problem: a word
to the cook and we were presented with a two pound jam tin suitably
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smoothed off to obviate damage to essential equipment.
All went well, though ten tenths cloud at about two thousand feet was
a bit of a worry as it might hide the approach of unfriendly characters. The
sea below looked very rough and decidedly uninviting, and very empty,
not a surface vessel to be seen.
We were well into the Bay when I began to feel uncomfortable. "Right,"
I said, "bring me the jam jar." '''Sugar' (or something like that)," said
O'Brien, the Canadian gunner, "I forgot to bring it on board. It's back in the
briefing room."
However, I was blessed with a resourceful crew. When recriminations
had subsided, Lilywhite, the English wireless operator, said, "I'll drink my
coffee and then you can use the thermos flask." Good thinker that lad. No
sooner said than done.
It's not easy in a bucket seat with a parachute and dinghy strapped to
your backside. In fact it is bloody impossible. So amid mounting concern
from the crew about this little distraction, I released the seat straps,
parachute harness and all, and heaved myself out of the bucket seat on to
the edge. With one hand on the stick (the control column one) and the other
occupied in trying to achieve a reasonable aim (remember altitude was 800
feet and you've no idea how small the opening of a thermos flask is in
certain circumstances), I was maintaining a reasonable course and altitude,
much to the satisfaction of the now relieved crew.
It was not to last more than a few seconds. The starboard motor gave
one solitary strangled gasp and died. "Bother," I said, or words to that
effect, and went into the drill for single engine failure. This entailed
dropping the thermos flask, by now half full, grabbing port throttle and
pouring on the coal. This unseemly behaviour went not unnoticed by the
crew. Just as the thermos and contents went flying, the navigator decided
it was time to make a quick exit from his position below and just forward
of the pilot's seat. They collided but I missed the gist of his remarks as just
at that moment the port motor, just as suddenly as the other, gave up the
ghost. Since I only had two to start with this created something of a
problem, and there was only 800 feet or less now to come up with a solution
acceptable to all.
Talk about being up the creek without a paddle! This was a mite worse.
Everyone to ditching stations. Wireless operator to get out a quick distress
signal. Navigator will give you an approximate position. It would let
anyone listening, including the opposition, know our position, but there
did not appear to be much choice somehow.
Then the penny dropped. The concern for my wellbeing had caused us
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all to overlook the time for switching fuel to main tanks. The changeover
cocks were mounted on the starboard wall, the pilot's seat, as usual, on
port. No time now to get the wireless op to do the change as practiced, so
out of the seat, a quick change and back to the control column. With both
fans windmilling quietly I set the old girl back into a steady glide wondering
whether to stretch the glide or get more speed from a steeper descent.
Decided to stick to optimum speed for maximum length of glide and was
just wondering whether fine or course pitch would give the best chance of
refiring the motors. I called the 300 feet level from the radio-altimeter and
then did not have to worry further about propeller pitch, for at that moment
one motor came to life, closely followed by the second. Never have I heard
a sweeter sound. At 150 feet there was full power and a steady climb back
to 800 feet. Crew were told to get back to action stations and to be extra
vigilant as the whole Luftwaffe would now know just where we were.
Everyone was very quiet for a while. Those waves had looked mighty
rough from close up.
In due course we sighted Cape Finisterre on the northern tip of Portugal
and felt reasonably safe. An uneventful cruise down that sunny Iittoral and
then a cautious approach to Gibraltar. The Spanish Government was not
particularly friendly at the time, so the course had to be through the middle
of the Strait, and since the wind was from the east, northwards to west of
Algeciras and thence by right hand circuit to the runway snugged up
against the base of the Rock. Half the runway was on the narrow neck of
land between the Rock and the Spanish border and the other half jutted ou t
into the Mediterranean like the deck of an aircraft carrier. The border was
only a few hundred yards from the runway and the Spanish troops
decidedly edgy so it was not advisable to stray northward. They gave us
no trouble though, unlike the friendlies on the Rock who decided to get in
a bit of practice on their pom-poms. They desisted when we fired the
colours of the day. We landed in the early afternoon of a warm sunny day
and I thought this was more my kind of weather.
"Did you have any problems?" asked the Duty Officer when I reported
in.
"No," I said, too embarrassed to mention the little matter of the fuel
tanks, ''but we could have done without the reception committee."
"Sorry about that old chap," he said, "we were not expecting you."
It was one of the failings of the RAF I found. They often seemed not to
..
know where their aircrews were.
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NIGHT INTRUDING OVER ITALY
by FO Dene Rouvray

Briefing was conducted at 1800hours, 2nd June 1944, the object of the
operation being a concentrated effort to prevent Axis motorised transport

from maintaining supply to their troops at the front line - Battle Line. Our
job, as night intruders, was to survey all roads, canals and any access routes
available to the enemy and then to render them useless.
Accordingly, our Bostons carried 4 x 250 lb bombs, plus many antipersonnel canisters as well as several cases of incendiaries. The Bostons
were not armed defensively, the pilot having 4 forward firing .303
Brownings, the W A/G having 2 rear-firing .300 on a Scarff-ring mounting,
and the A/G a Vickers .303 Gogun firing through the bottom rear hatch.
At briefing, our crew in Boston III 22241 was instructed to take off at
0100 hours on 3rd June. The normal pattemon 18 Squadron was individual
sorties at half hour intervals, thus ensuring there were always aircraft over
the enemy, giving no respite to the ground transport.
On this occasion, our flight was quite interesting as the flight plan took
us close to Rome, which was an 'Open City' and it was fascinating to look
down from a distance and see lights, although dim, and the electric flashes
of tramcars operating normally.
''Night Intruding" over Italywasa fascinating experience and although,
possibly, little damage was caused by our efforts, nature was kind to us and
our allies because Vesuvius erupted during our time on operations and,
wherever we flew over Italy, the glow from Vesuvius was visible for at least
200 miles - a navigator's dream, particularly as our base was near the
Naples area and Vesuvius is fairly close to Naples.
The crew of Boston 22241 consisted of F/Sgt 5 Perry (RAF) Pilot, F/ Sgt
N Metcalf (RAP) Navigator, F/Sgt J Casson (RAF) Gunner and P /0 D
Rouvray (RAAF) W / AG.
Having passed the lights of Rome and ensuring our altitude was OK
(mountains in Italy rise to almost 6000 feet) we commenced the serious
business of spotting the enemy. At night, motorised convoys can be seen
from above as the first and last vehicles need to show some light.
Consequently, a 250 lb bomb in front of the leading vehicle causes some
chaos. A 250 lb bomb on the road behind the rear of the convoy causes even
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more chaos, and then a few canisters of AlP, plus a stack of incendiaries
add to the chaos.
This activity was accomplished and the remaining task was to use
effectively the two remaining 250 lb bombs. Navigator Norm Metcalf
directed our pilot to investigate lights at Fara Sabine and, as lights here
were most unusual, it was decided to drop a 250 pounder. Results of this
action were inconclusive but lights were rapidly extinguished. Our
endurance indicated the need to return to base but we had to find a target
for the last 250 lb bomb.
On our course for base we noticed moving lights at Isola Farnese so our
pilot decided to deviate from course and investigate. Observation showed
moving transport so Norm organised a bombing run and our last 250
pounder was despatched.
Believe me - sitting in the WOp seat in a Boston III, open to the
elements, at 7000 feet over Italy in so-called Summer is not really fun.
Although not using oxygen, we found it necessary to keep the mask
containing the microphone for inter-com in place permanently because of
the cold. On several occasions the fur collar of my Irvine Jacket had a large
chunk of ice adhering to it, caused by the expulsion of moist breath through
the mask.
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AN AIRLINE WITHIN AN AIRFORCE
MED-ME
by Flying Officer Dene Rouvray
Our tour of operations over, my two Canadian friends, Pilot Officers
Danny Mahoney and Joe Harford, took the opportunity to visit an aircrew
rest camp at Sorrento with me. This is situated on the southern part of the
Bay of Naples and very close to the Isle of Capri which we also visited and
found to be a fascinating place. Mter approximately six weeks at Sorrento
we were requested to return to our previous operational base at Marcianise,
'home' of 18 Squadron, and 'invited' to take part in the activities in the
"Mediterranean - Middle East Communications Squadron", referred to
as MED-ME. The squadron was well controlled and well maintained and
meant that we flew from an established base at Marcianise, once again
living in our usual manner, under canvas!
MED--ME was a remarkable crowd as we had a wide variety of aircraft
including single engined Spitfires (2), Airacobra (1), Fairchild "Argus" (1)
and twin engined kites Hudsons (5), Baltimores (3), Mosquito (1), Cessna
"Bobcats" (2), Dakota (1) and Beechcraft "Expediter" (1). The maintenance
of this wide variety of aircraft was a job well done by dedicated ground
personnel because no serious accidents occurred, and minor faults could
be corrected.
I flew with Danny in the "Bobcat" doing various duties until 23rd
August 1944 after which I was required to fly with various other pilots. It
became rather confusing because the aircraft were all different but, luckily,
all kites we used were American and they were all equipped with "Bendix"
radio equipment.
MED--ME was almost like an airline within an Air
Force.
Some two months later I flew with Danny again, this time in a real
aircraft, a Baltimore MkV, accompanied by our navigator friend, Joe
Harford. The Baltimore was not suited for carrying passengers, but it had
a strange rear access where a person had to get down on the knees to be able
to enter the rear hatch and, once inside, had very little room to move.
Nevertheless, our 3 Baltimores were modified to take six passengers on
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very rugged seating.
The people carried by MED-ME on these various trips were all types
- cameramen, correspondents, diplomats, spies and, in the main, they
behaved fairly well. We carried them throughout the Mediterranean
theatre and visited virtually every Allied-controlled major airfield available.
My time with my Canadian crew-mates ended in mid-November 1944
when both were posted to the UK for immediate return to Canada. In
January 1945, with the situation in Europe seemingly under control, I
requested a posting to Australia. To my surprise, the request was granted,
transportation was arranged. and on 11th February 1945, after 9 hours 55
minutes in the air, I reached Cairo West. That flight ended my career in the
Air Force.
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WOES OF A DUTY PILOT
by Flight Lieutenant

Tom Offord RFD

It was at Asansol, India, the monsoon rain was pouring down, visibility
almost

zero, airstrip

awash

and I had drawn

the short straw

-

I was Duty

Pilot.
There was only one obvious choice -declare the strip U /S until further
notice. So I told my Pommie general hand cum rouseabout, Georgie
Jenkins, to put out the U /S signs at each end of the strip and in the signal
square, which he promptly did having been well indoctrinated in RAP
discipline. Then I sent off the requisite signal to Area HQs advising the
condition of the strip.
So, having done that, I felt very pleased with myself and settled down
with Georgie in the Duty Pilot's hut to watch the rain and read two year old
magazines.
Several hours into the afternoon we heard the familiar drone of an
aircraft somewhere in the vicinity and out of the murk a Hudson appeared
and circled the strip, lined up and appeared to be starting its approach.
"Bloody fool," I thought. "Can't he see the U /S signs?" So out with the
Verey pistol and I gave him a red. Still the Hudson kept coming, then
wheels down, flaps down. I gave him another red.
Georgie interposed, "Not having any luck, Sarge - give him another
one for luck."
This time the red Verey flare almost landed in the cockpit.
Too late

-

the Hudson

came in like a Sunderland

-

water sprayed

out

as it touched down and I expected a prang at any second - but what a
magnificent landing.
The Hudson taxied up to our hut, the pilot clambered out - a Sqadron
Leader no less - and his first words were, 'Who was the bloody fool who
U/S-ed this strip?"
"Me, Sir," I replied almost gibberishly.
'What's your name, Sergeant?" he asked.
"Offord, Sir," replied I, breaking out into a cold sweat.
'Well and how long have you been at this unit?"
"Three days, Sir," I wondered what was coming.
"So ... three days eh ... you probably don't know me, I'm Squadron
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Leader Humphries - I'm the CO of this unit and let me impress on you
never, never, NEVER V /5 this strip when the beer ration is being flown in!
.

That's all."

Yes, the Hudson was loaded to the max with crates of amber fluid.
As the CO walked away I noticed a flicker of a smile cross his face as he
casually commented, ''Leave the strip V/S - we don't want anyone
dropping in to drink our ration."
And as an afterthought, he remarked to Georgie, "tm surprised at you,
Jenkins, not warning the Sergeant that I was due to land."
Oh yes, I was the bunny. Georgie knew full well what I was letting
myself in for - the rotten sod. That night the mess made me pay for my
danger but at the same time recommended that my name be put forward
for the award of the MHDCX)ID.
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PUSHING

THE DROGUE

by FlU Tom Offord RFD
The Navy had two new warships in Trincomalee Harbour and requested
that our flight provide a drogue towing aircraft for firing practice and
calibration work. This meant converting a Voltee Vengeance Dive Bomber
with no wing equipment at breakneck speed and giving my pilot and
myself a super short course on the peculiarities of drogues and most
important of all the delicate art of dealing with the Navy.
The great day arrived. We took off full of high hopes, flew over the
target area dead on time and then

WHAM!

-

the warships

opened

up

with more than peashooters and, horror of horrors, the shell bursts were
deadly accurate as to height but were exploding just ahead of our aircraft
instead of astern.
My pilot, Len Pennock, handed me a message with instructions 'send
urgently'. We didn't have direct R/T communication for the pilot so the
WAG had to transmit any message.
So the message I sent was as follows:
"We are pulling this bloody drogue not pushing it."
When we got back to base the grit had hit the what' sit -"Transmitting
P /L is not on," the CO fumed, "unless in cases of extreme emergency."
Len replied, "It was an absolute bloody emergency, anyway it was MY
decision." Len didn't mince words.
The CO relented and we later learnt that the Navy had framed our
message. In fact, after the war it was sent to Readers' Digest and published
in "Humour in Uniform". No - we didn't get paid for it, nor did we get
the credit. C'est la vie.
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PRANG AT MARTEN BAGUISH
By FILt James Bolton
In May 1942 I was with 14 Squadron, RAF which was then equipped
with Bristol Blenheim MK IV's. These aircraft were outmoded, outdated,
under-powered, unreliable, impossible and quite unsuited to the hot dusty
conditions of the North African desert. The engines of these aircraft were
designed for the cold, dense air of northern Europe. The same could be said
of the Spitfire in the Pacific theatre of war as evidenced by their thrashing
at the hands of the Japanese Zeros in their first encounter.
Before every operation against the enemy when flying the Blenheim, it
was customary to do what was termed "a test for night flying" to establish
that the aircraft were serviceable and capable of becoming airborne unladen.
I was the Wireless Operator / Air Gunner. I never managed to get the twin
Browning machine guns to fire on the Blenhein because they were so full
of sand and dust and we did not have the means nor inclination to clean
them in the hot, dusty desert with no facilities whatsoever. Much the same
could be said of the Marconi wireless- they were likewise quite impossible
to use in the Blenheim and I never succeeded in making radio contact with
base.
I was flying with Johnny Burt, an RAF pilot and Leslie Bernthall, also
RAF, as observer (later killed on Wimpys). Burt saw himself as a dashing
young pilot, irresistible to women. He had long, wavy blond hair by the
standards of the day, always carefully groomed and spoke ina slow drawn,
usually holding a cigarette casually in his hand. He often carried a guitar,
especially when he was on day leave to one of the local towns or villages.
He never seemed to play it, but it was part of the image.
Burt liked to fly extremely close to the ground - the props having no
more than one or two foot clearance - especially when there were
spectators.
On 8 June 1942, Burt and crew were rostered for an operation againstthe
enemy. We took off around midday into a clear blue sky with sun overhead
for the customary "test for night flying". We were carrying a passenger, an
erk who had only the previous day joined the squadron from the UK. He
had never flown before and was anxious to enjoy the new experience, so he
was tucked away somewhere up front in the nose.
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When we had completed the test, Burt noticed the crowded beach at
Baguish, many from the squadron including Ken Dee, who was later to
become my pilot, but most from the nearby Combined Opera tions Advance
Headquarters. Burt could not resist the temptation to do a shoot-up (buzz)
and shoot-up he did. He came in across the water very low indeed (as Ken
Dee will attest), the tips of the propellers probably no more than one or two
feet from the water. As he passed over the sandy white beach he did not
see the sand dunes, some hundred metres or so beyond, in the blinding
white sunlight reflected from the sand until it was too late. As he pulled
back on the control column, the aircraft impacted upon one of the sand
dunes. The aircraft was punched into the sky with great force. Miraculously
Burt was able to maintain control.
With almost disbelief I saw the swirling white sand of the dune and
looked around to see a badly crumpled propeller coming to rest as the
engine, no doubt partly wrenched from its mountings, flopped up and
down. I was concerned thatthe wing might drop off -at least a crash was
on the cards- so I unstrapped myself and opened the mid upper hatch for
a speedy exit, then returned to my seat and strapped myself in. No sooner
had I done so than Burt put the aircraft down, wheels up on a flat patch of
red desert. I was immedia.tely blinded by a cloud of red dust.
The moment the aircraft came to rest I was out like a rocket and found
myself pulling the front hatch open, there to find the rest of the crew and
the passenger seemingly quite dazed by the experience. After some few
seconds they crawled from the aircraft like maggots from a dead chook and
seemed quite shaken by the experience.
Later, Burt claimed to have lost his confidence and was transferred to
another squadron (Wimpys, I believe). It was then that I and my observer
teamed up with Ken Dee who had earlier lost his crew due to a take-off
mishap.
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SURVIVING

-

BY THE SKIN OF YOUR TEETH
by Group Captain Ken Dee, DFC AE
Yes! I remember it well. But so I should. It was to be my first operation.
A night take-off in a long nosed Mk IV Blenheim in the Western Desert and
we had been briefed to bomb Matuba Airfield. It was the 19th March 1942,
and I was 20 years old. I remember it very well, particularly, I suppose, as
the way it turned out, it was the firsttime Old Nick had made a determined
swipe at me and nearly succeeded
I barely managed to hold onto the
perch!
There were three of us in the Blenheim crew. My Navigator was an
Australian, Harold (Sandy) Marshall and my Wireless/Air Gunner was
another Australian, Jim de Boulay. We were all very excited (atleastIknow
I was) for atlast we were going on an op. I found waiting rather frustrating.
After all, we were trained to the hilt. The sharp edge had been honed to
perfection and we were anxious to let the Germans know they were up
against the best. Then, of course, we had already been on the squadron just
over three weeks and had accumulated another five and a half hours flying
in the local area, including one hour forty minutes formation flying and my
first four circuits solo at night in a Blenheim.
On looking back, I'm sure anyone would agree that we were "fully
trained". After all, I had logged 230 hours and of those 8 hours were at
night. Not all solo, mind you - but 2 hours 40 minutes were. When I
arrived on 14 Squadron I had achieved 1 hour 5 minutes night flying on
Blenheims and that was all dual and on a fully moonlight night. They
didn't seem to programme night flying on moonless nights down at the
Operational Training Unit in Kenya. But I did get a lot of night flying
experience on the Squadron after my arrival there - four solo circuits,
again on a bright moonlight night.
Landing Ground 116 (LGl16 as it was known to us) was typical of the
many forward airfields in the Western Desert. Situated about 30 miles
south-east of Mersa Matruh and about 5 to 7 miles south of the coast, it was
a rectangular cleared area of the desert. The desert here was, of course,
treeless, with a limestone sub-base covered with saltbush growing in
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clumps to about twelve to eighteen inches high. Against these clumps
wind driven sand was piled up on the side of the prevailing wind. A likely
area was defined and the army cleared away the salt bush and graded the
sand level. A number of white painted forty-four gallon drums were then
positioned around the perimeter to aid sighting from the air. A wind sock
was placed at one side and the field was then declared operational.
The evening of the 25th March was calm, not a breath of wind. The flare
path had been laid to the north, heading straight for the coast. I think we
had about six crews lined up for operations that night. There were two
different targets and we were to bomb the airfield at Matuba. My crew was
relaxed but one could not deny there was some degree of excitement within
each of us as we awaited our turn. I was briefed to be the fourth cab off the
rank with my friend, Peter Clauson, who had trained on 10Course with me
in Western Australia, due to take off immediately before me at 2200 hours.
I could therefore expect to have to start engines about that time.
At 2130 hours a "gharri" picked up our crew with our parachutes and
other essentials and took us to where our aircraft was parked. The three
crews due to take off ahead of me were already at this aircraft. It was
difficult to see in the darkness. The sun had set about 1800 hours and by
now, with no moon, the pitch blackness of the desert had settled in. I
noticed there was no visible horizon - rather like a tropical moonless night
- it was difficult to define where the distant desert met the sky. No wind
either, I noticed. I would have to allow myself as much distance as I could
for my take-off run. Not only that, I mused, "1wonder what difference four
250 lb bombs will make. A full bomb load and no moon to help
It'll be
different for sure "
By 1945hours I had completed my pre-flight check of the outside of our
kite as best I could in the dark by the light of a torch. The first two aircraft
were fired up and, within a few minutes, the first was taxiing slowly to line
up at right angles to the flare path. I could pick out the Blenheim by its
navigation lights as its pilot completed his pre-take-off cockpit checks. It
then moved out slowly and lined up with the flare path, defined by a half
dozen or so goose-neck kero flares. I caught a glimpse of the green light as
the Duty Pilot cleared the pilot for take-off. As the Blenheim lifted into the
air and the roar of the engines died away, I remarked to Sandy, "Well, that's
No 1 on his way." It seemed to ease the tension a little.
I watched the second aircraft as it moved out, received the green light,
lined up with the flare path and was soon rolling on its way into the
darkness.
When new pilots were due to set off on their first operation, it was
common to have an experienced pilot around the dispersal area to answer
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any last minute questions and see that the novice was comfortable. I recall
Lt Jones stepping up onto the wing and saying to me in his South African
accent, "Everything OK, Ken?"
"Fine, thanks," I said. "I'm ready to go."
Because I wanted as much distance for the take-off as I could get, I
continued into the darkness about another fifty yards beyond where Peter
had stDPped and then turned and stopped at right angles to the flare path.
From :here I had a good view of the Duty Pilot's position and at the same
time I was out of the way of any dust which Peter's aircraft would throw
up,
As I started my pre-tak~ff cockpit check I noticed Peter start to move
out. He had obviously been given a green light. Dust was billowing behind
his aircraft as he gathered speed down the flare path. From my position I
could see his wing tip and tail lights and the red two feet long glow
extending from his exhaust stubs indicating he was in rich mixture.
'''I1lere's our green," said Sandy. I started to move out and lined up with
the flare path. I could still see Peter's lights dimly. He seemed to be just
airborne and moving slightly off track to the left.
"Hell! What's that?" Sandy's voice shattered the calmness of the
cockpit.
Ih~d seen it, too. A red, fiery flare tore across the blackness, right to left,
from where I had last seen a glimpse of Peter's aircraft. My heart pounded
with the shock but I knew that I had to appear calm and collected to my
crew. Inwardly I felt certain that what I had seen spelt the end of my friend
and his crew.
"Irs OK, Sandy," I said. "Don't worry about it. We're rolling now."
I closed the gills and opened the throttle very carefully. I didn't want
any swings on a black night like this. Slowly I eased the throttles further
open. They were now fully forward and I had my full revs and 6 1/4 lbs
of boost.
We seemed to be accelerating more slowly than I had ever done before
with a light aircraft. It was obviously the extra weight we were carrying.
The tail was up all right but it didn't feel at all like coming unstuck. Not
only tl1atbut the last flare seemed to be approaching at a frightening pace.
"Hell, I'll have to use Plus 9 if I'm going to get airborne before I run out
of flares," I remember thinking. This 'boost over-ride' had been built into
the Bristol Mercurys for emergency use only and, in one enormous jump,
to bun'\p the boost up to 9 lbs per square inch. It was controlled by a lever
mounted on the right-hand side of the instrument panel.
Not many pilots to whom I had spoken had ever had to, or dared to,
make use of the Plus 9 level. Apparently the sudden power surge hit the
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Mercurys like a sledge hammer and the poor things wailed like banshees
and the whole aircraft was reputed to react as though in agony.
Well, to hell with that! I had only two flares left and, if I could get this
Blenheim into the air I would run out of field and probably lose my
undercart.
I let go the stick with my right hand and, grabbing the Plus 9 lever,
pulled it down.
I waited for the snorting, roaring monster to leap into life beneath me
and thrust me into the air. I waited
nothing had changed. Boost and
revs were still normal! The last flare flashed past the port wing tip. I was
facing disaster and charging into the blackness ahead. How much field I
had left before I ran into salt bush I wasn't sure, but it could only be at most
fifty to seventy-five yards.
I eased further back on the stick and willed the Blenheim into the air. It
worked! I could feel the wheels unstick momentarily but the aircraft was
reluctantto leave without a fight. More back stick. My tail must have been
down and we were only marginally above the stall. The wheels touched
again and we bounced into the air.
"We've made it," I thought to myself, my eyes glued to the Artificial
Horizon, Direction Indicator and Air Speed Indicator.
"But, Hell, what's wrong?"
The stick was vibrating violently in my hands, back and forth. It was
taking all my strength to control it. If I eased back a little the Blenheim
started to swing to the left and drop the port wing. I had to correct with
aileron and right rudder. Something was drastically wrong. I wanted to
raise the undercart but could not risk taking my hand off the stick. We were
wandering off to the left in a yawing, pitching motion and I must have been
perilously close to the rough ground beneath.
In retrospect, I feel terribly sorry for Sandy, my navigator who was
sitting on the right beside me. He must have seen me fighting the controls
and could not possibly have known what was going on. Had it been
daytime he probably would have seen beads of perspiration on my brow.
In moments like this one's mind works very quickly. With the speed of
a modem computer, I mentally examined my chances of survival and
alternatives.
The situation was crystal clear. I was heading at about one hundred
miles per hour towards the coast and at the most that would take me abou t
three minutes. But there were other obstacles before the coast - the hilly
escarpment, the railway line and then the sandhills and rocky beach. And
I was loaded with four 250 lb bombs. If I hit anything like rocks we had no
chance of survivaL
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I had only two choices. The first was to climb up and have the crew bail
out. But the problems here were that I could not control the aircraft with
any degree of certainty. I did not know how long Icould keep it in the air
and I couldn't release the stick to raise the undercart or alter the flaps or
throttles. Furthermore, by the time we clawed our way up to a safe height
to bailout, we would be over the sea with little chance of rescue in the
darkness.
'The alternative was to put down here and now, before reaching the
escarpment. I just possibly would be able to hold a roughly even keel and
get down without the bombs exploding. That was it. I had no time to wait.
I eased the back pressure on the stick and felt for the ground as best I
could in the pitch blackness. I knew it could not be far below and I was
right. Within a matter of seconds I had found it. We must have been lucky
and arrived, as I had hoped, with wings roughly level. The first casualty
was the undercarriage and we slewed on to our belly. I could do nothing
as the bumping, tearing and shaking took its toll and gradually slowed us
to a halt.
Dust was everywhere and I sat there stunned for a moment while I
recovered some of my shaken composure. Sandy was beside me saying
nothing. I looked up and saw some stars in the sky above and remember
thinking, ''Well, I'm either still on earth or I've made a quick ascent to
heaven." At least the canopy above me was still locked open and had not
slammed shut. I have heard it said that, in circumstances similar to this,
one's life flashes before one's eyes. This didn't happen to me. I was
working too hard.
I had no apparent aches or pains and my first thought was to clear the
aircraft before it caught fire. Obviously the bombs had survived the rough
arrival. I attempted to leap up out of my seat only to realise I was still
restrained by my safety harness. I quickly released the catch and literally
leaped over the side and onto the port wing. From there, which was then
at ground level, I started to run, thinking Sandy would be behind me. I
must have made about twenty yards before I realised that the reason I was
having trouble running was because I still had my parachute strapped on
and it was banging into the back of my legs. I quickly released and dropped
the 'chute and turned to look for Sandy. He was not with me.
I turned round and ran back to the aircraft and as I was about fifteen feet
from the cockpit, Jimmy de Boulay appeared from behind the tail. He had
managed to escape from the turret and then out a crack in the starboard side
where the tail section had broken in half.
"Here Jim, help me with Sandy," I called. The two scatter guns,
mounted in a blister outside and in front of the navigator's seat, had been
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forced back and up into the cockpit. They had badly crushed Sandy's legs
and one leg was broken and trapPed in the wreckage. Sandy was trying to
extricate himself when Jim and I leant into the cockpit to help. We had
hardly been helping for more than about thirty seconds when there was an
ominous "whoosh" and the starboard engine burst into flame.
There is nothing like a fire in the near proximity of four 250 lb bombs to
add immediacy to one's actions. Jim and I pulled at Sandy, unaware of his
more serious injuries. His trapPed leg came out of his flying boot and we
had him free. He himself got out of the cockpit and, struggling as best he
could, reached the port wing tip before he had to give up. I don't think that
he had realised his leg was broken in multiple places and badly crushed
until he was well away. He had too many other urgent matters on the mind.
Jim and I helPed Sandy hobble about another seventy yards where he
had to be laid down to rest. The Blenheim was by now engulfed in flames
fed from the full fuel tanks. The ammunition was starting to explode, then
the incendiaries.
.303 bullets were going in all directions. In the now
glaring flames of the fire we realised how dangerously close we were but
we felt it was safer to shelter flat on the ground behind a slight wind blown
ridge of sand.
All of a sudden, to add to our torment, it happened. One of our 250 lb
bombs exploded and flaming pieces of wreckage rained down around us.
But again, someone must have been looking after us as we escaped further
injury.
I suppose we waited there for another fifteen minutes while what
remained of the fire continued to burn. Then from the direction of the field
I saw two headlights in the distance. They came slowly bouncing towards
us and materialised into one of our squadron blitz buggies driven by one
person; none other than the CO's WAG Sgt Don Clark, a Brazilian and one
of the many nationalities we had on the squadron at that time.
He was risking his life coming so close to the fire but never could we be
more relieved to see him. With his help we placed Sandy in the buggy and
then bounced our way back over the two or so miles to the Squadron. It was
not long before the squadron ambulance was racing us off to the Army
hospital at Mersa Matruh, Sandy to have his shattered leg put together and
Jim and me for observation.
It was while in that hospital that 1managed to piece together what had
caused our trouble. Yes, Jim sitting in the turret facing backwards assumed
the take-off was proceeding quite normally until that last touch with the
wheels. Looking at the tail-plane in the dull glow from the exhausts and
rear navigation light he saw a white painted 44 gallon drum flash past and
hit the starboard tail-plane knocking it up about forty-five degrees.
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Apparently, we had straddled the dmm and somehow missed it with both
our undercart and propeller.
Yes, that was a bad night for the Squadron. Two aircraft down within
ten minutes. But in retrospect, my crew had had an amazing escape. We
had survived. Unfortunately, Peter and his crew had not.
I was told later that, the next day, on inspection of what was left of our
plane, it was found that the remaining three bombs were still too hot to
handle. I guess the first explosion had blown them out of the main fire zone
and thus saved them from also exploding.
I was back flying in less than a month and completed my tour with the
Squadron without any further forced landings, I'm happy to say. Sandy's
leg was bad and he was repatriated to Australia and, after spending twelve
months in hospital, completed a tour of operations in the Pacific. Jim also
went back to Australia for further flying duties.
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A DAY I'LL NEVER FORGET
by F/O Ray Lawrence
Thursday 22nd July 1943 we were briefed for an op in conjunction with
120 Spitfires and Hurricanes from bases along the Egyptian and Libyan
coast. Our Squadron sent eight Baltimores, four from each flight. S/L
Foulkard was our leader from A Flight and our crew comprised - Pilot RG
Akhurst, RAP (was awarded the DFM); Navigator SE Nichterlein, RAAF
NSW; WOp/ AG JH Bastian, RAAF W A; RH Lawrence, RAAF W A.
Take Off was scheduled for 0730 23/7/43 but we took off about five
minutes early. Consequently, when we arrived off Crete there wasn't any
sign of the fighters. We turned to Port in formation. Half way through the
turn 1sighted the escort going in. We continued on, and got a hot reception
from the Ack-Ack as we crossed the coast.
A Soap Factory that was being used by the Germans as a barracks was
our first target. We each dropped one 250 lb bomb and from the sight of the
debris thrown into the air, we were successful. Carrying on at low level we
strafed and bombed anything we thought the Germans were using. Our
last bomb scored a direct hit on a causeway. We were still following our
leader but were off to his right when he tried to hit a bridge. The bomb
dropped short, bounced off the river bank and exploded in mid-air under
him. He made a crashlanding in a field just ahead. It seemed quite good,
however, we heard later that the Navigator and top gunner were killed on
impact, S/L Foulkard had broken a leg, the WOp suffered minor abrasions
and both were taken prisoners.
We carried on along the north coast to the valley we were to go up and
climb over the mountain ridge, 5000 feet above sea level. As we got to the
foothills the Ack-Ack got heavier and heavier. Wherever 1saw a gun flash
1gave the area a burst of our .5 turret guns. Some of the Ack-Ack looked
like a white cricket ball, coming towards us so slowly. They missed and
sped away at great speed. These were known as "Flaming Onions". Not
everything missed us! Our starboard motor was put out of action. Black
smoke poured from it before Acky cut the switches. Then he found that he
couldn't feather the prop, so from there on it just windmilled, causing a lot
of drag. At that time we still had over a thousand feet to climb. We circled
round and round and cleared the ridge with only a few feet to spare.
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Then came instructions from Acky to throw out everything I thought
we could do without, as we may have to ditch: ammunition and guns that
I could remove from the mountings. We were still losing height and Acky
said he couldn't hold up much longer. While I was doing this, Jack and
Acky were trying to contact our Nav, Ted Nichterlein, situated in the
perspex nose of the Baltimore. The intercom was the only way to contact
him and in the urgency of plotting a course for base he accidentally
disconnected the intercom plug. Acky held the kite at about 50 feet. Had
he ditched without Nich knowing, it would have been certain death for
him. The kite was shaking so much Acky could hardly read the instruments.
Suddenly Nich came on the intercom, full of apologies.
Had we been able to contact him we would most likely have ditched 40
miles from Crete. Nich gave Acky a course to fly and asked Jack to get him
a bearing, during which our fixed aerial was burnt out. I reeled out the
trailing aerial and Jack was back in. Malta and Base gave him bearings. He
was sending "505" when Malta told him to send a long dash every few
minutes and they would track us. They were spot on!
At 1058 Acky sighted the coast of Africa. We had thirty miles to go and
just enough petrol to make the beach. He told us to prepare for a crash
landing. He would try to put it down on the beach. I braced myself against
the bulwark between the bomb bay and the wireless compartment.
The
one motor roared as we approached, then cut! I heard a grating sound, then
another, then we suddenly stopped. Fluid poured over me! My first
thought was petrol. It was water!
The debris on the beach would once again have meant certain death to
Nich so Acky put it down just past the breaking surf. I was up and trying
to get through the top hatch when Jack gave me a shove and quickly
followed. I reached Acky, who was slightly dazed, got him moving and we
jumped off the wing to join Nich. When I reached him he looked pale. He
told me his leg had been hit by the camera which was under his seat. It came
forward on impact and gashed his leg. Jack and Acky helped him ashore.
On the beach we checked what we bad brought with us - no First Aid Kit.
As the kite had no petrol, it was still floating so Jack volunteered to swim
out and look for one. This time he stripped off and ran into the surf. On
the very wave he was about to dive into came a First Aid Kit - a miracle!
I applied the dressing and gave Nich a shot of Morphia. I stayed with
him while Acky and Jack made for a camp where the Squadron drew our
water supply. Soon a couple of Arabs arrived, one of whom spoke some
broken English. I wrote a note and he madeofffor help. A Walrus flew over
dropping a small can of water by a miniature parachute, some cigarettes
and matches. Also, a message to say help wason its way by road. Thenone
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of our Squadron planes flew around for a while, dropped some chocolates
and a note to sayan ambulance was on the way.
At 1300hours an ambulance arrived with the Squadron Doc and a truck.
Nich was checked over by the Doc, we clambered aboard the truck and
made for camp. On arrival we heard the sad news that six of our eight kites
did not get back. One had gained height north of Crete and flew straight
back to base. So seven Baltimores and twenty-four men were lost that day.
W / C Ian Campbell, our C/O for two days, sent aircraft on searches but
to no avail.
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WHEN YOUR ENGINE FALLS OFF
by Warrant

Officer

Max

Stephens

The early morning was warm and windless and, as the day drew on, it
became more so.
All our work was carried out at low level over a glassy sea. Dick Egan
complained that we were too low, causing the prop wash to interfere with
his drift meter readings (which he wasn't getting anyway because of the
glassy sea). Mter five hours without sighting even a seagull we were
brought out of our daydreams with a horrible heart-stopping thump.
The starboard engine had gone into the drink! Six highly panic-stricken
'heroes' were suddenly holding their breath and straining on anything that
they were clutching and just praying that she would lift.
Slowly, with the port engine nearly tearing itself from the wing, we rose
to a gratifying height of about 1200 feet. Still clutching anything solid, we
made it back to a forward strip at BOne, just behind the Yanks' 1st Army
lines.
The comment that comes to mind was made by Laurie (Speed) Murphy
who, as he thankfully jumped onto terra firma, said, "Cripes! Those props
look more like Robin Hood's bow." FK140, in its mi$guided impression
that it could float, finally achieved its aim by dropping us in the drink at
3.15pm on the 23rd July 1943, just north of Elba. We were fortunate to have
been picked up by a flying boat but unfortunate that it happened to be a
German flying boat. So commenced my sojourn in a German POW camp.
But that is quite another story.
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A 4000 POUNDER
FOR THE WARLORDS
by FIO Alan Stephens
I have read that the valley of the Irrawaddy River is extremely hot and
humid, so that Mandalay would be a most uncomfortable place. However,
the civil and military folk in Burma, like their counterparts in India, have
their 'Hill Stations' and Maymyo, a smallish place about 30 miles east of
Mandalay, is one such.
The Japanese warlords made this a very important centre for the
accumulation of stores, armaments, personnel reinforcements
and all
'material of war'. The RAP also considered this an important place and,
from time to time, delivered loads of high explosive. On this occasion we
expected a sortie of similar type. We reported to Ops Room at the
appointed time but immediately
an aura of mystery pervaded the
forthcoming night's trip.
At this time the Squadron was equipped with Wimpy Xs and each flight
had one aircraft rigged to carry a 4000 pounder. As this was listed to go
with us, the target would have to be something big or, at least, important.
The briefing commenced and we discovered that we were going to Maymyo
after having been there only two nights before - unusual, to say the least!
On no account were we to be in the target area before 2100 hours but we
were to bomb at 2115 - stranger still!
Then the pieces of the jig-saw fell into place. The Top Brass of the wily
Jap, in addition to setting up stores depots and personnel centres, had also
set up a fully equipped brothel area, for the "pleasure and relaxation of the
tired warrior" and this night, from 9.00pm onwards, was for 'Officers
Only' .
One can't help wondering what a little yellow warrior would have said
if, at the climacteric peak of his dalliance, the 4000 pounder went off .....
"Bruddy Ruvvry
ah so-o-o-o."
It was also amazing to contemplate
the thoroughness
of Allied
Intelligence which placed our own lords and masters in a position to blast
Hell out of the enemy.
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"YOU GOT SHOT DOWN

-

SO WHATI"

by FlU Tom Offord 'If.F.).
Altitude 500 feet - starboard engine shot out - streaming smoke prop feathered - port engine overheating -losing
height gradually and
underneath, nothing but thick, impenetrable jungle and
Japs!
Was I scared? You bet your boots I was. Up till now I'd been in one
forced landing and one crash landing and prided myself on being quite a
veteran, but this
this was dinkum war and I had a most distinct queasy
feeling in the bowel region.
Only a few minutes previously
we had been dropping
low level
supplies to General Wingate's troops who were caught in a defensive box
surrounded by Japs and naturally as we flew in at 50 feet right over the Jap
lines, they were most indignant about the whole affair. They retaliated at
our squadron's Dakotas by heaving at us all the fire power they could
muster. We collected on our second last run but our skipper decided to go
round again, drop off the remainder of the stores and then with smoke
pouring from the sick engine, started to climb out of the valley with one
good motor and one in a very poor condition. We just made the top of the
ridge but it was too much for the starboard motor. It gave out with a clunk
- was promptly feathered and we headed off on the port motor. "Aha,"
I thought, "she'll be right." How wrong I was.
Our skipper's voice came over the intercom ashe rather casually
announced, "Better take up crash position fellers.
The port motor's
overheating and I can't hold height. I calculate at our present rate of
descent we'll hit the tree tops in 15 minutes. Tommy - send out an 50s
- here's our estimated crash position - then clamp your key -listen
out
and hold on! Ah yes, you'd better all grab your survival kits justin case you
get out. Good luck blokes!"
I acknowledged
and carried out my part of the business with great
alacrity and was sitting on the floor hunched up in my crash position, when
over the intercom I heard Stan (our skipper) shouting excitedly to Joe
(Navy co-pilot).
"Joe, I can't believe it. That looks like a strip over there in the distance
- is it a strip, Joe?"
'Well if it is, it's not on my map or op addendum," replied Joe, "so if it
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is, there are sure to be Japs there - it's in their territory. Even if it's an
abandoned RAP emergency fighter strip, the Japs are sure to be there."
We then heard a hurried muttering between Stan and Joe and then the
intercom came alive again.
"Listen chaps, there's a small dirt strip ahead and I've decided to try to
make it - we've got two options -crash in the jungle and that means little
or no chance of survival, or try and make the strip. If it's Jap held you know
what that means? But if they aren't using it, it might be abandoned and if
we get down we can nick off before the Japs arrive."
Inwardly we all agreed. At this point, Stan again called over the
intercom, "Tommy, send an amended crash position. Tell them we'll try
and make an air strip at this position (Joe handed me the map reference)
and if we get down OK and if we are able, we'll call again." Which I did.
By this time the port engine was showing severe signs of agitation,
overheating and running rough. "Hold crash positions, chaps," yelled
Stan. ''We might not make it." Then moments later, ''Wheels down, flaps
down, hang on." And WHAM! - we hit the end of the small dirt strip like
a sack of rotten potatoes and with the engine out and flaps fully extended
we skidded into the rough at the far end amid a cloud of dust, small
bamboos and undergrowth.
Then there was a mad scramble to get out and away before any Japs on
the strip or immediate vicinity descended on us. We scampered into the
jungle and from the safety of the bamboo cover made a thorough survey of
the strip and surrounding

area. Nothing stirred

there was no sound

-

no movement
it appeared quiet and deserted. At this juncture, Stan
made another good captain's decision - at least the crew thought so - I
didn't.
"Tommy, nip back on board and radio base that we are down safe. The
strip seems deserted, we are at the west end, it's very short, but a Dakota
could just get in. Can they pick us up?"
Was I happy? No siree! "Just my luck. You always pick on the smallest
chap to do the dirty work," I muttered to the skipper.
"Get going - skat." was his amiable reply. So I got.
Naturally I wasted no time, slithered on board, got through to base and
gave them the salient details. What was their reply? "Hold on." By this
time I was sweating blood. I had vivid visions of life in a Jap prison camp
or strung up between bamboos. Hell, how much longer? After what
seemed like hours, base crackled back, "We're on our way to pick you up:
if we can get in! When you see a Dakota with escort near your area set fire
to your aircraft. If we can't land try and make your way to the coast - due
west. Good luck."
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Back I scuttled to the other three in the bamboos, gave the message to
Stan who merely grunted, "Bright bastards." Quoth he, "1 suppose they
also gave you explicit instructions on how to set fire to a Dakota?"
Well that was a problem. None of us smoked. Aha! The survival kits.
We ripped them open, pulled out the meagre 4 or 5 matches but completely
useless - sodden with mildew, the heads had fallen off. Still another
problem. How would we get petrol from the tanks? We'd often seen our
mechanics do it on the squadron but they had big stands to assist them, and
even supposing we got the petrol out, where to put it? So first things first
- then a glimmer: of course - the toilet pan in the dunny at the rear.
"Right George, your turn," instructed Stan.
A quick

look in all directions

-

still no signs of life on the strip,

so

George hot footed into the aircraft and was out in about 10 seconds flat.
Luckily the pan hadn't been used - that was because of the old airforce
motto, 'He who useth doth clean up'. As a result, even if we were bursting,
we'd hang on.
While this was going on, Joe had solved our fire lighting poser: "Of
course, it's easy - the Verey pistol!" So that was another one out of the
way.
" As for the petrol," George propounded, "I'll go out with the pan and
shoot at the drain cock and hopefully fracture the petrol line. The motor's
cooled off a bit by now so it shouldn't blow. If I'm lucky, I'll get this pan
filled with petrol. If not you've lost a wireless op and they're expendable,"
he said rather wryly, looking hard at me.
"I'll go with you, George," said I with no hesitation - he was a good
Kiwi mate.
So we went. I held the pan. George fired one shot from his Smith and
Wesson - nothing. Fired another - still nothing.
"Shorty, get your revolver out and we'll both have a go together. Right
- on three. One..two..three."
We both fired, all the time preparing to run like hell if the petrol did
light. Success! The petrol started to drip and then run at a steady rate.
George gave the thumbs up sign to Stan and Joe who had not been idle.
They dashed out with arms full of bamboo leaves and dry undergrowth,
spread it under the aircraft and as the pan filled up, also any paper,
webbing, etc. inside the aircraft and likewise saturated that with petrol
until the inside and outside were practically sodden.
Then we waited and waited for what seemed like an eternity - kept
pouring and waiting
God, would they never come?
until, yes, there
it was. A Dakota almost at tree top height came lumbering towards us with
three Hurricanes high above keeping watch.
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"Right, stand well back," yelled Stan and fired a Verey cartridge at the
rubbish under our Dakota and Whooosh!!! what a hell of a bonfire.
By this time the rescue Dakota skippered by our flight commander
dropped in over the trees at the far end of the strip and made a text book
emergency landing. Fortunately when we landed we had slewed to one
side of the strip and were in the undergrowth so he had almost a clear strip
and pulled up well clear of the burning wreck. With the motors running
we threw ourselves into the open doorway. Then a quick turn around and
a very hairy down wind take-off ripping through bamboos and tree tops
as we struggled to gain height.
And that is exactly how it happened.
Actually that wasn't quite the end of the story. As we hadn't returned
within our endurance time from our operation, we had been posted as
missing and because of RAF standard procedure, it took three days to get
our names expunged from the missing list. In the meantime we had three
more operational flights to our credit. We complained bitterly to our CO
saying we should have been rested. His only comment was,

''You got shot down - SOwhat!"

Not bad for a missing crew!!!
Bibliography:
62 Squadron RAF Burma - Air Transport Command and South East
Asia Command.
Pilot WO Stan Hyland, RAAP
Navigator SO Joe Cleaver, RAF
Wireless Op /Despatcher F/Sgt Tom Offord, RAAF
Wireless Op /Despatcher F/Sgt George Flaus, RNZAP
Note: In a short note Tom tells how he wrote this, somewhat tongue in
cheek, and it was published by SEAC News. For his "line shooting" sins
he had to buy for the Sergeants' Mess and his Skipper commented, "That
will teach you to keep your big trap shut."
Editor
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WELCOME

TO THE THIRD REICH

by WO Max Stephens
When our Marauder B26-FK140 decided to escape agaggle of Macchi
fighters, 80 miles north-east of Elba, by imitating a dolphin we knew we
were in trouble up to our eyebrows.
After a hectic 10 minutes, the main life raft and one small dinghy were
inflated

and floating.

Our crew consisted

of

J Hunter

from NSW, "Red"

Egan from SA, "Speed" Murphy from Victoria, "Taffy" Johns and "Johnno"
Johnson both with the RAF and myself. We were able to take stock of a
rifled dinghy and the prospect was for a possible long stay without food
and water.
The pilot, Joe Hunter, had a nasty head wound, Johnno had a large gash
in his thigh and I had scored two lacerated and broken ankles. In the crash
two large ammunition boxes had fallen on them. For the next two nights
we were wet through and it was bitterly cold. When a German flying boat
appeared we had a vote and decided to send up a Verey pistol flare. We
were taken to Marseille. As we were wearing just shorts and shirts, I had
bound my ankles and legs with escape maps from the escape packs. When
I was taken to a German RAP, the maps caused a great deal of merriment
and all assembled Luftwaffe personnel turned up with their cine-cameras.
The RAP corporal decided to get into the act and brought forth a large
bottle ofiodine. Making sure that his addition to the festivities was noticed,
he proceeded to pour the contents over my lacerations. Great fun!
Thence to a private French doctor who decided to encase my legs from
toes to hips in two plaster casts, and so to the railway station where I was
put in the charge of a guard about 5 feet tall in comparison with my 5 feet
11 1/2 inches. But I was flat on my back on a stretcher. The train was
heading for Paris. Imagine going to the toilet with my arms around this
little old guard and dragging my casts along! I finished up on the top floor
(for POWs) of a military hospita1.
After six weeks in bed I was able to walk along the corridor with the aid
of two sticks. The medical treatment was good but there were some
shocking sights of badly burnt RAF crews. From there, with two guards,
I was taken to Frankfurt to the Interrogation Centre. Solitary confinement
in a single cell. There was a radiator to heat the cell which came on {in
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summer) between 1.00 and 4.00am and a straw palliasse with ten million
fleas. By morning my neck and ankles were red and sore from bites. For
meals there was soup (?) and black bread which came once a day. On the
second day, a Luftwaffe airman with a Red Cross armband and complete
with clip-board entered the cell. He said he was a special representative of
the Red Cross and wanted to help. As usual I was asked for name, number,
squadron and home address and peculiarly enough what my father did. I
just gave name and number and was told that things did not look good for
me.
After five or six days I was taken to the main interrogation office and
interviewed by a Luftwaffe major. He gave me a packet of cigarettes.
"From Dunkirk. We have millions of them." I smoked this pack of 20 in
3 hours. I had not had a smoke for 6 weeks. I was amazed when he told
me when I joined the RAAF, and where I did my training. I was on a special
course from September to December 1942 and he was very demanding that
I tell him about that period. Also, he badly wanted to know the squadron
call sign. I pleaded ignorance as I had not used wireless for some months
and had taken the mid-upper turret. I felt safer talking about the two .5
machine guns. Finally I was warned that if I did not give the call sign, I
would be questioned by the Staatsgeheime (Gestapo). Back I went to the
cell.
A few days later a pseudo Red Cross representative told me that I had
been classed as a saboteur and was for the High Jump if! did not cooperate.
I pointed out that I would not be much of a saboteur with two broken
ankles. To this he replied that, "A brave man would suffer more than that
for his country."
After 14 days I was escorted to the Dulag transit camp and then sent
with the latest batch of POWs in cattle trucks to Stalag NB, a camp for
Russian POWs and a punishment camp for 1000 Allied Air Force senior
NCOs and paratroopers. This was in retaliation for the 1000 bomber raids.
The camp was about 60k from Halle and Leipzig. For two years the daily
ration was four small potatoes and a cup of turnip or pumpkin soup. On
Wednesdays we had pea soup but no potatoes and two slices of black bread
with pine dust. For the first 18 months we had a Red Cross parcel every 68 weeks which was shared among 3 or 4 people. For the last 6 months such
parcels failed to appear.
We were "freed" by 5 Mongols with Thompson sub machine guns and
riding small shaggy ponies. They took us back towards Poland and held
us for ten weeks as exchange hostages until Russian POWs in France and
Holland were repatriated at bayonet point to Russia.
P.S. When Italy was invaded and also after the Battle of Ardennes the
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camp was flooded with new POWs thus putting paid to the punishment
camp idea. Huts which previously held 120POW s then took 240by having
double 3-tier bunks. The winter weather was extremely cold and straw
palliasses, 2 blankets and 2 buckets of coal bricks per day were nowhere
enough to make an impression on the bitter cold. Nightly raids on the coal
store occurred until one night when one of the raiders was shot and killed.
An escape tunnel was discovered before it had been completed which was
probably fortunate as V-E day was near.
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In December 1941 Japan entered the war with the amazing attack on the
American base of Pearl Harbour on Oaku. The USA immediately entered
the war but its heavy naval forces had received a hard blow and for a time
the Japanese Navy was predominant in the Pacific. The Japanese Airforce,
too, had modem aircraft with the Zero, a lightly built but extremely
manoeuvrable fighter.
The British considerably underestimated the capabilities of the Japanese
forces and lost the two battleships Prince of Wales and Repulse near
Singapore, sunk by airpower alone. The Japanese drove southwards very
rapidly, overcoming in turn China, the Philippines, Siam (now Thailand),
Malaysia (then British) including the important naval base of Singapore,
Java (now Indonesia), Borneo, the many PacificIslands on the way and was
attacking New Guinea all in less than one year.
At the outbreak of war in Europe in September 1939, the RAAF was in
the course of building up its strength with a program extending to June,
1941 so it was necessary to hurriedly bring forward both aircraft production
and trained personnel. The RAAF front line strength was limited to 82
Avro Ansons, 54 Hawker Demons, 7Wirraways and 21 Seagull MkV s, plus
assorted trainers such as Gipsy and Tiger Moths.
Aircraft production in Australia was organised firstly to provide Tiger
Moths for training at Aero Clubs until the EATS scheme opened in May
1940. Australia's initial planned contribution to the EATS was to provide
1120 crewmen every 4 weeks. Our particular contribution from Western
Australia about 12 months later when Courses 10/13 trained was
approximately 10% of the Commonwealth's
trainee pilot, observer and
WAG 4 weekly commitment. This was consistent with W A's percentage
of the then Australian population.
Mid February 1942 was the first time that the Australian mainland was
attacked and it proved the relative superior strength of Japanese airpower
against available Australian aircraft. In the Darwin raid 238 people were
killed, three Naval ships and five merchant ships were sunk and eight
damaged.
Twenty three valuable aircraft were destroyed including 6
Hudsons.
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It was at this difficult period that aircrew trained from EATS courses
10/13 joined operational squadrons in Darwin and northern islands still in
Allied control. For defense roles the Kittyhawk was flown by many
Australians and Hudson crews carried out essential reconnaissance and
bombing flights from Darwin. Beaufort and Beaufighter aircraft also
reinforced the Australian defenses from Northem Territory and Queensland
bases. It was not until the end of 1942 that sufficient front line aircraft such
as Bostons, Marauders, Liberators, Mitchells, Airacrobras and Lightnings
were added to overcome the early superiority of the Japanese aircraft.
RAAF and USAAF squadrons combined to form an offensive which
gradually recovered island bases previously occupied by Japanese Forces.
In these offensive actions the RAAF worked in cooperation with the Navy
and Army of both USA and Australia.
By the end of the war with Japan on 15th August 1945, over 2000 RAAF
aircrew had been killed in the Australia/Pacific
area and more than 400
taken prisoner including many from 10/13 EATS courses.
The stories related here have not dwelt on the atrocities committed by
Japanese forces as there are many other books describing their cruel
actions. We can, however, at least state that one member of our group was
beheaded, and others shot by Japanese soldiers. The POW story included
here is, as the author states, about one of the lucky few.
It is of interest to note that, early in the Pacific operations, American Air
Force planes, Naval ships and ground forces often, by mistake, thought
that the red centre of RAAF aircraft roundels were Japanese markings. As
a result the red centre of the roundel on all Australian aircraft, operating in
the Pacific, was deleted in 1942. However, before this occurred a number
ofRAAF aircraft had been attacked or shot down by Allied Navy and Army
gunners.
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FERRYING
by FILt Louis W Hall, DFC
How did ferry pilots fill in their time? Louis Hall relates one such 10 day
stint.
As second pilot on Hudson aircraft during this period it was his job to
check out the plane before delivery flight and again after delivery, each
check taking 1 1/2 hours. From Laverton, Victoria
Day 1 On 19 December 1941 checked out Hudson A16-121. Up at
2.00am take off at 4.00am.
Arrived Pearce WA 10 hours later. Checked off Hudson A16-121 and
checked on A16-29.
Day 2 Up at 2.00am for flight to Darwin. Checked off 9 hours later.
Day 3 Civil passenger flight return from Darwin to Adelaide catching
..
overnight train to Melbourne.
Day 4 At Laverton checked Hudson A16-113.
Day 5 Up at 2.00am again and flew to Pearce via Ceduna, taking 10
hours.
Day 6 Having checked in A16-61 at 2.00am, delivered same to Darwin
10 hours later.
Day 7 Civil flight again Darwin to Adelaide and then overnight train
to Melbourne.
Day 8 Returned to Laverton RAAF station.
Day 9 Ferried to Richmond and checked on Hudson Al6-46.
Day 10 Up at 2.00am and delivered A16-46 to Darwin via Cloncurry.
Addendum:
Later records show Hudson Al6-29 crashed into sea Amboina 1/1/42.
Hudson Al6-61 crashed Koepang, Timor 14/2/42.
Hudson Al6-46 shot down Kema Bay, Celebes 12/1/42
Hudson Al6-121 abandoned U/S Amboina 30/1/42.
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A LUCKY SURVIVOR
by FlU Ted Howard
When the Jap war started I was on a navigation reconnaissance course
at Laverton and because I had once sat alongside the Skipper in a Hudson
from Pearce to Albany, I was rushed into a crew as second pilot and shot
off to Darwin.
Some days later, after a couple of recos from Timor, we went as a flight
of five planes to Namlea on the Island of Boeroe near Ambon.
The following day we did two bombing attacks against the Jap landing
fleet at Menado, N Celebes. This was our first encounter with anti aircraft
fire and Jap float planes, one of which our turret gunner shot down.
Next morning, we did a similar run. While our skipper, F/Lt Parker
Hodge went for briefing, I had the job of handling the Hudson for the first
time. This involved taxiing from the dispersal point to the strip.
Just as I was about to get the bomb bay doors up, a ground crew
member, who had just been flown in from Melbourne, suggested I might
like to borrow his parachute as I hadn't been issued with one, so I accepted
his and stowed it in the cabin's webbing.
As we neared the Jap landing force I remembered the 'chute, extracted
the harness and put it on before going down to the nose to do the bombing.
From dead ahead a Zero tried to ram us. It did hole us with cannon
shells, setting our port engine in fire, but our skipper shoved the stick hard
forward and we slid beneath the Zero's belly.
I heard and felt a rush of air and guessed the escape hatch above the
pilot's seat had gone. Our plane didn't have any inter communication gear
so I had been signalling port or starboard for the bombing approach run by
kicking my feet from my prone position at the bomb sight. These messages
were shouted to the pilot by the wireless operator behind me on the steps.
I went upstairs and saw the skipper perched on the edge of the escape
hatch, using his dangling feet to keep the aircraft steady. The port wing was
blazing away, so I grabbed the parachute pack, clipped it on the harness
and joined the skipper up top.
He told me to get out as the other two crew members had gone by the
cabin door. As I was about to prise myself up hoping the slipstream would
carry me away, I noticed thattheclipsof the parachute pack hadn't 'homed'
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through the harness rings. They were sitting on the lips and any jerk or rush
of air would have whipped the pack away.
I dropped back inside, homed the clips, boosted myself up and the
slipstream carried me over the astrodome, between the twin rudders and
safely away. We had been at 16,000 feet, so running out of height wasn't
a problem.
However, when I went to pull the ripcord it wasn't there. At Geraldton
an instructor had shown us how to fit the 'chute, and then he cracked his
standard joke.
"Just pull this ripcord, hang on to it, bring it back and we'll give you
another 'chute."
This borrowed 'chute had of course never been fitted for me, and the
force of air had dragged the pack away from my chest. The situation was
resolved when I felt something tugging at my shoulders.
It was the
parachute pack tethered at the end of about a yard of surplus harness.
I hauled the 'chute in, pulled the rip cord, and saw the canopy unfurl
without any hitch.
On the way down I could see the coast a few miles away with mountains
in the background, so I knew I would have something to aim for while
swimming.
A Zero buzzed me. The pilot had a good look, but didn't fire. I seemed
to be on a lucky streak.
In fact, this matter of luck is the main comment I have about my war.
I subsequently learned that of our five planes and crews, I was the only
one to survive those early days. An oral historian, who taped an interview
with me years after the war, reckoned that ours was the first plane shot
down in what he called the immediate defence of Australia. He excluded
those lost in Singapore and the NEli anyway, it's his storyi I wouldn't
know!
After I reached the shore some friendly natives looked after me, took me
down the coast away from Jap occupied territory and delivered me to
Dutch troops, and I was with them until capitulation.
The Japs turned us loose among a mob who had been incited to 'catch
up' on the Dutch. They did, and many Dutch suffered heavily, but I didn't
get a scratch.
One Dutch Lieutenant had been left behind to help the civilian population
further down the coast. I had suggested staying with him, but this was
disallowed by the Dutch command, and in any case I was a liability as I was
having intermittent fever and dysentery.
When the Japs caught up with this Lieutenant, they paraded him in a
circus cage, through the mob, then beheaded him.
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After a couple of weeks in Menado we were taken by minesweeper to
Macassar. En route the Jap captain heard about my malaria and came
down to the hold, bringing me quinine. It was my good fortune to be ill for
the next twelve months. In that time many work parties went off to Burma,
Japan etc., while I saw out my time in Java. This was a matter of 'Joss'.
After a couple of dozen attacks of malaria, the Dutch doctors tried an
experiment on me. Some drugs had been brought in from a burnt out
warehouse. The hope was that one of these might break my fever cycle.
While waiting in the climic, I spoke to a group of English seamen who
were also there as guinea pigs. I said, "I've had this thing twenty-four
times. It keeps coming back."
I got some queer looks from them. Then I lay down on a mat, was
injected, and technically died. Adrenalin was available and I soon revived.
There was too much arsenic in the experimental shot.
As a sequel to this, our English doctor told me I was the only one having
the injection for malaria. The others were all VD.
On arriving at Macassar, I found I was the only Australian officer in the
camp. I was taken out for interrogation.
The idea seemed to be to establish whether I was a well known figure
back home; in sport or politics, or whatever. I could go to Japan where
conditions would be much better. I would be required to broadcast to
Australia from friendly Nippon.
Fortunately, I had no difficulty in sticking with the truth. I was a
nonentity, of no use to them, and so I was returned as one of the mob to the
camp.
During three and a half years as a Jap prisoner, a sense of humour was
a godsend. Sometimes it was a black humour, as when one skeleton would
say to another, "You're as fat as a pig. Look, my ribs are sticking out twice
as far as yours."
Also the red letter day when, by mistake, a mess of a few men got the
rations intended for a much larger group. Brown 'farty' beans, lashings of
them.
About midnightthe
eruptions started. One would ~ to outdo another,
with dire results. The procession to the heads seemed endless.
Chillies could also be treacherous.
A working party brought some in. The 'Pin Headed Korean' found
some on hut inspection and asked what they were. Mick said 'makam',
food, and proceeded to chew one. Pin Head took the biggest one, chewed
and swallowed it. He was off duty the next day and walked tentatively for
a week.
Yes, your sense of humour needed to be different, as when Pin Head
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interrupted a boxing match, handed his rifle to Mick, borrowed some
gloves and shaped up to a sparring partner.
Mick just looked at the gun in his hands, shook his head, and eventually
handed it back.
I mentioned earlier the matter of luck.
There are all kinds of horror stories about life in camp under the laps.
My personal experience was to be lucky. I was never beaten, never
slapped. Now, forty odd years on I'm still on a lucky streak.
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A CLOSE SHAVE AT BROOME
by FILt CJ (Chuck) Owens
The following account of how 'Chuck' and his Hudson cobber, Harry
Simpson, wireless operator, were probably saved from a strafing attack by
Japanese fighters at Broome by the forgetfulness of their Wing Commander
Captain, would seem to bear out the age-old saying that 'it's better to be
born lucky than
'.
The story, as related by Harry and Chuck, begins with their arrival as
crew members of the Lockheed Hudson at Broome on 3rd March 1942. Up
till this time there had been no Japanese activity in the north of W A and, in
the course of normal communications flight, the Hudson's crew, with
Wing Commander Lightfoot as captain-pilot, was scheduled to take off at
10.00 hours on the following day for Darwin. At 0945 they were taxiing out
for take off when the captain realised he had left his maps, charts and codes
in the ops room.
While awaiting the return from ops room of their captain, the crew
heard engine noises from other aircraft and, on looking out of the Hudson's
window, recognised the Rising Sun cockades of a flight of Zeros.
The 2nd pilot immediately switched off the engines and one can but
imagine the speed with which the crew abandoned the aircraft and made
off to hide in the spinifex - all but one member, Charlie (Chuck) Owens.
Let Harry Simpson pick up the story from here:
"Our machinegunner, Chuck Owens, a wild Irishman, wanted to stay
behind to try to shoot down some of the raiders. It would have been
suicidal because, withoutthe power ofthe engines to maintain the batteries
which helped hydraulically to fire the guns, he wouldn't have been able to
operate the gun. The Japs would have made mincemeat of him. We
dragged him out of the aircraft, ran about 200 metres and crouched in some
foot-high spinifex at the edge of the field."
Their Hudson, loaded with a thousand pounds of bombs and extra fuel
tanks for the flight to Darwin, was a total write-off, as were a B24 Liberator,
a B17 (Flying Fortress) and a Dutch C47. It was allover in less than half an
hour. Miraculously nobody was killed on the airstrip.
Although there was neither sight nor sound of their captain afterwards,
all were mighty glad he had forgotten his maps, charts and codes.
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Furthermore, to use Chuck's words, "It was lucky for me that they talked
me out of staying on the Hudson to shoot at the Japs, and luckier still that
we were not taking off when those Zeros swept over the strategic airfield
with cannon and machine guns blazing and attacked an American Liberator
bomber which took off just ahead of us and was shot down into Roebuck
Bay."
Yes, without a doubt, 'an ounce of good luck is worth more than a ton
of ', even if it takes the forgetfulness of a Wing Commander to bring it
about.
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MY FIRST BOMBING RAID
by FILt Ray Storer
I arrived at 2 Squadron, RAAF, Darwin in April 1942 soon after the big
Jap raid on that town. On May 22nd I was told that I would be flying as 2nd
pilot with FIO McCombe on a bombing raid - for experience.
This raid was the most ambitious offensive action undertaken by the
RAAF from Australia up to then. At that time the Japanese were sailing
their ships unmolested in the Timor and Arafura Seas and almost certainly
preparing for an invasion of Australia. There were 8 Hudsons involved,
each with four 250 lb bombs. At that time Hudsons had a skipper, 2nd pilot
cum navigator, belly gunner (cranked downwards) and rear gunner in
turret. Our plane A15-181 had the usual crew plus me as 2nd pilot. We
planned to do a low level strike at shipping in Ambon Harbour, this being
a centre for Japanese operations of all kinds and just within Hudson range
from Darwin. We flew over in two formations, a 3 and a 5, at 10,000 feet
with me flying most of the time, arriving at Ambon about half an hour
before dark.
All went well till the actual attack. We dived from 1000 feet and attacked
at low level. Then off we raced. The water was a mass of flames, some
shipping and unfortunately
some 'downed' Hudsons.
An artist has
painted a picture, now hung in the War Museum, and this gives a remarkably
accurate idea of the scene.
Apparently our last two aircraft had been jumped by Zeros just before
they attacked. (Pilots Allchin and Ken Kersten, an old school friend, had
only been north for a week.) Six of us fled from Ambon in formation, one
of the best formations I have ever been in. We were attacked immediately
by 8 Zeros. One of our aircraft was in trouble with 2 Zeros attacking
strongly. This one (Phil Brooks and Alan Moss) "failed to return".
We were on the extreme right of the formation and were continually
attacked by 2 Zeros, one on the beam and one from behind for the duration
of the scrap. There was a terrible racket of machine guns and a smell of
cordite. We scarped along at 1000 feet in and out of broken cloud. Every
Hudson was pouring ou t a hail of bullets. Our other 2nd pilot had manned
a side gun and had just let go a long burst when his target pulled up to a
stall turn with smoke streaming from it. It did not come in again.
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During the battle I felt a hard blow to my right shin. I hastily put my
hand down wondering if my leg had gone. There was blood - but not too
much. The bullet had come through the side of the aircraft, missed my shin
by half an inch and driven several small pieces of aluminium into my shin.
Some of them are still there today.
In the next "kite" to ours Don Bond had a miraculous escape. A bullet
went through his Mae West on one side, holing it twice, then hit the buckle
of his parachute harness which deflected it so that it nicked a 1/4 inch hole
out of the middle of his chest and then put two more holes in the other side
of his Mae West as it went out. There were several other narrow escapes
but by good flying and good gunnery the boys made it.
Then we had another scare. There was a smell of petrol. Fortunately
about this time the Zeros had almost given up. The battle had lasted 25
minutes though it seemed longer to us. The petrol smell was coming from
a 1/4 inch copper pipe leading to a fuel indicator for one of the starboard
tanks and had been cut through by a bullet. Though not exactly awash, the
front of the aircraft had petrol everywhere. We then discovered that bullets
had broken lines to our airspeed indicator and (found out later) to the flap
indicator cables.
For an hour the other 2nd pilot and I worked to stop the flow of petrol
and repair the airspeed indicator line - which we did with a piece of
tubing cut from an earphone connection. Eventually we did a completely
successful job with the aid of the emergency kit with sticking plaster and
screwdriver but principally some gum I had been chewing.
At one stage the other 2nd pilot and I took turns being like the Dutch boy
and the dyke. We held our fingers over the broken pipe which was way
back under the instrument panel. And so home to Darwin where Mac did
a perfect landing - ops room, the doctor and bed at 1.00am.
Our gunners claimed 2 possibles and we had developed a healthy
respect for the performance of a Zero.
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A MATTER OF IDENTIFICATION
by FlU Robert Airey
Early in May 1942, as a first pilot in 32 Squadron, my crew and I, with
our Lockheed Hudson, A16-173, were temporarily based at Garbutt,
Townsville, for anti-sub duties.
32 Squadron had been formed at Port Moresby, on 21/2/42, and
operated from there, Horn Island, and a number of..North Queensland
ba~.
We took off early in the morning after being briefed by a new and
enthusiastic Pilot Officer who was in charge of the operations room. We
were given the courses and distances that we were to fly on the 8 to 9 hour
patrol which was to commence from Mackay. However, he inadvertently
included the travel leg from Townsville to Mackay as the first leg of the
exercise. As a result, later in the patrol I realised that we were a long way
out from the mainland and that we would have to adjust our search area,
otherwise we would run the risk of getting rather wet.
While we were re-drawing a new set of courses, we saw a large grey
vessel on the horizon, belting along and looking very business-like indeed.
Now, if I had one highly developed skill it would have to be ship
identification, as I came from a Fremantle sea-faring family. So, after a hard
look, I advised the crew that it was a cruiser. Jack Williams, my second
pilot, decided that it was a large destroyer, while Jack Juett, our wireless
operator, being an ex Kalgoorlie goldminer admitted that he didn't know
what it was. While this calm top level identification was being carried out,
our fourth member, Mike, was ensconced in his rear turret, from which he
was always reluctant to depart.
It wasn't that he was anti-social or had other problems, it was just that
he had a fervent conviction that the American B25 Mitchell was, at best, a
very dodgy aircraft. In addition, they were liberally sprinkled with .5 inch
machine guns so he always kept the sky under close surveillance, insisting
that we took violent evasive action immediately any of the 'enemy' were
sighted. Therefore, it was with a sense of shock, when a very articulate
Mike appeared at the flight deck exclaiming that we were heading straight
for a Japanese aircraft carrier.
Due to some minor oversight, Mike's intercom had been cut off and he
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had been trying unsuccessfully for some time to warn us of our impending
danger.
No doubt he was quite sure that we were all asleep, with the aircraft
flying on 'George'.
We thanked him for his input, but scoffed at the suggested identity of
our mystery vessel, at which Mike retired to his eyrie, no doubt to
contemplate the injustices which always seemed to befall tail gunners.
Meanwhile, to return to the story, we were rapidly closing with our
sighting when, to our great surprise, it quietly disappeared beneath the
waves.
On our return to Townsville, we told our operations officer of the
incident and then, realising from his startled manner that there might be
further inquiries, we retired to the aircraft where, under torchlight, we
hastily prepared a more detailed and intelligible log, and awaited events.
Sure enough, early in the morning we were summoned to RAAF
headquarters, in Townsville, where we were interrogated by a severe and
brusque senior officer. He was most sceptical of our identification and kept
pressing us that it must have been a whale. Jack Williams was notorious
for having a fairly short fuse, especially at about 2.00am, so, after a while,
he agreed that maybe it could have been a whale but, if so, it had a ruddy
great conning tower strapped on its back.
Ourinterviewer then asked me why I didn't attack, in the besttraditions
of the service.
Rarely in one's life, especially as a sergeant pilot, does an opportunity
such as this come your way.
I savoured the moment and then, with due modesty and a touch of
humility, advised the inquirer that at that stage in my flying career His
Majesty's Government had not seen fit to entrust me with any bombs.
This response was recei ved in complete silence, which seemed to go on
forever, while the senior officer studied his notes and the ceiling. After a
while his colour returned to normal and almost reluctantly, and in a
strained voice, we were dismissed.
On our next flight, we arrived at dawn at the tarmac where the ground
crew were busy loading two large yellow things under the aircraft. The
Corporal whispered, with great respect tinged with excitement, that these
were anti-sub bombs.
On that flight, which was done in conjunction with other aircraft from
the squadron on the basis of a fan search, we found another submarine on
the surface, at about the end of our outward leg. On this occasion, we
identified the vessel without hesitation and, after a minor argument with
Jack Williams as to who would actually press the button, I was fortunate
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enough to be credited with its destruction.
Mike, who had been rather quiet with the cockpit crew since being
isolated on the intercom the previous day, became quite excited at his
grandstand view, after which he returned to his normal vigilance and his
other objective of getting the best suntan in the squadron.
We lost Mike from the crew shortly afterwards when, in June, we were
sent to Arnberley near Brisbane for a maintenance check.
Mike, whose second name now escapes, me, took the opportunity of
going home to South Australia and rumour has it that he became engaged
on an unofficial lecture tour of the district on how he sank a Japanese
submarine (or, was it an aircraft carrier?).
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EARLY DAYS AT PEARCE
by FILt Charles N Mitchell
25 Squadron carried out anti-sub patrols around Fremantle, Gage
Roads, Rottnest area, photographing shipping and, after the Sydney and
Kormoran were sunk, for many months patrolled the coast from Geraldton
to Onslow. I did an aerial photographic mosaic of the Geraldton area for
the Army after Geraldton became the rear end of the 'Brisbane Line'. From
20/12/42 to 6/1/43 land two others in Buffaloes escorted theSSChungking
from Port Hedland to Wyndham. The skipper refused to go unescorted as,
on his previous trip, he had his ship blown from under him off Wyndham.
25 Squadron did, I imagine, have somewhat of a record. It was formed
shortly before the war with Hawker Demons which it had until after
hostilities commenced and was then re-equipped with Wirraways. When
I joined, it also had on strength one Fairy Battle (for drogue towing) and a
Moth Minor. A number of Fairy Swordfish, destined for Singapore but
diverted because their arrival there would have been too late, became part
of our striking force! Shortly after this we acquired Brewster Buffaloes
which had been on their way to the Dutch Air Force in the Far East. These
had no guns when we got them and had to be armed. Some time after I
departed the Squadron, it was re-equipped with Vultee Dive Bombers and
ultimately finished the war with Liberators. A total of 6 operational types!
Did any other squadron equal or better this record?
IMP ACT
It would have been about mid 1942 when 77 Squadron was formed at
Pearce, W A and had the use of our (25 Squadron) hangars and facilities.
Most of us in 25 Squadron had quite a lot of flying time up and were upset
to see so many rookies training on Kittyhawks whilst we were stuck on
Wirraways and didn't look like getting postings to where the action was.
The tail planes were giving the Kitties some problems and I recall one
pilot, whose name I cannot remember, went into a dive from which he
could not pull out; nor did he bail out. We could see the pall of smoke northwest of the drome. The squadron CO and medico drove outto the site. Bits
of aircraft were everywhere and a great smoking hole was in the ground
close to a large tree stump. I understand the first comments of the MO were,
"Christ, he was lucky he didn't hit that tree stump."
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WAKEUP, MATE!
Whilst with 84 Squadron on Horn Island I shared a tent with AI Nevill,
ex 10 Course. One night I awoke in terror to find a snake had found its way
under my mosquito net and settled on my stomach. I grabbed it and threw
it away. Back it sprang. Again and yet again I tl1rew it off until, eventually
my frantic yells woke Al who, much to my disgust, burst out laughing. By
now I was properly awake and also joined his laughter. My right arm had
'gone to sleep' and refused to leave me each time I threw it away.
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ATTACK ON JAPANESE INVASION
FLEET
MILNE BA~ AUGUST 1942

-

by Flight Lieutenant

Fred Carden

August 24th, 1942
My 22nd birthday!!!
We took off in Hudson aircraft A16-205 at 0915 hours to recco the area
north to Solomon Islands (Buka Passage, Bouganville Island and Kieta
area). About half way to destination we were confronted by a huge stonn
front - black storm clouds down to water level and stretching right and
left to horizons. Our skipper decided it was impossible to proceed and
hence we returned to base after 2.15 hours flying.
What is a fact however, is that behind that front was the Japanese
invasion fleet heading for Milne Bay.
August 25th, 1942 Jap convoy sighted by allied patrolling aircraft in
the early afternoon NE of Normanby Island.
At 1505 hours we took offin Hudson AI6-186 along with 24 Kittyhawks
(12 with 300 lb bombs attached to their spare petrol tank hook-up, and 12
as fighter escort). I remember the fighter pilots being shown how to line up
and use the petrol tank jettison switch as a release for the bomb they now
had to carry. The bombed-up Kittyhawks were necessary because on that
day we only had two Hudson bombers at Milne Bay. Ours, with FlU
Henry Robertson (Sgts Waite, Bowra and Carden) and the other, which
was being serviced at that time, but normally flown by F 10 Ron Shore.
The sky was grey overcast with a base about 1500 feet, and our aircraft
underside was painted black - hardly good camouflage against a grey
sky. As we approached the Japanese convoy NE of Normanby Island, the
11 ships took up defensive circles (their usual strategy). I had a grandstand
view from the rear turret. As we approached, the Kittyhawks with bombs
attached fonned a line on either side of our one bomber and in we went.
The sky was full of flack - black puffs of explosives. We selected a
troop transport. Our first bomb (we carried 4 x 250 lb and 6 x 100 lb) was
a near miss and we strafed them as we passed over. We then went around
again and this time Robbie dropped the remainder of our bomb load. We
believe we hit the ship with some of them. On this pass a Jap bullet entered
the side of the plane, just missed Geoff Bowra's head and passed through
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my right footrest, shattering same and cutting off power to the turret.
In the meantime, the 24 fighters were busy strafing and being shot at.
Other ships were hit but I do not know the full extent of the damage. We
then headed back to base, Milne Bay, where the aircraft was refuelled and
re-bombed. Ron Shore and his crew then took off for their turn at attack,
with the turret out of commission. By the time they returned it was dark
and we had no flare path at the Bay at that stage. We could hear them above
the clouds. They had to head for Port Moresby where they made a safe
landing.
That night the Japanese landed half way down the Bay, whilst their
Destroyers shelled us for hours. We were down on the strip well before
dawn and at first light on August 26th we were ordered off in A16-185(now
serviceable) for a 35 minute recco of the Bay. The Jap Destroyers fired at us
all the while and although we were not hit we were rocked about a bit. All
that day the Kittyhawks attacked and at 1620hours we were called upon
in our one Hudson to bomb and strafe Jap supplies and barges and to carry
out observations of the situation.
The next couple of days were equally hectic. The Japs were advancing
with the aid of two tanks they had landed (luckily soon knocked out by our
Army), and so it was decided to evacuate some of our fighter pilots to Port
Moresby just overnight on August 28th. We took off at 1645hours in A16185 with fifteen fighter pilots in addition to our crew - quite a load. After
the usual freedom of their cockpits, they must have felt like 'sardines in a
can' as one of them put it. Anyway, we arrived at Moresby safely.
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THE REDOUBTABLE
CATALINA FLYING BOAT
by FILt Fred Carden

Mention the word 'Catalina' to Fred Carden and you immediately have
an ecstatic contributor on the virtues of this slow flying, extra long range
flying boat - Colombo to Perth, 25 hours; Darwin to Labuan, 17 hours.
Hence the necessity for a crew of 9 or 10, two sleeping bunks and an electric
stove.
And yet, by way of warning, Fred claims, " After crews became familiar
with the interior, learnt to jump through bulk-head doors and to dodge
jutting fittings, one could even say they were comfortable."
Ideally equipped for rescuing marooned servicemen and 'downed'
aircrew, these planes were of inestimable value for air, sea and ground
operations and, in particular, for reconnaissance and shadowing tasks.
They were also used to good effect in mine-laying attacks on Japanese
territory and for 'behind the lines' contacts with island 'spotters', those
intrepid and brave people who operated as observers behind enemy lines.
Fred continues, "Some places around Borneo where we had to take
Army intelligence officers meant landing on rivers. This was rather hairraising at times when there was only a few feet of space to the jungle on each
side of the wing tips. Also, all available crew spent pre-landing time
looking at the water surface for floating logs and trees before the skipper
reckoned it was safe to attempt a landing.
In coming out to our aircraft one morning from Bandjennasin in Borneo
we found a huge tree, brought in on the eight to nine knot tide, balanced
across the nose of our kite. Huge branches on one side, roots on the other
- one false move would have ripped off the wings. With the aid of the
Army and an amphibious "Duck" we overcame the situation and last saw
the tree travelling west on the still powerful tide.
Perhaps the event which most affected our feelings was at the end of the
war when we were engaged in flying our emaciated and sick POWs back
to Australia from Singapore and other camps."
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UNMASKING THE WILY lAP
by FILt George Cooper,

It was on September 13,1942 that Hudson Bomber Aircraft A16-232
captained by Pilot Officer Arthur Cambridge (13 Course) of Perth with
Wireless Operator - Air Gunners Sergeants Gordon Thame of Sydney and
Tom Gunn of Brisbane and with me as Sergeant Navigator took off from
Batchelor - some 50 miles south of Darwin

-

to carry out an "Offensive

Patrol" extending past Tanimbar Island to a limit of about 500 miles north
of Australia.
Mter flying for approximately three hours and some 400 miles, we
sighted two ships which, had they been Allied vessels, should not, according
to our pre-flight briefing, have been there. Neither was flying a flag of any
description but one had a Red Cross painted on the after deck.
Not trusting our briefing advice and being a little perturbed by the Red
Cross we decided to seek identification by flashing them the "letter for that
hour of the day". Tom Gunn, armed with his trusty Aldis lamp, proceeded
to do the "flashing" from the somewhat unhealthy height of about 200 to
300 feet.
To say the least the reply was damned unfriendly - they opened fire
on us and holed a petrol tank from which the gas rapidly escaped.
Not pleased with this response we climbed and then dive-bombed
these now obviously Japanese ships but I regret to say scored no hits.
Because we were losing so much precious petrol we had to curtail our
patrol and head back to Darwin; but here's the rub - because an aircraft
(ours) was approaching Darwin at an unexpected time and direction, we
received a radio message which when decoded directed that we turn to
port for fifteen minutes.
Arthur Cambridge wisely decided we couldn't afford the petrol to
comply with the request and turned for only five minutes. Just as well he
did, for we landed at Darwin after a 7 hour 15 minute flight with just 5
gallons of petrol left - more to the point, enough for only 5 minutes more
flying.
In conclusion I must say Hudson A16-232was not ourlucky aircraft for
on December4,1942,again on an "OffensivePatrol" - this time in Wetar
Strait north-east of Timor, we were the particular target of an attack by a
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Japanese Zero fighter plane despite our being in formation with two other
Hudsons.
In a battle lasting about forty minutes one of our WAGS - Gordon
Thame - was killed and among other damages sustained, the aircraft's
hydraulics were crippled thus rendering the Browning machine guns in
the rear turret unusable because the turret could not be rotated. In fact the
rear gunner, Tom Gunn, had to vacate the position.
We limped back home some 500 miles to Batchelor on one good motor
and the other which gave intermittent power to make (after dropping four
250 pound bombs safely in the bush near Batchelor) a very good belly
landing with wheels swinging and bomb doors open. No amount of diving
and jerking the aircraft upwards had succeeded in locking the wheels
down.
Other matters vf interest with regard to this flight were as follows:
a) Radar (very basic) was installed in our aircraft and used for the first
time in our particular theatre of the war. It was operated and explained to
our WAGS by Flying Officer Barnes of the Royal Canadian Air Force who
also manned a gun in the fight with the Zero and capably assisted in putting
out a fire in the aircraft when one of the parachutes caught on fire.
b) Our ground staff crew told us next day that they had counted 274
bullet holes in the aircraft.
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CAN YOU GUESS WHY?
FILt George Cooper,
On 26th September 1942 we - that is Flying Officer Arthur Cambridge,
Pilot; Sergeant George Cooper, Navigator; Sergeants Torn Gunn, "Dusty"
(Geof£) Rhodes and ''Maf' Matthews, WAGS - left Batchelor, NT in
Hudson A16-181 of No 2 Squadron RAAF in company with two other
aircraft to bomb a town (more like a village) called Laga in Timor.
This, as usual, was a daylight operation, about 10.30am over the target
and, not unusual for the powers that reigned in the RAAF at that time, was
probably the second or third day in succession when either aircraft from
No 2 Squadron or our sister Hudson RAAF Squadron No13 bombed the
same target at the same time each day.
I never could quite work out the logic of this modus operandi as it
seemed to me that on the third day (if not the second) the likelihood of a
reception committee of Japanese Zeros from the not too far distant fighter
base of Dilli, ready to take us on, was practically a 'lay down rnisere'. On
the other hand, perhaps the top brass worked on the premise that the Japs
would think no one would be so stupid as to carry out, in broad daylight,
the same attack on the same target at the same hour of each day three times
in succession.
Having said this, it's not the story I meant to tell anyway.
Before take-off we were briefed as usual but with a specific instruction,
the reason for which I can't remember, to the Navigator - Bomb Aimer to
take a look at the distributor box on the floor next to our rather antique
Mark IX bombsight to see if the distributor arm was moving from "go" to
"whoa" once the bomb release button was pressed.
After guiding the skipper over the target I pressed the bomb release
button and immediately glanced to the left to see if the distributor arm was
moving (as directed at briefing), which it was. I then looked down through
the perspex floor in the nose of the aircraft to see how the bombs were
going. To my horror, I couldn't see them and so informed the pilot I didn't
know whether the bombs had dropped or not.
We circled again, came in over the target and I pressed the bomb release
button and, again, saw no bombs. Same drill, around we went for the third
time and saw no bombs fall. All this from about 1000 feet with our two
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other aircraft which had preceded our attack hanging around waiting for,
and cursing, us.
When we got back to our base at Batchelor we discovered the bombs
had been dropped all right - no doubt on the first run - but I had not seen
them.
The sequel to this story is the amusing part. Some weeks later an AIF
Intelligence report from Timor stated, "The deliberate way in which the
third aircraft circled the target after dropping its bombs had the maximum
effect on the morale of the natives and the Japanese in the area." Little did
Intelligence know that I considered it to be the silliest thing I ever did as a
Navigator - Bomb Aimer and found it far from funny at the time, even
though I now find it quite amusing.
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DOUBLE SUNRISE FLIGHTS
WITH CATALINA FLYING BOATS
by FILt Ivan Peirce
In July 1943 Qantas sent me to Perth, where Capt Tapp gave us circuits
and familiarisation in a FBY5 Catalina flying boat, GAGFM at Crawley Bay
(near Perth). On the 22nd July at 6.00am the first official Qantas/RAAF
westbound crossing commenced. The take-off took 96 seconds to become
airborne. After passing Rottnest Island the Radio Operator sent the last
message to Base, then turned off the transmitter as the journey was to be in
complete radio silence. The receiver was kept on for the weather reports
and chronometer checks. After climbing to 1500 feet the airspeed was set
at 115 knots and that was maintained right across the Indian Ocean to
Ceylon, 3500 nautical miles (5600 kilo metres) away.
As the 'Cats' had been stripped of weight, unnecessary items, no
hotplate was carried on the early trips. A four gallon thermos of coffee had
to last and a hamper of cold meats and salads sufficed. On later trips, tinned
food made the menu a little more attractive.
After two hours, Western Australia disappeared from sight. Only sea,
sky and occasional clouds filled the panoramic view from the flight deck
until the stars and moon took over from the sun.
During the night I took three star shots with the sextant, which showed
we were close to the track with a ground speed of 124 knots. I then did two
hours in the engineer's compartment, followed by a similar stint on the
radio. Then it was my turn to lie on a blanket on the metal floor, which was
not conducive to sound sleep.
After resuming, I went up front to check the compass and auto-pilot. At
1500 feet, even over the sea, the turbulence was continuous and it became
worse when we passed through a tropical front in the early hours of the
morning.
We were running parallel to Japanese held territory, two
hundred and fifty miles to the north.
Twenty four hours after leaving Perth another day dawned. Two hours
later we crossed the Equator. No King Neptune, no ceremony, no water
even for a shave, or to freshen up. Two hours later, the radio operator
managed to pick up a bearing on Trincomalee. This showed us close to
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track, and shortly after, through the haze, land at last - the Dondra Head
lighthouse, then Galle and Lake Koggalla in Ceylon.
The radio operator called RAF Base Koggalla and was given landing
instructions, thus breaking twenty eight hours of radio silence. Capt Tapp
put GAGFM down and we were escorted to a buoy and engines turned off,
twenty eight hours fifty six minutes after leaving Perth.
Our return trip was made four days later. On July 28th we did a few
circuits of Koggalla and checked everything in the air and on the water. An
early night, then at 5.00am all aboard just as the day gave enough light for
the take-off. Captain Tapp gave the order "full power", after 60 seconds
"floats up" and in 100 seconds we were clear of the water, gaining height
very slowly in the tropical humidity before turning out to sea.
We climbed to 4000 feet and settled down to cruising at 115 knots TAS
(true air speed) for six hours and after passing through a tropical storm we
ascended to 10,000 feet. It was freezing, -12°C outside. We wore flying suits
and gloves which were necessary as any metal we touched stuck to us. The
"Cat" was very smooth at that height, unlike the turbulence of the low level
flight coming over.
With a similar roster to the Westbound trip and twenty five hours after
take-off, land appeared clearly visible to our port. The radio operator
managed to obtain a bearing on Carnarvon.
We altered course a few
degrees starboard and headed direct to Perth. One minute off 29 hours we
landed and moored at Crawley, completing an historic event in wartime
aviation history.
I was privileged to be a member of the crew.
The longest recorded journey at that period was one between Ceylon
and Crawley Bay taking 32 hours 50 minutes in the air.
In July 1945 the Catalinas were replaced by Liberator aircraft which,
due to a higher airspeed, were able to cut about 10 hours off the time for the
Indian Ocean crossing.
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SPOTLIGHT ON BEAUFORT
TRIM TAB TROUBLE
by Tom Scully

On 28th October 1943,Beaufort A9-267with Hying Officer Cliff Scott as
Pilot and Flight Sergeant Tom Scully WAG as a member of crew, took off
from No 32 Squadron, stationed at Camden, NSW on a search of the
adjacent Pacific Ocean for enemy craft on what was expected to be four or
five hours of routine duty.
With no sightings made after two hours of flying in perfect conditions,
the pilot called for, and set, a course for the northern 'lane of entry' through
the Great Dividing Range towards Camden.
THEN IT HAPPENED!!!
As the aircraft assumed the straight and level position it shuddered
violently, bucked a couple of times and then went into a vertical dive. The
pilot (all six foot four and fifteen stone of him) braced his feet against the
dashboard and, with all the strength of his young, fit body, hauled back on
the control column with such force that the 'stick' bent. To no avail. With
almost unbelievable presence of mind (although he had some pilot training)
the observer reached his hand from the navigator's blister, grabbed the
elevator trim control and wound it into the 'fully nose light' position. The
effect was dramatic! Giving another gigantic shudder, the aircraft righted
itself, having dropped from around 2500 feet to about 50/100 feet quicker
than it takes to tell!
With great care and dedication the pilot gently climbed to 6000 feet
(almost triple our normal height) and headed home. The trip, taking about
thirty minutes, was accomplished without incident, and so we entered the
circuit area. On final approach the pilot instructed the WAG who was not
on the wireless to "hop in the turret and let me know if anything is
happening on the tail".
All went well until the flaps 'went down'. Simultaneously the aircraft
again began to shudder and the turret WAG called out, "There's a bit of tin
flapping up and down on the tail-plane."
Immediately the pilot 'throttled up' and drove the aircraft onto the strip,
coming to a stop with just feet to spare from the end.
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The aircraft, having been taxied into dispersal, was declared U/5 and,
on examination, it was found that there was a fault in the elevator trim tab
mechanism. The aircraft of the squadron were grounded for several days
and it was intimated to the crews that all Beauforts throughout Australia
were to be checked for the fault as it seemed likely that this fault had been
responsible for many of the Beauforts which had 'gone in' both in training
and on operations. It was later suggested that some five to ten per cent of
the mechanisms checked proved to be faulty and all had been replaced.
(P.S. Tom Scully comments, "Having recently received my service
records from the Department of Veterans' Affairs, it was interesting to note
the following: 'Participated in an operational flight to sea on 28/10/43
with No 32 Squadron, details of return not recorded.'"
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A MALFUNCTIONING
BEAUFORT TRIM TAB
by FlU Maurice Flynn
Insignificant
though a trim tab may seem in the overall bulk of an
aircraft, should it malfunction the resultant effect on aircraft and crew can
be devastating and tragic. This is borne out by the following incidents as
related by a member of our 10-13 Courses group, F /Lt Maurice Flynn and
supported by a regular attender at our funtions, W /0 Tom Scully of 15
Course.
Maurie was a member of a 14 Squadron RAAF crew, based at Pearce,
W A when, in January 1944, three Beauforts {Australian built} were formation
flying a few miles off Rottnest. He picks up the story from here.
"The lead Beaufort was piloted by Wing Commander
Charles
Learmonth. We were on the port side with Ken Hewett as pilot and Keith
Kelly was the pilot of the starboard Beaufort. It was a clear day and I was
on the wireless at the time when, suddenly, a call came over the R/T from
W /C Learmonth to say that his aircraft had developed a violent shudder
and would we try to see what was causing the trouble. Ken Hewett flew
in as close as possible and noticed that the trimming on the tail plane had
worked loose and was causing the problem.
There was an American minesweeper off Rottnest at the time and W /
C Learmonth called that he would try to gain altitude so that they could
bale out near the mine sweeper. His navigator on that trip was Gordon
Moore and the WAG was Tim Chidlow from Northam.
The next thing I
knew was that the trimming tab had jammed upwards making the aircraft
uncontrollable,
sending it plummeting into the ocean. The crew never had
a chance and all that we could see on the ocean was a grey splurge of water
with a couple of parachutes floating in it.
Ken Hewett and Keith Kelly reported the malfunctions of the trimming
tab immediately
on return to Pearce Air Base. All Beauforts were
immediately grounded in Australia and, I believe, in New Guinea pending
an investigation into the accident and were not permitted to fly until the
offending tab was modified.
I remember, during the time I spent at Pearce and during the conversion
course at Bairnsdale from Hudsons to Beauforts that several Beaufort
aircraft just didn't come back from training operations and have often felt
that these disappearances may have been the result of a malfunctioning
trimming tab."
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THAT MIGHTY TIGER MOTH
by FlU Cuthbert G Lefroy
During 1943 I'd been posted to No 33 Transport Squadron at Port
Moresby, along with four others of my Course fellows. Our fleet of
'transports' turned out to be less than inspiring - Tiger Moths and
Dragons - but we, ourselves, had flown up two Ansons to overcome the
deficiency.
War Correspondent:
"Landing tiny Tiger Moths on a pocket handkerchief strip in New
Guinea's worst flying country, RAAP pilots have flown out an American
crew of a Liberator bomber which crashed in the ranges nearly a month
ago. The crew of ten parachuted as the bomber crashed into a mountainside and burst into flames. The crew finally reached a mission station after
six days' walk and was fed from the air by RAAF Wirraways after a
Boomerang had located them. To locate the landing strip from the air is a
navigational feat, and to land requires the highest degree of skill. Braving
treacherous down currents and operating at altitudes generally considered
dangerous for frail Tiger Moths, the Australians brought the crew of ten out
one at a time. Final trips were made today."
Flight Lieutenant Lefroy:
"The emergency field we three were headed for - Goilala on the map
- was an old clearing approximately 100m x 20m up a steep gradient with
a sheer mountain side at its far end. Needless to say, there was no 'going
round again'. Our first load of three Yanks was safely delivered to a coastal
strip not far away where a reception team awaited them. On our final
return trip, however, only two fellows awaited us so I waited some time
until 'tail end Charlie'

arrived.

He was just that

-

Tail Gunner

-

a lad of

Chinese extraction who stood about 5 feet.
There was just him and me and, between us, we had to start the engine.
Who to swing the propeller and who to 'man' the throttle? I chose the
throttle rather than have the plane take offbush without us ifhe accidentally
opened the throttle. After some airscrew swinging instruction and practice,
and impressing the need to swing the arm right down out of the way, I
primed the engine and flicked the starting magneto switch. The engine
fired first swing and the Chinese forearm at the same instant took on a
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decidedly boomerang appearance. Nothing for it, however, but to bundle
him into the front cockpit and head for help.
Ironic that he should escape from a Liberator hopelessly out of control
in turbulent cloud build-up, land safely high in mountainous country, be
spotted from the air, receive succour and assistance, down to a mission
station-all spread over a week or 10days-only to have his arm well and
truly smashed by his last rescuer.
Fortunately the reception party included a doctor."
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BISCUIT BOMBERS
by FILt Peter Hummerston,

With 36 Squadron we flew the normally reliable Douglas DC3 often
known. as the Dizzy Three, Dakota, Gooney Bird or Biscuit Bomber.
However, planes and crews were lost for various reasons including bad
weather conditions around high mountains, engine failures, Japanese
bombing airfield and sometimes aircrew errors.
I was on one flight from Morotai to Labuan Island when: the aircraft
batteries blew up and the resulting fumes nearly asphyxiated the crew and
we were forced to land at Zamboanga, an American Army strip. It was a
pleasant change eating chicken and ice cream for six weeks after we had
been living on bully beef and biscuits on Morotai.
At Labuan we ran outof runway and hit an airfield construction vehicle.
This was because the Allies had knocked the guts out of the landing strip
before capturing the Island. We damaged the elevators which necessitated
an overnight stay at Lanuan for repairs. We all ate together with guards on
the perimeter, being sniped at by Japs in the surrounding jungle. Mterdark
no one moved out of the tent regardless of the urgency. If nature called you
answered in the tent.
We swam at some of the "Island Paradises" with coral snakes which
give you 3 minutes to live if you happened to get bitten. At Noefoor Island
we woke up in the moming with a line of 45 'Tommy' gun bullet holes
through the top of the tent. Trigger happy Yank guards apparently
thought Japs might be intruding.
The supply dropping in itself was pretty much of a hazard as 'free'
drops were done from 300 feet in the valleys of mountain ranges that in
places rose to 6000 feet. There was also the odd ground fire from some of
the Japanese positions that had to be flown over to reach the Australian
Army dropping zones.
The worst enemy was the weather. You could fly into a valley in
perfectly clear conditions and before you could complete a circuit around
the valleys, the cloud would roll in over the mountains and completely
block all visibility. We actually lost more aircraft from weather than we did
from enemy action.
Medivacs were also a little hairy at times as the wounded troops had to
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be picked up from forward airstrips which usually had only just been taken
and the perimeters surrounding the strips still contained the enemy.
As the Squadron operated in so many areas with detachments in each
area we did not get back to home base at Townsville very often.
The Port Moresby detachment was the best organised and equipped.
We were known there as 'The Hydraulic Squadron'. We would lift
anything. The aircrew personnel actually had something like fourteen
vehicles between twelve guys. Two of them were officially RAAF. We also
had some refrigerators and a generator as well as a few other home
comforts in the way of 'acquired' furniture, showers, etc. and even managed
to get the odd bottle of grog up from the mainland whenever some of our
or associated squadron aircraft were returning from refits or repairs in
Australian mainland bases.
THE BISCUIT BOMBERS

Written by Vic Leslie and supplied by Peter Hummerston
When this costly strife is over and we reach a judgement day,
We'll remember all our comrades who have fallen on the way.
We'll remember wives and mothers of the men who heard the call;
The men who crossed the ranges to a land beyond recall.
We'll remember them at evening, when the twilight shadows fall,
With their names engraved forever on the angels' shining scroll.
You will hear of many heroes where the jungle's battles rage.
Men who fought the fight of freedom

-

sudden death was oft their

wage.
You will hear of flying 'aces', those who battled in the blue,
And stories of their exploits and their gallantry are true. .
You will often hear of soldiers, struggling grimly through the rains,
But, remember other heroes - pilots of the transport 'planes.
Over hill and winding valley, day by day, and week by week;
Over jungle trail and village, muddy stream and winding creek,
Yonder to some distant station where the hell of battle roars,
Pilots of the 'biscuit bombers' winging low with food and stores.
They take no part in combat fights, or bombing raids far flung,
But hourly fly the danger trails, unarmed, unknown, unsung.
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UP THE SEPIK RIVER
WITHOUT A PADDLE
by FILt Bert Walters, DFC
My crew and I were instructed to proceed to 8 Squadron, Tadji,
departing from Townsville on a United States transport aircraft. When we
discovered that the crew had been celebrating and were very drunk, we,
together with several others, refused to board the 'plane. And so to
Hollandia and the stench of dead jungle and dead Japs. Finally, we arrived
at Tadji where the CO was an ex-staff pilot whose greeting was, /IAnother
instructor. I hate instructors./I
From then on it was practically one operation per day - 120 strikes plus
other operations.
At this stage of the war the Japanese and Australian
armies were often no more than 100 yards apart wi th the Australians trying
to force a path one or two yards wide and the Japanese well entrenched in
foxholes. Much of 8 Squadron's operations was concerned with giving
Army support and most of it at low level. It was somewhat similar to the
role of the Air Force in World War I. On one occasion the Japs were on a
ridge overlooking the Australians' advance. We blew the ridge to pieces.
A short time later the Army radioed the count of dead Japs.
On another occasion Intelligence said that a Jap General wanted to get
away, using Wewak airstrip.
By day, several crews, including ours
bombed the strip. By night, the Japs forced the prisoners and natives to fill
the bomb craters. This went on for a few nights until the squadron decided
to use delays.
Names like Nambut Hill, Mafrik (in Sepik Valley), Salata, Muchu Island
occur plentifully in my log book. About half way through a long stint of
duty the CO left and I was promoted OIC 'A' Flight. On one occasion itwas
left to me to lead 56 Beauforts on a sortie. This was written up in the home
newspapers and who got the credit? - A Wing Co in No 6 aircraft.
Mostly the Beaufort carried 2000 lbs of bombs, CPs, frags or incendiaries
plus 3000 rounds of .303s for strafing. It was a very personal war when
sometimes you were only 20 feet above the Japanese soldiers and could see
their faces -and guns - very clearly. My fitters were very good and eager
and, after an op, almost had a new bomb painted on the aircraft before I had
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cut engines. Apart from this they swarmed over the plane looking for any
faults, especially bullet holes. When I left the squadron I had 91 pictures
of bombs on the side of my aircraft, each representing 2000 lbs of bombs
dropped.
Once, in bombing a Jap encampment at low level, I accidentally hit an
ammunition dump. The tail of the plane was sent vertically up and the sea
came very close before I gained control.
Other trips involved dropping torpedoes in co-operation with Naval
anti-submarine patrols where thunderstorms were always a threat.
There was an amusing episode which still causes me to chuckle. A recci
up the Sepik River had shown that villagers were making canoes for the
Japs, presumably to enable them to escape further up that huge, fast river.
(The mud at the mouth is continuous for 70 miles out to sea.) The village
was on an island in the river a few miles down from where the canoes were
being made. After bombing and strafing the canoes, I was returning at the
usual low level of about 20 feet and flew directly over the village. Dozens
of warriors poured out of the huts, spears in hand, and hurled them at the
aircraft. Fortunately they failed to allow for its speed.
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MINE LAYING IN MAKASSAR
by FILt Lindsay Oats
In October 1944, while with 42 Squadron, we flew out of Darwin with
several Catalinas for a low level night mine drop in Makassar Harbour. It
was a 17 hour trip, 6 in daylight and 11 at night.
At Makassar we were the last aircraft to make our drop and the datum
point from which we commenced our run had been used by an earlier
aircraft. Thus the Japs were fully aware of our intentions. We dropped our
mines from 250 feet and found that our track took us right across a Jap
destroyer. He resented this intrusion and let off a few 25mm shots, one of
which removed a significant part of our tail plane. It was a rude shock for
all our crew.
Fortunately, I was able to control the Catalina and climb to a reasonably
safe height. The remaining 8 hours of flying were somewhat nerve racking
but finally we put down safely on Darwin Harbour.
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A CATALINA AND THE SWAN RIVER
SAND BANKS TANGLE
by FILt Lindsay Oats

On 29th September 1945I put a Catalina down on the River Swan after
a flight from Rathmines NSW to Morotai to pick up and bring home roWs
and others. The flight was one of many carried out by Catalina crews after
VJ day. As it happened and after much diligent searching, our passengers
comprised at least one person who needed to be taken to one of the four
southern state capitals.
On the way home we made a night flight from Darwin to Perth and
having studied very carefully the maps provided showing all the various
hazards and sand banks in the Swan, I succeeded in setting the aircraft
down on one of the very sand banks I was supposed to carefully avoid (and
I thought I was good at map reading). Thinking we must have been on the
outer edge of the bank I gunned the engines to get us out of trouble only to
find that by so gunning, we went further onto the bank. After much
gnashing of teeth and ribald comments from the crew we were all taken off
the aircraft by rescue boats and while we were all enjoying the considerable
hospitality of Perth, ground crews were successfully towing the aircraft
free.
The following morning when everyone was on board for our next leg
to Adelaide, I climbed into the cockpit to find a very appropriate cartoon
by Jolliffe stuck on the instrument panel.
(The sand bank Lindsay refers to is the one extending from Pelican
Point, Crawley. Although obvious by daylight it is not so at night.
Jolliffe drew excellent cartoons for Australian publications for many
years. Editor)
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A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF
THE BORNEO INVASION
by FlU Arthur Cambridge, MID
Passing out of NADZAB training unit, our crew was one of several
posted to No 24 Squadron RAAF then stationed at Fenton Airfield, some
100 miles south of Darwin. From here, missions undertaken centred
mainly on attacks against enemy shipping in the Flores Sea, installations
and troop concentrations in the islands Java, Borneo and the Celebes.
In April 1945 the squadron moved up to the small island of Morotai
situated about 150 miles north of the equator in the Halmahera Group.
Despite its lack of size, the island fairly bristled with Allied ships, aircraft
and troops. That small land mass must surely have been laden way above
the Plimsoll line and in danger of sinking.
From this base, Allied forces carried out daily bombing and strafing
attacks on the Japanese concentrations based around the oilfields of
Balikpapan and Tarakan on the island of Borneo, both strategic targets as
the enemy were pushed further and further northwards.
Attacks on
Balikpapan were intensified during the last week of June 1945, serving as
a softening up process for the dawn seaborne landing of AIF troops on the
1st July. From the comparative safety of our B24 aircraft, some 12,000 feet
above the real action, it was truly an awe inspiring sight as the men
scrambled ashore from the landing craft under cover of a protective
barrage laid down by naval guns and rocket ships.
Subsequent reports indicated that the enemy coastal defences had
somehow weathered the intensive bombing attacks of the previous weeks
and had still been able to mount stiff and formidable resistance to the
invasion forces.
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BRAKES
by FlU Arthur Cambridge, MID
On Morotai during a brief respite in operations, I was detailed to check
out three of our 2nd pilots to see how they were coming along with their
take-offsand landings (circuits and bumps). With the intense concentration
of air traffic, both fighters and bombers, and a duty pilot in the control
tower possessor of a broad Texan accent, this exercise promised to be far
removed from a pleasant Sunday drive in the hills.
Two of the pilots about to show their mettle, Theo Rutter and Colin
Wright, were both from Perth and well known to me in civilian life. More
by good fortune than expertise in airmanship, we had successfully
negotiated some seven or eight circuits amid the mayhem that prevailed
around the island's sole one-way coral landing strip. Theo had been
through the ritual of pre take-off cockpit drill and seizing the opportunity
of a break in the traffic flow, edged onto the strip, lined up and was off and
away on another take-off run.
Ittranspired later, that due to an excessive use of brakes as we had made
our way from the end of each landing run out onto the taxi way and back
to the take-off point once again, an exceptional amount of heat had been
generated in the brake assembly. This had caused intense smoking from
the starboard landing wheel and although unseen by anyone aboard the
aircraft, had been noticed by the duty pilot, who had despatched one of his
offsiders in a jeep to intercept us before taking off again.
He was a few moments too late, as we went rumbling down the runway
with increasing speed and were on the point of becoming "unstuck" when
matters got a little out of hand. The overworked brake assembly, now
white hot, had seized, binding the starboard landing wheel and the aircraft
veered suddenly hard right, careered off the strip through a lucky gap in
the normally busy taxi way, past a revetment bay to come to a shuddering
halt as the starboard mainplane came hard up against a very robust
coconut palm which almost sliced through the wing between the two
motors. With fuel tanks being ruptured it was a matter of switching off all
engines and beating a very hasty exit. However, our crew comprising the
four pilots, radio operator and flight engineer, was quite some distance
behind a group of some half dozen AIF troops who had come along for
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probably their first ride in a B24. Their speed of evacuation gave positive
proof that they had been well trained for any eventuality.
It was a most fortunate ending to what could easily have been a real
disaster.
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THE MAN THEY COULDN'T KILL
by WID Keith Shilling
Keith Shilling was a wireless operator in No 24 Squadron operating
from Darwin on B24 Liberators. On this particular mission, 20 Mitchells
and 9 Liberators left Darwin at 0505 hours on 6th April, 1945, to attack the
Japanese cruiser Isuzu and four smaller ships evacuating troops from
Timor. Let Keith tell his amazing story of survival.
"The convoy was sighted at 0930 hours 20 miles east of Soemba Island.
We went into attack formation with our flight as the third element. On the
first bombing run, at about 13,000 feet, two enemy fighters attacked,
closing to within 50 feet. Cannon shells burst beneath our flight deck
creating a fire which spread too quickly for the engineer to control it with
the fire extinguisher. The Captain ordered the crew to bail out. The second
pilot escaped through the bomb bays. I followed about 30 seconds later,
going out of the bomb bays head first. It took me about 12 minutes to come
down, during which I counted six members parachuting from Liberator
A72-17.
As I hit the water the American lifejacket kept me afloat while I
untangled my parachute. Heavy seas prevented me from seeing any of my
crew members. After about 30 minutes the enemy cruiser came to within
100 yards of me. She was heavily laden with troops and equipment under
tarpaulins was clearly visible. A machine gun opened fire at me. Minutes
later a Zero passed overhead and appeared to be looking for survivors. I
deflated my Mae West and sank. The bullets hit the water within six feet
of me.
Fifteen minutes later an escort ship passed within 100 yards of me. This
also was laden with troops and equipment but no attempt was made to pick
me up or shoot me.
Ten minutes later seven Liberators circled low and dropped me a Ktype dinghy which landed about 50 yards away. I reached the dinghy and
hung on until a Catalina arrived to pick me up. Sgt WW Sayer from F/Lt
Ford's crew was aboard, having been picked up earlier.
I was exhausted, cold and feeling squeamish from having swallowed a
lot of salt water.
The Catalina took off, landing again to pick up another survivor. He
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was exhausted and was being pulled in over the gun blisters when the
Catalina was attacked by a Zero. The plane caught fire and sank immediately.
No-one was hit.
As I got ready to "abandon ship" a fuel line burst above me, pouring
blazing petrol onto my back. This was extinguished by Sgt Sayer, who
smothered the flames with a sleeping bag. I escaped through the port
blister, naked and with no Mae West, and semi-dazed. When I regained my
faculties I found I was being kept afloat by two members of the Catalina
crew.
Shortly after the Catalina was hit, the air-sea rescue Liberator dropped
two large dinghies and a supply canister. They landed some 600 yards
away and, after an hour's struggle, nine of us scrambled into one dinghy,
secured the second dinghy and supply canister and set off towards two
more crew members, but did not see them again.
Meanwhile the Liberator, which had been keeping us under observation,
directed another Catalina towards us. It landed after an hour's battle with
heavy seas and eventually picked us up.
As the last survivor clambered aboard a twin-engine Nakajima fighter
was spotted making for us. The enemy made his first attack as we were
taking off, but scored no hits. A running fight ensued for 20 minutes. The
attacks stopped and we headed for Darwin, reaching there around 2230
hours.
The night after the attack, one of the smaller ships in the convoy was
sunk by a submarine and an identical fate befell the Isuzu the next day."
Post Script: Mter the war Keith Shilling became a senior master
(manual arts) before retiring in 1983 to enjoy, as he pu ts it, "the life that was
given to me so long ago, and which I appreciate so much."
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ALL NOT SO QUIET AFTER THE WAR
by WIO Ed Gregory

It was September 11th 1945, just a couple of weeks after VP Day, when
34 Squadron was detailed to pick up roWs from Bangkok, Siam and return
them to Singapore. I was a crew member on one of the C47s with a fellow
crew member WO "Darby" Munro.
The first evening in Bangkok Darby and I decided to see the town. Our
first visit was to a not so good night club. It was however on the way back
to our billets that the action happened.
We were returning in a tricycle taxi when our rider / driver suddenly left
us in the middle of the road while he sprinted away. It was then a machine
gun opened fire and another returned the fire. We were in the middle but
from a sit-down position we were soon sprinting to cover.
After a short spell we decided to go back the way we had come but had
to again take cover. The Chinese commos and the Siamese were at it again.
This time we took cover in a Siamese temple. Eventually we vacated the
temple and were walking along the road when we met two ex POW s going

the other way. .
"Don't go that way," said Darby, "they are using machine guns."
"No good the other way," said one digger, "They're throwing hand
grenades."
Anyway the fourof us managed a ride on an ancient truck and returned
to our billets where we spent a very restless night, listening to machine gun
and rifle fire.
Next morning we were on our way back to Singapore with a plane load
of roWs and me thinking life had been safer while the war was on.
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"10,11 & 12 COURSES MARCHING WELLINGTON STREET, PERTH, MARCH 1941"

"10 COURSE - GERALDTON No 4 S F T S. OVERSEAS POSTINGS, AUGUST 1941"
MIDDLE

BACK ROW: HARRY GASKELL, DARREL DOWNING, JACK SAUNDERS, KINGSLEY MINCHIN, PETER EWING, PAUL ADAMS, KEN DEE
ROW:
ALLAN ODGERS, MAX HICKEY, JEFF SMITH, BILL TAYLOR, ARTHUR REES, GERRY ROWLAND, ALAN ELLIS, BRUCE MANN, JOCK ALCOCK
,
FRONT ROW JIM WORT>-JINGWN MFR'! r:FC!i, GFflRGF MOORF RON ROBSON JO>-JNMARSHMAN SA~!>r;!! C~ CRi(' PCAper
.

-

"11 COURSE - PEARCE ITS. 1941'0'

FLIGHT WORKING DRESS OF THE DAY"

TOP ROW R RUTHERFORD, M TAYLOR, W NICOllS,
K NICOllS,
H SPEDDING-SMITH,
H ROHDE, l OATS, R RICHARDSON
CENTRE W PATERSON, V RULE, C SAMSON, E PARSONS, A WHITFORD, C TOZER, W WilKIE, l SHERWOOD, A WEBB
BOTTOM C WATT, A RUTHERFORD, R SMITH, D SHARlEY, W SHEPPARD, D SHANNON, A NASH, K NEWBURY

"12 COURSE - NEW WINGS GERALDTON SEPTEMBER 1941"
J CHRISTIANSEN,
V MIERS, J DESMOND, V BROWNE, K HENDOR, B DAILY, W LEWIS, R GANNAWAY, J DANGERFIELD
T COOPER, L HOWARD, J MCMULLEN,
L OATS, R COLLINS, L CLARK, E LAING, B GASTON, J BOSTELMAN
B HANCOCK A WEBB A LITTLE N CHESTER FL T OFFICER E GUTHRIE P LOONEY R AIRY N BEATON

"13 COURSE - W A G'S TAKEN ON LEAVING 5 ITS PEARCE"
JOHN, BARRY, BEN, ARNOLD, BOB, BING, JACK, BILL, EDDIE, FRANK, BILL, DON, GEORGE, BERT, DON, SGT JACKOBSON
JOHN, JEFF, BERT, BERT, JIM, JEFF, ROY, SGT MASON, BRUCE, JOHN, CHAS, BEN, BOB, DES, COLIN...

"HUDSON AIRCREW - OPERATIONS FROM DARWIN. JULY, 1942"
ALAN HAWKESFORD - 1 ST PilOT, 10COURSE.
RAY STORER - 2ND PilOT, 12 COURSE. 'STEVE' STEVENSON - WAG,

JOHN DAVIDSON
BEllY GUNNER.

- NAVIGATOR,
14 COURSE
MARTIN MACDONALD
- WAG,

TURRET GUNNER.
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Having received their "wings", trainees had completed the EATS
syllabus. They were then posted for further training for operational or
instructing duties either overseas or within Australia.
Although all were Air Force personnel, travel generally was by train
when posted interstate, or by ship overseas.
Having read previous stories, you will have noted that aircrew moved
to many different areas as the war progressed. Squadrons were based
sometimes at pennanent stations with full facilities and others at temporary
runways bulldozed in the bush or desert. Accommodation likewise
differed from 1st class hotels to tents, and locations varying from Iceland
in the North Atlantic to tropical islands in the South Pacific.
Aircrew travelled extensively and many did not return to Western
Australia for over 4 years after an initial posting overseas. During time
away most lived with a case or kit bag with a minimum of personal
belongings.
As mentioned elsewhere, training was not confined only to the early
months but continued throughout the duration as aircrew were required,
for their own benefit, to keep up with continual advances in aircraft design
and equipment, new electronic radio and radar sets, better guns, new
armament, etc.
Operations against the enemy were naturally dangerous. However,
every flight had its risks whether it was instruction, a test flight, a training
exercise or straight night flying. Errors by any crew member could cause
tragedy.
The weather could become an enemy on any flight. Fog, low clouds,
icing conditions or a slippery runway, tropical storms, high mountains and
low hills all claimed lives. Ground crews did a wonderful job maintaining
aircraft but occasionally planes and crew were lost due to engine or
airframe faults.
All of these came under the heading of aircraft "accidents" and a
statistical summary later shows that such accidents killed about half as
many aircrew as operations during WWII.
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PASS-oUT PARADE
by FlU Les Angel
Most ex 10-13 Course members will remember our Drill Sgt 'Killer'
Mason. Killer had a long and varied string of foul-mouthed references to
one's ancestry ready and available at any time for unsuspecting ACIIs who
happened to cross him.
It so happened that 2 members of 13 Course, Don Hopson and Bill
Kelliher, were what might be called 'reluctant marchers' and were placed
by Mason in the middle of the squad so that they were less visible.
At the end of ITS at Pearce we assembled for our "Pass-Out" parade on
a fine sunny day, resplendent in our mannequin blue uniforms, trained to
perfection, etc., and we really looked a fine body of men as we swung down
the straight towards Bull 'Sh' Castle and its dais of distinguished personnel.
We were led by Killer himself. You could really feel the pride.
Right opposite the dais, this fine body of men suddenly became a
disorganised rabble, with airmen bobbing up and down like corks - just
a confused mess.
When we had passed and were out of earshot, we were brought to a
shuddering halt and a livid, tomato sauce faced Killer first gave us a bunch
of his choicest expletives. He then asked, "Who changed the step in the
middle of the squad? Was it you, Hopson?"
"No, Sergeant, it was Kelliher,"
"Kelliher, did you change the step?"
"No, Sergeant, it was Hopson."
The funny side of the debacle suddenly became apparent, and we all
laughed.
"Dismiss," was the command.
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Lindsay Carroll from South Australia completed his pilot
with 12 Course. Thepoem below was composed by him while
prior to the Course 'Wings' parade, 1941. It is a parody based
comedian, Stan Holloway, whose poems on 'Young Albert'
that period. It should be read with a slow, broad Yorkshire

HOW 12 COURSE GOT THEIR WINGS
by Lindsay Carroll
(with apologies to Stan Holloway)

Now 12 Course came up to this country
Their wings to beg, borrow or steal.
Young Airy were bursting with whisky,
The rest were all bursting with zeal.
They were all taken out on the tarmac
And shown the Aircraft they'd fly.
Young Beaton mistook them for tractors
And said "Them there wings is a lie".
Then up they all went with instructors,
Some were gentle, and spoke soft and low,
But one kicked his around tarmac
And swore when he hurt his big toe.

And some were extremely religious,
And said, "Can you hear angels sing?
The airspeed has gone down to forty,
Yon's St Peter out there on the wing."
They were all satisfied with their landings
Till Messer, he happened to look,
And there was a man in a tower
A'writing things down in a book.
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Come week end, they went to big city,
All hoping to meet with some "slunch",
But great was their rage upon finding
One girl had to do a whole bunch.
On Sunday while heads were still aching
They were shown how to stall up and down.
It was noticed when many had landed
Their trousers had turned a dark brown.
A few mornings later, Young Looney
Were preparing to land with a bump
When he saw that a fence was approaching
And forgot that an Anson don't jump.
There were rushing and panic on tarmac,
Of the speed of the fire tender all talked,
But first man to get to the wreckage
Were a fitter mechanic - who walked.
And soon we were all in trouble
For our CO were main hard to please.
He said he had seen bearded lady,
But couldn't stand bearded trainees.

About this time too, an instructor
Whom they called, on the sly, "the old Sarge",
Refused to sign "flight regulations"
And almost went up on a charge.
So what with the damage to fences,
And machines that they had to repair.
The flights were fair frantic with worry,
And COs were losing more hair.
And he finally called a big meeting,
And said to his pals, "What's to do?
For one's tried to land with his wheels up,
And 'im on his wings test, too."

In the end he decided to let us all pass,
He said, "Having you here was no fun,
But I know what you've done to instructors,
Now see what you can do to the Hun."
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ANAPPRA~ALOFSCRUBBO
by FlU George H Cooper
As a kid I had two ambitions - to become either a doctor or a pilot.
Fortunately, for prospective patients, I never had the opportunity
to
become the former and probably equally fortunately for me, and possible
others, I blew the chance to become the latter because the Instructors at
Cunderdin Elementary Flying Training School, in May - June 1941, did
not see eye to eye with my Tiger Moth zig-zag take-offs. I say 'fortunately'
when I recall how many of my friends on 12 EATS Course did qualify as
Pilots but were later lost in action.
After being scrubbed at Cunderdin, along with a few others, was posted
back to 5 Initial Training School at Pearce to await a posting elsewhere. In
my case, to Mt Gambier for training as a navigator.
Our few weeks back at Pearce were not very happy because we were
treated as failures, given all sorts of menial jobs to do, including amending
the Air Force Act and Regulations, sweeping floors and you name it, we did
it. Possibly it seemed more than it really was, as no doubt we were all
somewhat sensitive about our Cunderdin failure.
One of my fellow Scrubbo's was Les Jewell from South Australia and he
wrote the following humorous poem which, allowing for some poetic
licence, says it all.
SCRUBBO'S

LAMENT

How glorious to be a scrubbo
With nothing to do all day,
But rise at 5 in the morning,
When its freezing, windy, grey.
To be called at the hour 6.30
To stand at a bloody parade,
Feeling both frozen and shirty,
With others who have made the grade.
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You wonder what will be doing,
What work there may be in store;
Polishing acres of plate glass,
Sweeping up yards of floor,
Amending amended amendments
With pencil, pen, ruler and ink,
Till you wonder with downright amazement,
How its hard to put up with the link.
But life need not be quite all dour,
For scrubbos who can be keen,
Working a minute, resting an hour;
Lor' how hard it's been.
Snuggly curled up in a comer,
In a borrowed bearskin warm,
Eating, reading, yarning, sleeping;
Laughing work to storm.
And at each and every weekend,
Away home on leave we go;
While you are at your flying,
We are at a show.
And to the maiden tender,
Weare the choice of the earth;
We may be Cunderdin Scrubbos,
But how we can land them in Perth.
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THOSE DREADED INJECTIONS
FlU Robert Lewis
When 12 Course arrived at Pearce for our Initial Training, word quickly
reached us of the devastating effect which the customary injections parade
had on our predecessors. Apparently the medical team went to work on
11 Course on a day approaching the century mark and, in the parade
ground session which followed, the combined effect of needles in each
arm, excessive heat and standing at attention while being addressed was
more then the body could take and raw recruits went down like nine-pins.
I well remember two differing reactions to injections from 12 Course.
Lindsay Carroll was never aware of his having had an injection - he
"flaked out" as soon as his name was called and they "did him" while he
was still "out".
By contrast, there was B.obCooper (big footballer ex Glenelg, SA) who
was the group's "tough nut". At Pearce his cure for his injections was:
(a) a few drop kicks of his blue kitbag (full of gear), followed by
(b) a 2 mile run to sweat it out of his system!
Bob also asks, 'Who was the would be 'bomber pilot', 12 Course at
Cunderdin, who, after going solo, used to land at satellite fields, fill Tiger
Moth up with paddy melons and go dropping them on trains and cars, etc.
until, one day after getting half a load of melons, his AI C started to taxi off
slowly without him? He was seen desperately clinging to Tiger's tail by a
watchful instructor and I don't think he ever 'made it' to real bombers.
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PARADE GROUND HUMOUR
by F/O Bill Membery
Scene: The parade ground at Pearce ITS
Drill Sergeant: Killer Mason. Tough as the name implies. He was
teaching the squad Sentry Duty.
The Order:
Killer would bellow, "On sentry go to the front challenge."
The squad moving as one would march about 8 paces, turn smartly to
face him, at the same time lunging out with one foot and the rifle and
bellowing, "Halt, who goes there?"
Killer would then bellow, "Friend."
We would then bellow back at him, " Advance friend and berecognised."
Well, he wasn't in a particularly good mood. After putting us through
the exercise a number of times it finally got him and when we bellowed,
"Halt, who goes there?" he yelled, "Oh shithouse."
As quick as a flash someone in the squad bellowed back, "Advance
shithouse and be whitewashed."
A few rifles fell to the ground and the squad, including Killer, dissolved
into laughter.
Bill also recalls I have never forgotten my first night flying after going solo. I was paired
off with Chilly Day. A good bloke - school teacher in civvy street - the
course funny man and an incessant talker. The night was as black as a gin's
bottom and we were fully on instruments. I was atthe controls when Chilly
suddenly started screaming at me, "Look at your airspeed", and continued
in quick succession getting louder. I glued my eyes to the airspeed
indicator and, with him yelling, thought we must be about to drop out of
the sky. Finally, in desperation, I yelled back, ''What the R.. Hell is wrong
with it?" In a calm voice he replied, ''Nothing, but now you know what my
instructor does to me."
.
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WE SALUTE AN EDUCATION OFFICER
from Editors
Group Captain Geoffrey H Newman received his first appointment as
Education Officer at Pearce, with the rank of Pilot Officer, on 7th September
1939. He spent 1940 at Parafield, SA and Bradfield Park, NSW, instructing
in Mathematics, Navigation and Theory of Flight to the first intake of 200
Empire Air Training Scheme ACIIs before being posted back to Pearce to
help set up No 5 ITS which was scheduled to open with No 8 Course EATS.
In his book "Reflections" Geoff writes, "Here I enjoyed the explanation
and discussion sessions with enthusiastic young men from EATS Courses
8-13. The busy noise made by keen and mature students is music to the
ears of any educator."
This book was written at the request of authorities at the Australian War
Museum and gives a very lucid account of his twenty years as an Education
Officer of the RAAF from 1939-1959, of his last 5 years as Director of
Educational Services and of his selection of 13 Education Officers who
contributed so much to the training of so many EATS recrui ts. That Geoff' s
name does not appear among his chosen few is attributable to his own
modesty. In fact, the many of us in Courses 10---13 who benefited from his
expert presentation and organisation would undoubtedly lift that number
to 14. Thank you, Geoff.
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BOOTS AND ALL
by FlU Tom Offord, ~.F.).
All Wireless Air Gunners who trained at No 1 WAGS Ballarat will
remember Warrant Officer Dutchie De Bruin. What a character!
He
enlisted in the RAAF pre-war and, I believe, was quite happy in his radio
world until war broke out and he found himself posted to instructional
duties. His task became the unenviable one of endeavouring to transform
raw rookies into Air Wireless Operators with equipment which, by today's
standards, would be considered archaic and which even then was ancient.
One particular lecture covered fault finding and rectification in the
RI082 Tl083 equipment and Dutchie, in his delightful broken English, had
meticulously gone through the 10 basic procedures to adopt should the set
not commence

to work when first switched

on

-

such items as: check the

batteries are in place, terminals connected, etc., etc.
After spending our lecture period on the 10 basic points, Dutchie then
announced, ''No 11 - if der set still does not vork, kiCk der bastard."
And amazingly this often brought results.
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AIR TO AIR GUNNERY
by FILt Douglas Sharley
Doug Sharley writes 'Dave Shannon and I were flying together on Ansons at Geraldton in a
gunnery exercise where one did the flying while the other shot at a drogue
being towed by another aircraft. Doug was flying the Anson and put the
wing over the cable towing the drogue, the result being that the drogue was
only 10-20 feet from the end of my gun barrel. Having shot off my red
tipped bullets, I did the same formation flying for Dave with his blue tipped
bullets.
Next day, at the Armament lecture, the instructor stated that previous
Courses

had set a high standard

-

but nothing

to compare

with 11 Course

and he asked LACs Shannon and Sharley to step to the front.
Knowing we had done ~ good job we expected to receive some sort of
commendation but, after being congratulated, he asked in a not so jovial
tone, "One thing I'd like to know. Were you inside the drogue shooting ou t
or outside shooting in? Now, get back up there and do it again!"
The results were not as good as our first attempt.'
[It was expected that the plane carrying the gunner would keep at least
200 feet from the towing aircraft and its drogue and not 10-20 feet as in
the above story. Ed.]
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THE DAY I SPENT IN
THE CAPTAIN'S CABIN
by FlU Fred Woodbridge

It happened on a beautiful, still, tropical morning on the ocean off the
coast of Townsville.
We were a new 8 Squadron formed in Canberra with torpedo carrying
Beauforts and were up in Bolle River, out from Townsville, for pre-combat
exercises.
First off at 6.00am a glorious warm morning, the sea as smooth and
glassy as a millpond. The idea was to find HMAS Hobart and hit her with
a torpedo. This meant flying in low, dropping our torpedo at 200 feet and
scooting away into the sun and at sea level.
So far so good. Found the ship, dropped the torp, and off into the sun
and down to the sea; unfortunately just too far down for in no time our
props had hit the water, the kite went up in the air and straight down on
her belly, broken in half. Fortunately our little gunner had pulled the
release cord of the rubber raft and it floated off - upside down as they said
it always would - while the four of us jumped out of the gaping hole and
swam for our lives to the raft.
All scrambled safely aboard except for a few bruises and cuts and in
almost no time a boat from the HMAS Hobart was on its way to pick us up.
Safely on board, and assured by the MD that all was well, we were
ensconced in various cabins and treated like VIPs. Eventually we were
taken back to Townsville to face the music from our own Commanding
Officer.
[Score (Minus) One less Beaufort to fight the Japanese.
Score (Plus) One more experienced aircrew. Ed.]
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EVEN INSTRUCTORS
MAKE MISTAKES
by FlU Lance White
Lance White of 10 Course spent most of his service days instructing on
Tiger Moths at No 9 EFfS Cunderdin and his following short anecdote goes
to show that even those highly respected instructors and impeccable fliers
were capable of error. Let Lance tell us his tale of woe:
'Some aircraft have the capability of flying without anyone in control.
This occurred at Cunderdin where two instructors on an aerobatic
exercise found themselves at a height of 4000 feet in a Tiger Moth. One said
to the other, "Don't you think that we have sufficient height to start
aerobatics?"
The reply came back, "Don't give me that. You are flying this crate, not
me."
The other replied, "I thought that you were flying it."
It so happened that the Tiger Moth was, in fact, flying unaided, doing
gentle climbing turns with no one in control.
1 know that this is true because 1 was one of the pilots.'
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BY 55 THEMI5TOCLE5 TO UK
by FlU Bruce Gaston, DFC
At the completion of pilot training at Geraldton SFI'S in 1941 each
course had a percentage posted directly overseas and others for duties in
Australia.
Following two weeks' leave, the overseas postings were assembled at
5 Embarkation Depot in Perth to await sailing directives.
One such group consisting of 50 plus members of 11-13 Courses were
in Perth in October 1941 when postings were received for them to be sent
to Sydney to join a ship bound for a destination overseas.
The first leg of the journey began at the Perth Railway Station with sad
farewells to wives, girlfriends and relatives and thoughts that it may be
years before seeing each other again. The steam engine gave a whistle and
a crowded trans train headed towards the East.
Ten days in No 2 Embarkation Depot in Sydney and then exciting news
-an overseas ship had accommodation for the group. No one knew where
we were bound for - maybe the Middle East, USA or UK! The only clue
was that we were to proceed to Newcastle (NSW) and board a ship called
the 'SS Themistodes'.
November 18th 1941, the good ship (?) sailed with an overseas contingent
which included the following members of 10-13 Courses.
Colin Bayliss
"'Sid Cook
"'Bill Fletcher
Bruce Gaston
Roy Gannaway
Gordon Gregson
"'Laurie Howard
"'Max Jensen
"'Pat Looney
*Ted Laing
Geoff Maddern
"'John McMullen
Bill Paterson
"'Doug Morphett
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Kitch Pugsley
Gordon Swift
*Allen Rutherford
*Rin Rutherford
*LesSherwood
*Bart Shaddick
Tony Samson
*Colin Tozer
*Allen Whitford
*Neil Yeaman
*Denotes Killed in Action 1942/43.
Japan and USA were not then in the war and the SS Themistocles sailed
as a civilian passenger ship with all lights on and civilian passengers in
addition to the below deck cabins with sergeants wearing very white
wings.
At sea, first night and still no idea where we were going. However,
surprise of surprises, the ship was heading for UK via Albany and Fremantle.
What a turn up for those who had made fond farewells only two or three
weeks earlier - these brave airmen off to war but now back again.
Wednesday 26th Novem~r 1941 was a great day for Albany. The RAAF
contingent paraded through the town. School children were given the
morning off to see us. 29th November 1941 and we were all in Fremantle
again.
At this stage all the contingent had survived the first month of overseas
service. Little did we know that of this group of 24, fifteen would be killed
within the next 12 months. It was 5th December after anchoring a day in
Gage Roads Fremantle to have a 4" gun mounted on the fore dock that we
headed due west for South Africa.
The "Themistocles" was a British Blue Funnel line ship of only 12000
tons - coal burning with top speed about 8 knots. The slow boat to UK.
It was 22nd December 1941 when we arrived in Durban. Now the world
war situation had dramatically changed. Japan was in the war and here we
were fleeing our homeland which now could be attacked. However, it was
nearly Christmas and we made the most of a few days' leave in Durban.
Australians had a reputation - some good, some bad - mainly from the
Army divisions going through to the Middle East. There were the usual
things - cars being carried up the Post Office steps and left in the hall;
pregnant girls enquiring how to contact Australians called Syd Harbour
and the like who had passed through some months earlierin AIF contingents.
Of course, our group behaved very well- that is until a number were
thrown out of the Del Monica Night Club after drinking Van der Hum as
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though it was beer. Suffice to say that Christmas was spent in Durban and
New Year in Cape Town. During this period the civilian ship was
converted to a troopship. It was painted a dark grey all over. The ship was
so old that in some places, where thick paint could be broken off, the layers
revealed that it was also painted grey for World War I.
Now it was also necessary to sail in convoy. We joined a slow 5 knot
convoy which called at Sierra Leone on 16th January 1942. After being
chased by submarines and turning out to our gun posts to shoot down
German bombers {which turned out to be RAP Ansons} we reached
Liverpool on the 18th February 1942,exactly 3months after leaving Sydney

- 90 days confined on one ship, exercising daily with deck sports, card

games in the evenings, sleeping and eating.
It was an experience to arrive in UK, to be bundled on a train in
Liverpool, lunch in London, pass fields of snow and be delivered to
Bournemouth 3 PRC on the south coast all in the one day. A quick journey
through England after so long at sea.
It was April 1942 before most were sent to Advanced Flying Units in
England with RAP to become accustomed to European flying conditions
and eventual postings to operational squadrons.
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CLANCY THE FLYING PORTER
by FILt Tom Offord

fl.!.).

Who will ever forget the interminable paper war we fought once we
became attached to the RAP when we sailed overseas?
Our introduction was at Port Tewfik when we stepped off the HMTS
Queen Mary in November 1941. A little fresh faced Pommie RAF Corporal
bustled up to our rather listless bunch of Australian NCOs and informed
us that it was necessary to have a personal record sheet made out for every
member. But instead of issuing a sheet to everyone concerned and letting
the individual complete it, he decided that he would do each sheet himself.
Remember, this was his big day - a Corporal wielding his authority over
all these Australian sergeants.
All went well until he came to Clancy Harris. Now Clancy was long,
lean, lanky and a typical Australian outdoor farmer type from the outback
in Queensland.
Clancy had received a good education and I believe his
family was well-off, but he loved the open life and his bronzed skin and
bull-like voice fitted his character to a 'T'.
Came the usual questions

-

Name, Next-of-kin,

Age, Religion,

etc. But

when it came to 'Civilian Occupation' Clancy answered, "Jackeroo."
Pommie Corporal (looking very puzzled), 'What's a jackeroo?"
Clancy, "Boundary rider."
Pommie Corporal (looking more puzzled), 'What's a boundary rider?"
Clancy, "God Almighty - a cow cocky, a station hand."
Pommie Corporal (the light dawning), "Thanks, Sarge." - and wrote
down PORTER.
From then on we called Clancy 'The Flying Porter'.
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REAL FLYING
by FILt Tom Offord

1t.1.1J.

I had just arrived at Comilla - a jungle air strip which was our Dakota
base in our role as support squadron for General Wingate in his Burma
campaign - and come lunch time everyone had to collect his hot lunch
from the cook house? (of sorts) and walk about 50 yards to the mess hut?
(a native basha).
I noticed all members on leaving the cook house covered their plates
with their tin hats.
"Why do you do that?" queried I.
"To keep our dinners warm," was the answer from several helpful
bodies.
As it was only a short distance to the mess this seemed to me an
unnecessary precaution.
So off! set with my plate and hot meal, whatever it was, to the mess hut.
About halfway across the open ground and - WHOOOOSH!! A monstrous
kite hawk swooped down from above and off went my lunch in its talons.
Strange how one' smisfortune causes such hilarity among the onlookers.
Oh, yes - they knew. But from then on my tin helmet also served a very
useful purpose.
I learnt, too, that was standard new arrival procedure on the squadron.
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PERTH TO UK VIA CANADA
by FlU Dene Rouvray
At the conclusion of our training course at Port Pirie, a Passing-Out
Parade was conducted, resulting in 85% of trainees attaining the rank of
Sergeant and the remaining participants becoming Pilot Officers. All
qualifiers were then sent on pre-embarkation leave to the various States
and towns from whence they came.
Together with several other 'Sergeant Qualifiers' I was ordered to
proceed to Sydney, by train, for overseas posting. This entailed about five
or six days in Bradfield Park, a suburb of Sydney.
Soon after the 'qualified' personnel (mostly Sergeants) were embarked
on the Matson liner 'Mariposa', which was a USA vessel and still conducting
normal peacetime activity between Sydney and San Francisco (as was its
sister ship 'Monterey). We all settled down to appreciate the pleasure of
a 3-week cruise to the west coast of USA.
Our voyage departed Sydney on 16th October 1941, and we called at
Auckland NZ, Suva, Fiji, Pago Pago, Samoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, San Pedro,
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Our arrival off Hawaii was approximately
1st or 2nd November 1941 and memories are still vivid of the low-flying
"shoot-ups" of the P40s all around the 'Mariposa' and the B18s cruising
overhead. (The B18 was a military version of the OC2/3 and, as far as is
known, was not used operationally.)
Upon landing in San Francisco we were allowed no freedom, being
belligerents on neutral ground. Consequently we were ferried across the
San Francisco Harbour to Oakland, where we were installed in a sealed
train. This took us up the US west coast to Vancouver, Canada, where we
were able to disembark and become Air Force personnel in a friendly
situation.
Mter 8 or 10 hours in Vancouver, we were placed aboard a Canadian
National train on the railroad which took the northerly route through the
Rockies. We, who had trained at Ballarat, had experienced snow early in
our training, but our travelling mates were mainly overawed. The cold was
intense, and the stops made were NOT highlighted by Aussie aircrew
clambering to disembark. Upon reaching Winnipeg, Manitoba, where the
National Northern Line and the Canadian Pacific Southern Line intersected,
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we experienced a more temperate climate, much more to our liking.
Eventually, Ottawa was reached. Six hours of freedom were allowed, and
most aboard took advantage of a brief time in Canada's capital.
Upon re-boarding, we were not to set foot on land until we reached
Halifax, Nova Scotia, which was the embarkation point for many ships
joining convoys to the British Isles. No leave ashore was permitted and we
were ushered aboard a vessel to be known as the 'Warwick Castle' and
which looked like a Hell Ship in a 1932 movie. The ship was painted grey
and had obvious rust marks, doubtless the result of previous convoys.
I'm certain the great majority of us who embarked on 'Warwick Castle'
did not realise the hazards and tribulations of an Atlantic crossing. It was
ghastly! On that ship some of us grew to realise how much the Merchant
Navy contributed to the war effort.
During the first 5 or 6 days the convoy, consisting of some 30 vessels,
was escorted by 4 or 5 Canadian destroyers and/ or corvettes, as well as 2
USA cruisers, but, as we reached mid-Atlantic, the escort retired and was
replaced by 4 RN corvettes which guarded us for 7 days to our destination
at Gourock, Scotland, on the Clyde.
Life aboard the 'Warwick Castle' was not easy. Our embarkation at
Halifax was a small part of the overall scene. Many graduates from the
EATS programme in both Canada and Australia were also placed aboard,
along with many hundreds of ground staff.
Conditions aboard were primitive and the 'cabin' which two other
Sergeants and I occupied consisted of a single berth 3rd class space at the
aft end of the vessel, immediately above the shaft of one of the two screws
driving the ship and, in this small space, two additional wooden bunks had
been attached to the steel walls.
So, this was our 'home' for an Atlantic crossing. The ship was full to
capacity with personnel and meals were organised in two sittings, based
on the cafeteria style of 'get your own'. Unfortunately, the fare available
was far below normal expectations and mainly consisted of kippers,
cabbage, brown potato and a weak kind of tea.
On the upper deck a Store/Canteen was available, selling wonderful
Canadian produced confectionery, canned goods and sufficient nourishing
products to maintain life. That store did remarkable business on the
voyage and the food in the official Cafeteria/Mess was avoided by many.
One of the many 'blots' on the British conduct of the war arose on this
occasion. Several of our senior personnel sought audience with the
Captain of the ship and enquired why the food available was so poor, and
why supplies of quality food were not taken aboard in Canada. The answer
was terse and to the point, "This is a British ship, controlled by the
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Admiralty, and the Admiralty decides who provisions vessels under its
control." Small consolation for those aboard and for all the thousands who
followed and suffered similarly.
The 'Warwick Castle' itself must have been a truly solid vessel, as we
experienced an Atlantic gale 4 days from our destination. All aboard were
forbidden to approach decks and all flood and storm doors were sealed
tight. The pitching and tossing of the vessel, naturally heading into wind,
was quite scary and, in our constricted space (cabin) aft, the lift of the stem
caused the screw (propeller) beneath us to race madly, and the vibration
was almost sufficient to dislodge us from our bunks.
Eventually calm weather came again and we anchored at Gourock on
the Oyde, Scotland. We disembarked into lighters which took us ashore
to a railway siding where we entrained for a journey to the south of
England.
Our destination proved to be Bournemouth, Dorsetshire, a
personnel reception centre where we were billeted in various hostels,
boarding houses, etc. So, this became our temporary 'home', as it was over
succeeding months for many hundreds of EATS personnel before being
posted to OTUs throughout the British Isles.
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NIGHT FIGHTERS
by FILt Robert W Richardson
South Australian hopefuls who joined up in 1940 and passed their
'medical' for aircrew outnumbered the capacity that existed in SA and
some of us were allocated to be trained in W A.
This turned out to be one of the highlights of the war to happen to be the
lucky band of trainees who found themselves posted there. The names of
11 Course fellows who left Adelaide on the East-West train late in January
1941 were:
Lindsay Oats, Max Oark, Colin Watt, Herman Rohde, Kent Newbery,
Bill Nicholls, Aubrey Webb, Bill Sheppard, John (Fish) Whiting, E Keith
Hender, Ron Moyle and myself.
When we arrived at Pearce we came across several fellow South Aussies
we knew who had already done a month's training ih 10 Course. These
were Alan Haslam, Dave Shannon, Ted Howard, Fred Dierks, Mortimer
Muirhead, Roger Hitchcock and Doug Sharley. All of these chaps went
through ITS and on to EFTS. One, Alan Haslam, consistently landed the
Tiger Moth 5 or 6 feet above the deck and was posted back East to Air
Navigation School, and survived the war. Mortimer Muirhead was chosen
after EFTS to go to Canada to do his SFTS and he survived, but has since
died. He was a Medical Practitioner.
Roger Hitchcock was on 456 Nightfighter Squadron in UK with me but
was killed in a prang near base in Wiltshire following an encounter with an
enemy aircraft in 1943.
When 12 Course arrived on the scene there was only one South Aussie
I knew, Charlie Winnall and, as far as I know, he survived. Dave Shannon,
of course, against all odds, survived to be one of the RAAF's most famous
pilots, having been chosen to fly in 617 Squadron, RAF, the Squadron
which breached the two big dams, besides many other strongly defended
targets.
Western Australians in 456 Squadron were Tony Samson (11 Course),
Group Captain Keith Hampshire DSO DFC and bar (one of our COs),
George Houston (now deceased) and Professor Mervyn Austin who was
a Nav /Radar specialist. Our CO when the squadron was demobilised was
Wing Commander Bob Cowper DSO DFC, a South Australian who wer
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through on 8 Course at Pearce and Cunderdin and then to Canada for his
SFTS.
456 Squadron was initiated in June 1941 at RAP Station Valley, Isle of
Anglesey, off the coast of North Wales. It was equipped at first with
Boulton-Paul Defiants, single engine aircraft, the crew of which consisted
of a pilot up front and an air-gunner in the waist operating a B-P gun turret
firing .303 ammunition.
There was a radar set in front of the pilot which
he was expected to interpret while controlling the aircraft in darkness on
instruments and position himself close behind an enemy aircraft so the airgunner could aim and fire. It wasn't long before this state of affairs was
modified so that Beaufighters were equipped with a radar under the
control of a Nav jRadar who, after being vectored near a 'bogey' would,
theoretically, after obtaining radar contact, take over control from ground
radar until the pilot got a 'visual' and, after positive identification, would
open fire with .303 fixed machine guns focussed at about 200 yards ahead
(later 20mm cannon on Mosquitoes).
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SAYING uTHANK YOU"
by FILt Harry V Horner, DFC
On 6th November 1942, after we had escorted a south bound convoy for
several hours after first light and while on the way back to base on the
Gambia River, West Africa, one of my crew members reported a small boat
several miles to port.
A slight deviation and we were circling a lifeboat well packed with
twelve survivors, probably from a sunken merchantman, the result of
enemy torpedo attack. The best we could do was to ad vise them, by Aldis
lamp, that we would report their position immediately to Freetown and
ask for a naval unit to rescue them.
We heard nothing of the incident from either official or unofficial
sources for several weeks. Then, in March 1943, there appeared on the mail
rack of the Officers' Mess a small parcel addressed to:
The Captain,
Rescue Sunderland 6-11-42,
204 Squadron,
Bathurst,
West Africa
The parcel was in the form of a tin containing wedding cake from one
of the seamen in the lifeboat, S Carlin and his bride, and a thank you note
in which he outlined their 5 day drift in the lifeboat and subsequent rescue
by a naval unit from Freetown.
My crew by this time had changed
somewhat but those who had been with me on that fateful day helped me
savour that much appreciated piece of wedding cake.
But the incident didn't end there. In October 1944, after a short home
leave following my posting from instructional duties in Scotland to RAAF
HQ Perth, I went on a War Bond selling tour through the South-West and
Great Southern, W A, with Sir Charles Latham MP. Following an address
I made to a gathering of farmers in a small community hall near
Dumbleyung, in which I touched on several war-time experiences, one of
which was the part I played in the rescue of this boatload of torpedoed
merchant sailors, a chap from the audience came up to me, put his hand out
and said, /lFlight Lieutenant Horner, I was in that lifeboat with Carlin and
I want to tell you
You can imagine how much we crammed into the 5
minutes we had before Sir Charles and I had to dash off to keep an
appointment at the next town.
/I
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NECESSITIES OF LIFE
by FILt Nelson Hill

One of the less popular effects of wartime was the limited availability
of beer. Hotels had their quota reduced to a percentage of their previous
orders - nothing more, nothing less.
Apparently the latter applied at Broome where, since the Japanese
raids, the population had decreased very considerably, resulting in the
hotel having a surplus of beer.
Word of this deplorable state of affairs filtered through to 2 Squadron,
Darwin, where the beer ration of "half a bottle per man per day perhaps!!" fell far short of the quantity considered locally as sufficient.
At the time the squadron was re-equipping with B25 Mitchells, which
necessitated some training flights. One of these "fortuitously" happened
to entail a landing at Broome. (It had already been decided that crates of
5 dozen bottles could be fitted up through the belly access hatches.)
Having arranged delivery of the required number of crates full, great
was the consternation when it was discovered that a crate would not quite
fit through the hatch! The only alternative - hand the bottles up one by
one and stow as well as possible inside the aircraft. (In the event of a
"prang", all that beer spraying from the bottles would have provided a
wonderful fire protection system!)
However, all arrived safely, to the subsequent pleasure of the whole
squadron. (There was no shortage of volunteers to assist with the tedious
task of unloading!)
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AIR FORCE VERSUS NAVY
by FILt Harry V Horner, DFC
It was at 0200 hours on 14th October 1942 that I was detailed to make my
first night take-off in Sunderland DV 966 as part of my preparation to take
over, as Captain, my own Sunderland with 204 Squadron, Bathurst, West
Africa.
With the flarepath duly set on the broad expanse of the tidal River
Gambia, there seemed no problems to hinder a normal, smooth take-off.
So, seated in the Captain's driving seat, I opened up all four throttles, felt
the big bird rise onto the step, ga ther speed and, as we reached the last flare,
I gently eased back the stick, left the water and began to climb.
Suddenly, dead ahead, appeared the vague outline of a naval ML! What
did I do? Just what you'd have done. I hauled that stick right back to my
tummy and, almost in a continuous action, pushed it forward to the limit
of safety. Seemingly, everything was OK, except that instruments, charts
etc. were scattered in all directions and the pants had been scared off nearly
all crew - except the Captain and me, who knew what had happened.
However, during the two hours' flying in darkness to meet up with our
convoy, we both experienced an unusual 'tugging' on the control column.
The reason: Daylight exposed 2 feet of navy mast and about 25 feet of
rigging wrapped around the tail section of our plane.
Result: Mission aborted.
Adjudication: Both combatants had considerable repairs to effect. The
young aircrew officer who laid the flarepath was posted back to UK
immediately. Pilot Officer Homer was given his own command on 27th
October 1942.
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THE PARACHUTE COURSE
by FILt Raymond

J Storer

In February 1945 200 Flight was formed on the Darling Downs at
Leyburn, Queensland. Its special duties were to help trainZ-Force personnel
in parachute dropping and to drop them into the interior of Borneo, Timor,
New Guinea and the Philippines. The aircraft were Liberators (B24s) with
a slide (just like a child's slide) down the centre and a static line. Drops of
personnel were, of necessity, done from 1000 feet. Ground training and
despatching from the aircraft was done by the Army.
In August 200 Flight was informed that some aircrew could join the
present parachuting course. Four of us accepted: FlUs Doctor Brian
Costello, Don Winch, Bob Ellwood and myself. Three or four days
followed with PT, tumbling, work on a long trapeze, practice on a trainer
for holding slips and getting out of twists. In the exercise to practise escape
from the harness we were dragged behind a jeep at 10-15 mph incurring
several abrasions. (Did I volunteer for this course~)
The BIG DAY of our first jump came but after one jump by the Chief
Instructor the exercise was scrubbed. The wind was more than 20 mph.
The next day in perfect weather, jumping was on - single jumps. A Kiwi
came down with his feet apart and broke his ankle. Then the kite went U I

S. We were left cursing.
The next day was again perfect jumping weather. The Doc broke his
ankle on his first jump. Then one of the Army types clung to the chute on
exit and had to be kicked clear by the despatcher. After that things went
smoothly. We all managed to shout "Hooley Dooley" as we went down the
chute and to keep our feet and knees together on landing. Dropping (in
such circumstances) is a wonderful sensation. From 1000 feet it justfinishes
too soon. We did two singles, one pairs and one stick of four. Thus we
became trained parachutists (maybe).
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PERTH AIRPORT HISTORY
by FILt Norman Mitchell
No 77 Kittyhawk Squadron, having been formed at Pearce W A, was
sent to Dunreath Golf Course where a fairway or two had been straightened
out and some gravel laid. The squadron was not permitted to go north until
the Brewster Buffaloes of 25 Squadron had guns fitted - which was done
at the RAAF workshops at Kalgoorlie. As soon as 4 Buffaloes were fitted,
77 was off!
I was with 25 Squadron and sent with a flightofWirraways
to Dunreath.
While not being in the first group I was there from 18/10/42 to 4/11/42
returning to Pearce to transfer to Buffaloes.
The Dunreath Golf Club House was used as our Mess. Aircrew were
housed in a two storey red brick residence known as 'Weddeburn"
which
still stands on the north of Great Eastern Highway and west of Fauntleroy
Avenue. Another single storey red brick house on the other side of the
Highway and Fauntleroy Avenue was used by some of the ground staff
and also still stands. The Club House has stood for many years and is still
used by Telecom.
We were fortunate to discover in the cellar of 'Weddeburn"
several
bottles of wine. I can assure the rightful owners thereof that this was
thoroughly appreciated!
I next returned to Dunreath when coming home on leave on 6/11/43
and could not believe the transformation.
The whole area had been
cleared, bitumen runways put down and buildings, etc. erected. It was
now no longer "Dunreath" but "Perth Airport".
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CONDENSED
SERVICE
HISTORIES
This section lists a brief summary of service histories of members
of 1 0-13 Courses and also a few friends from other EATS Courses
who attend our annual reunions.
In 1989 the editors sent questionnaires to all members of 1 0-13
Courses whose addresses we knew and to all members ofthe Reunion
Group. Some did not reply and have consequently been omitted. All
who did reply have been included in this section.
Hidden in these snippets of information are many stories of
aircrew bravery, of service humour and of wartime conditions in
general, during WWII.
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J B Ackland

WWII

completed EATS training as a wireless operator and

airgunner with 11/12 course and served on 14Squadron RAF and later 23
Squadron RAAF.
W 0 Reg Airy trained as a pilot with 12 course and was posted to UK
with a number of other course members on the ship "Themistocles". He
flew bombing missions with 466 RAAF Squadron. He was killed in action
over Europe, June 1943.

Flight Lieutenant Robert Airey completed his pilot training with 13
course at 4 SFI'S, Geraldton, was posted to No. 32 Squadron, RAAF,
operating with Hudsons from Port Moresby and Townsville on antisubmarine patrols. Later he was to be involved in testing and ferry flights
from Bankstownand Richmond. In all, he flew 22types of aircraft including
Liberators, Mitchells, Bostons, Mosquitoes and various single engined
planes.
Flight Lieutenant Les Angel of 13 Course completed his pilot training
at Geraldton and joined No. 13 Squadron, RAAF, Darwin, where he flew
Hudsons until transferred to No. 20Squadron atCaims. Here his operational
duties involved convoy patrol and anti-submarine reconnaissance on
Catalina long range flying boats. On 7.12.1944Lesmoved with his squadron
to Darwin from which base he operated until 26.8. 1945.
Flight Lieutenant John Baker 13 Course pilot served in South West
Pacific areas on operations with 6,14, and 43 Squadron, RAAF.
Flight Lieutenant Paul Bird MID
ex 10 Course served in UK with
RAAF 10 and 461 Squadrons as a WAG.
Flight LieutenantJames
H Bolton entered No.5 ITS at Pearce with 12
Course, continued his aircrew training at Ballarat WAG 5 , thence to B A
G 5 Port Pirie and overseas to No. 72 0 T U at Nkum, Kenya. From here
he was posted to 14 Squadron RAF in Algeria, engaged in long range recco
and anti-shipping sorties. His duties as W Op/ A G took him onto
Blenheims, Bostons, Marauders and Liberators, flying from Egypt, Libya,
Algeria and Tunisia. Jim also spent unspecified periods in U K at Cranwell
and Millom, and in Scotland at West Freugh.
Warrant Officer William Callaghan of 10 Course completed his pilot
training at 4 SFI'S Geraldton, served with 7 Communication Unit, No 2
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BAGS, 35 Squadron RAAF and the 90th Bomb Squadron USAAF. Bill was
one of a group of pilots who, because of the varied nature of duties he was
required to perform, flew the amazing number of eleven different makes
and models of aircraft.
Flying Officer Colin Campbell DFC from 12 Course trained as a WAG
was posted overseas and joined 14 Squadron RAP in the ME and 466
Squadron in UK. He flew in Blenheim, Marauder and Halifax aircraft.

Flying Officer Ivan Campbell, a regular attendie at our reunions
trained as a navigator on 22 Course. He completed operations in England
with 462 Squadron.
Flight Lieutenant Arthur Cambridge MID. Mter training as a pilot
with 13 Course spent some time instructing on 1 OTU East Sale before
joining No 2 Squadron in Darwin. He also served with 6 Squadron at
Richmond and No 24 Squadron at Morotai. Bombing missions and
reconnaissance flights were carried out in Hudson and B24 Liberator
aircraft. Arthur and George Cooper from 12 Course flew together as pilot
and navigator on several operational missions.
Flight Lieutenant Fred Carden finished his initial training as a WAG
with 15 Course. Many postings in the North Australian and Pacific areas
followed. Firstly he was with 14 RAAF Squadron at Pearce on Hudsons. An
overnight posting took him and his crew to operations with 32 Squadron
at Moresby NG. Later he was with 6 Squadron at Milne Bay. Finally he saw
service on Catalina flying boats with 11 and 13 RAAF Squadrons.
Flight Lieutenant Norman Chester, a pilot trained with 11/12 Course
served in New Guinea with RAAF Squadrons 35 and 36.
Flight Sergeant Roy Chinnery trained as wireless operator/air gunner
with 11 Course. He was posted to UK and joined 461 squadron flying
Sunderlands. He was about to go on leave when he was put on a plane to
fly in formation. The plane in front of his lost an engine and was told to
dump fuel and return. Unfortunately it dumped fuel in the path of the
plane with Roy Chinnery in and it exploded. Roy was killed September
1942.
Flight Lieutenant Max Clark, a South Australian who joined 11 Course
at 5 ITS Pearce in the company of several other ACIIs from that state. An
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observer/navigator,
Max served with 68 Reserve Squadron, Geraldton
before being posted to No 6 Squadron at Milne Bay where he was involved
in extensive reconnaissance operations on Hudsons and Catalinas. At the
conclusion of his tour of operations he was posted to East Sale OTU as an
instructor in Navigation.
Flight Lieutenant John D Coleman of 10 Course completed his pilot
training at No 4 SFI'S Geraldton. Thereafter his flying took him into 3 quite
different commands:
(a) Ferry Command, operating from Karachi on Blenheims and Bisleys.
(b) With 11 Squadron RAP from India and Ceylon flying Blenheim IV
and Hurricane II aircraft on bombing and strafing against the Japanese in
Bunna.
(c) Transport Command, back in Australia, operating from Townsville
to the Northern Islands, bringing back the wounded and paws.

Flight Lieutenant George Cooper ISO of12 Course completed training
as a navigator and spent some time instructing at No 1 OTU East sale,
before joining No 2 RAAF Squadron in Darwin. The Squadron was doing
reconnaissance work, bombing and strafing in Hudson aircraft. He was
appointed Navigation Officer to No 18Netherlands East Indian Squadron.
Post War George Cooper became Public Service Commissioner Western
Australia and was awarded the Imperial Service Order in 1979.
Warrant Officer Alex Croll DFC DFM trained as an WAG initially with
13 Course at Pearce. On posting to UK he was attached to 467 RAAF
Squadron. He completed a tour of night bombing operations and continued
on Pathfinder missions until wounded on his 7lst ops trip. (refer his story).
Group Captain Ken Dee DFC AE trained as a pilot with 10 Course and,
during WWII, served with 14 RAF Squadron and 87 RAAF Squadron.
While attached to the RAF he flew Blenheim light bombers and later,
Marauder B26 aircraft and, in the RAAF, he flew PR Mosquitoes. Ken was
one of a few who continued flying with the RAAF after the war. He served
in No 1 (B) Squadron Tengah, Singapore as well as Point Cook and
Amberley.
Flight Lieutenant Tom Drake-Brockman DFC trained with 11 Course
and was posted to UK as a WAG. He completed two tours of operations
with 466 Squadron RAAF and 40 Squadron RAF in the UK and the Middle
East. Post war The Honourable

Sir Thomas
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Leader of the NCP in the Senate and became Minister of Air to add to his
distinguished career as aircrew during WWII.
Flight Lieutenant Peter Ewing DFC of 10 Course graduated as a pilot
from Geraldton and was posted for overseas duties. He completed a
distinguished career flying with RAF Squadrons on Blenheims, Dakotas
and Mosquito Mk VI aircraft. His operations were with 11 Squadron RAF
in Middle East Ceylon and Burma and 31 and 45 Squadron RAF in Burma.

w 0 Eric Fairey from 13Course trained as a pilot and spent initial time
instructing pupils to fly Tiger Moths. Later joined 36 Squadron RAAF and
flew supply dropping runs to the North and 5 trips to Japan.
Flight Officer Laurie Fisher attends our reunion group through
common interests. Unlike 10/13 Courses members who entered the RAAF
at Pearce Laurie did his ITS at Clontarf as did so many EATS Courses after
Japan and USA entered the war.
He completed observer/navigator
courses in Australia and Canada
and after an OTU at Nassau in the Bahamas he returned to Canada and later
ferried a new Liberator aircraft to India with 45 Atlantic Ferry Group. Later
he was attached to 159 RAP Squadron in Ceylon and was navigator on a 19
hour trip which completed the first reconnoitre of Penang since the
Japanese invasion.
Flight Lieutenant Bruce Gaston, DFC completed his pilot training at 4
SFTS Geraldton, was posted to UK and joined 86 Squadron, RAF Coastal
Command, carrying out many arduous and lengthy anti-submarine patrols
over the North Atlantic approaches, operating from bases in Cornwall,
Northern Ireland and Iceland in very long range Liberators. Following his
tour of duty with Coastal Command, Bruce was posted to the Bahamas,
BWI where on Liberators and Mitchells at 110 RAF Operational Training
Unit, he was involved in instructing pilots from Canada and the UK.
WO Edward Gregory was a pilot from 23 Course and a regular
attender at our 10-13 Course reunions. He served in the Pacific areas with
2,34 and 35 Squadrons. At the end of the war he was flying C47 transport
aircraft with 34 Squadron.
Flight Lieutenant Louis W. Hall DFC completed his pilot training at 4
SFTS, Geraldton, and, after a brief period with the ferrying service flying
Hudsons, was posted to Milne Bay with 100 Squadron where he operated
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on Hudsons, Beauforts and B25s, carrying out anti-submarine and convoy
patrols, day and night bombing, strafing attacks in New Guinea and New
Britain and aerial torpedo attacks in the BismarckSea Battle on 3.3.1943.
Sixteen months at Nol OTU at East Sale training experienced pilots to
convert to Beaufort aircraft prefaced a period of service with New Guinea
Patrols dropping supplies of food, clothing and medicine to POW and
civilian detainee camps in Borneo, Java and the Celebes and in evacuating
POWs.
Lieutenant Robert Hannah RANR was selected as a pilot on 12 Course,
completed training at Cunderdin on Tiger Moths but decided Ansons were
noUo his liking at Geraldton. Before being called up for the Airforce he had,
as had many others, volunteered for service in the Navy. Fortunately his
Navy call up came just as he was experiencing trouble wrestling Ansons at
Geraldton so he left the RAAF and joined the RAN. A successful career as
a commissioned Naval Lieutenant followed with adive service in the
Pacific Islands.
Pilot Officer James Henderson, a member of 11 Course, completed his
ITS at Pearce and EFTS at Cunderdin before joining a NSW contingent to
complete his pilot training at No 7 SFTS McLeod, Canada. This was
followed by a special navigation course at No 31 General Reconnaissance
School at Prince Edward Island, Canada. Upon arrival in UK Jim was
posted to No 4 (c) OTU, Invergordon, Scotland, trained, initially on London
Flying Boats and, finally on Sunderlands before being posted to the
Sunderland Squadron operating from Freetown, West Africa. After only
three months here, flying as 2nd pilot with the ace captain on the Squadron,
aircraft and crew, on a night sortie, disappeared without trace of any kind.
Flight Lieutenant C Nelson Hill, a member of 10 Course, completed his
pilot training at 4 SFTS Geraldton to which station he was subsequently
appointed as flying instructor, to be followed by a similar duty at Bundaberg
SFTS. From here he was posted to operational duties with No 2 Squadron
RAAF Darwin, flying Hudsons, Beauforts and Mitchells on strike, search,
convoy escort and submarine patrol. Similar duties were carried out with
Squadrons 7 and 71.
Flight Lieutenant Lance Howard DFC trained as Navigator with 11
Course at Pearce. He served with RAF Squadrons 49 and 617. Lance is best
known as one of the "Dam Busters" and a story concerning that event
appears earlier in this book.
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Flying Officer Ted Howard, a member of 10 Course, had quite a
remarkable transfer from trainee navigator to second pilot, operating from
Timor, as his story will show. After only five operational flights, his
participation in the war was brought to an abrupt end when the Hudson
in which he was flying fell victim to a Jap Zero. After you have read Ted's
account of that encounter and his subsequent incarceration as a Jap POW
you will agree with his claim that he was a lucky survivor.
Flight Lieutenant Harry Horner DFC OAM was one of three who
started training with 11 Course in Pearce and Cunderdin. He, with the
other two, Jim Henderson and Harry Lethbridge was then posted to
Canada to complete his pilot training. His first 15 months in the European
war area were spent on Sunderland flying boats with 204 Squadron, RAP
based at Bathurst, West Africa. After a very creditable tour of operations
with Coastal Command he was posted as an oru instructor on Sunderland
flying boats at Alness, Scotland.
Flight Lieutenant Peter Hummerston RFD is a regular attender at our
reunion meetings. He was on 26 Course and trained as a wireless operator
and navigator. Most of his service was with RAAP 35 and 36 Transport
Squadrons. The duties were many and varied but his recollections relate
mainly to his involvement with the "Biscuit Bombers", the DC3' s operating
in the Pacific area.
W 0 R (Bob) Hutchinson from 12 Course posted overseas as a WAG
and completed a tour of operations with 108 Squadron RAF in the Middle
East. He became a guest of the Germans and spent considerable time as a
POW.
Warrant Officer Bill Kelliher, a member of 13 Course, completed his
pilot training at Geraldton and was posted to UK. After OTU training on
Beauforts, he joined No 458 RAF Squadron for reconnaissance,
antisubmarine and anti-shipping operations from North Africa and later, from
Italy. Subsequently, he carried out instructional duties with No 78 OTU in
Palestine. In his account of his transit flight from UK to Squadron 458 via
Gibraltar, Bill tells us how Nature's demands on creature comfort almost
ruined the 'best laid plans of mice and men'.
Flight Lieutenant R F S (Mick) Kendall trained as a WAG on 11 Course.
He did his OTU at Abingdon England and joined 78 Squadron RAF. Later
he completed further operations with 428 Squadron RCAF. He was also
instructing as a bombing leader at Manly in UK.
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Flight Lieutenant Ron Lawton DFC and BAR from 11 Course trained
as a Wireless Air Gunner and Bomb Aimer. He had a very distinguished
career with 460 RAAF Squadron in UK completing 2 tours of operations
with Bomber command. Ron is also a member of the exclusive Goldfish
Club i.e. membership is awarded to those whose life has been saved by a
life raft after "ditching" at sea on operations.
Flying Officer Ray Lawrence, after training with 12 Course, was posted
to the Middle East and joined 454 Squadron RAF. As radio operator in
Baltimore aircraft he completed many flights over Crete, the Aegean and
North African waters. He also spent time as an instructor in Egypt before
being posted to 12 Squadron, RAAF at Darwin on Liberators involved in
ferrying ex POWs to Brisbane, Sydney and Adelaide and back-loading
with essential medical supplies.
Flight Lieutenant Cuthbert Lefroy gained his pilot training asa member
of 21 Course and, after nine months of staff duty with No 1 ADS at
Cootamundra, NSW, joined Nos 7 and 9 Communication Units and Nos 33
and 35 Transport and Communication Squadrons operating in Australia,
New Guinea and other Pacific areas. He has been a regular attender at our
annual luncheon gatherings and we welcome his contribution because it
sings praises of that particular aircraft which played such a significant part
in the lives of all EATS pilots - the Tiger Moth.
Flying Officer Harry Lethbridge, 11 course, did his first two schools of
pilot training in W A, joined an Eastern States contingent to complete his
SFTS at MacLeod, Canada. Harry was one of a small group from his course
selected to ferry Hudsons across the Atlantic to UK. This led to his being
posted to a Hudson Reconnaissance and strike Squadron based on Gibraltar.
It was while providing air support to USA Naval units during their
invasion of Vichy occupied Casablanca that Harry broke cloud immediately
above an American cruiser. His aircraft was shot out of the skies before his
crew could identify themselves.
Squadron Leader W R V (Bob) Lewis was a member of 12 Course who,
following pilot training in W A was posted to night fighters in UK where he
served on Beaufighters with 488 Squadron and on Mosquitoes with 456
Squadron.
In October, 1945, Bob joined Australian National Airways as pilot, in
1956 wentto Holland, and for the next6 years flew with KLM in Europe and
North Atlantic routes. Upon his return to Australia he continued his
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association with aviation by overseeing the helicopter fleet for the Hydro
.

Electric Commission, Tasmania.

Flight Lieutenant Howard Lithgow trained with 6 Course EATS and
flew with RAF squadrons in the UK, India and later the Pacific area.
Flight Lieutenant Roydon Lugg ex 13 Course served with 13 Squadron
as a Wireless Air Gunner on Hudson aircraft. He was stationed in Darwin
and was on operational duties for the period that 13 Squadron was
awarded the President's Citation Award.
Flying Officer Bob Lutz joined 104 Squadron RAF and was on operations
in the Middle East when his plane was shot down on 15 July 1942. He was
killed and is commemorated at the El-Alamein Missing Memorial.
Squadron Leader Jack McMullen trained with 12 Course and went
overseas from Geraldton. In the UK he joined 466 Squadron with RAF
Bomber Command. He had a very good record of operations and quick
promotion followed.
Unfortunately, on a bombing raid over France on 22 June 1944 his plane
received a direct hit from ground flak and he and his crew were all killed.
Flight Lieutenant GeoffMaddem
AFC, DFM, of 12 Course completed
a very credible tour of night bombing operations over Europe with
Wellington and Lancaster aircraft of 103 RAF Squadron in England. He
also was a flying instructor at a Heavy Conversion Unit in the UK.
Flying Officer William H Membery commenced his training for
aircrew with 12 Course at Pearce, having mustered as an observer. However,
at the conclusion of his ITS course he applied for, and was granted, a remustering as a pilot as a member of 13 Course at 9 Elementary Flying
Training School on Tiger Moths at Cunderdin.
Having gained his Wings at 5 SFTS at Geraldton and a posting to the
UK, he boarded the 'Mariposa' in Sydney. He, with many other disappointed
qualified aircrew members, had to disembark when the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbour. His service from then on comprised, in the main, flying
instructor's duties. At Mallala, SA, as an instructor with 6 SFTS, he had the
gratifying experience of being chosen to fly one of the 45 Oxfords in the air
display as part of the Victory Parade Day celebrations over Adelaide on 16
August, 1945.
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Flight Lieutenant Charles (Nomtan) Mitchell of 11 Course joined 25
City of Perth Squadron at Pearce in October 1941 and served with it until
early 1943, flying Wirraway aircraft. In April 1953 he joined 84 Squadron
and flew Boomerang and Kittyhawk single engine fighters for 12 months.
1944/45 was spent instructing at OTU on Wirraway and Boomerang
planes as well as Spitfire 5s. The Japanese heard in August 1945 that he was
about to join a Spitfire squadron in Tarakan, Borneo, so they surrendered,
and Norman's posting was cancelled.
Flying Officer Trevor Needham of 11 Course posted to the UK. He was
attached to RAF 99 Squadron and flew in operations in the Middle East,
India and China.
Flight Lieutenant Lindsay Oats was one of a large group of South
Australians who trained in Western Australia with 11 Course. After a year
as staff pilot in Ansons and DH 84s at Mt Gambier he joined the 3rd Bomb
Group USAAF, flying B25s (Mitchells) bombing targets in Papua New
Guinea. In 1943 he converted to Catalinas on 20 Squadron where he was
involved in night bombing and anti-submarine patrols. Later he served
with 42 Squadron and concluded his RAAF flying career flying POW sand
others from northern islands back to Australia.
Flight Lieutenant Tom Offord, RFD, commenced his training with 10
Course at 5 ITS, Pearce, W A, followed by 1 WAGS at Ballarat, Victoria and
2 BAGS at Port Pirie, SA before crewing up at 70 OTU, Nakuru, Kenya.
He saw service over an extensive area of the Middle East (Egypt, Syria,
Persia) and India. Upon his return to Australia in 1944 he was involved
with the Aviation School of Medicine in high altitude flying and later with
12 Squadron as member of a Liberator crew flying from Darwin on
bombing, strafing and anti-submarine patrols.
Flight Lieutenant Phillip Oldfield, a pilot from 13 Course was a flying
instructor at 9 EFTS, 4 SFTS and 5 SFTS and also on 68 Reserve
Reconnaissance Squadron when based at Geraldton.
Flight Lieutenant Frank O'Leary, after completing pilot training with
12 Course, was posted as a flying instructor at RAAF schools at Amberley
(Qld) Mallala (SA) and Geraldton (W A) before joining 22 Squadron.
He flew Boston aircraft on ground attacks and bombing. He was
awarded an Air Medal (USA) for outstanding flying duties.
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Flying Officer Harry Ovens from 12Course completed his training in
the Eastern States and graduated as a WOP / AG. He served with 461
Squadron on Sunderland flying boats stationed at Mt Batten, Poole and
Pembroke Dock, UK.He also carried out instructing duties at Invergordon,
Scotland.
Flight Lieutenant Charles J Owens, a member of 13 Course, saw
service as a wireless/air gunner. He served with Squadron numbers 14 at
Pearce, 32 at Camden, 1 at Darwin and 35 at Townsville. He flew in
Hudsons on patrol and convoy escort, Beauforts on night patrols and
bombing raids and the reliable DC3s on transport work.
Flight Lieutenant Arthur Parry, DFC, trained as a pilot with 12 Course
and was posted overseas from Geraldton. In the UK he served with 128
Squadron RAF. Many of his operational flights were carried out at high
level as a pathfinder, flying Mosquito aircraft.
Flying Officer Bill Paterson, DFC, a member of 10 Course, obtained his
pilot wings at Geraldton and was posted directly overseas as a sergeant.
His subsequent experiences so closely resemble those of many of the early
EATS course members who voyaged to the UK, completed OTU courses
there and were posted to RAF squadrons operating in the Mediterranean
theatre of war, that his submission has been printed in considerable detail
in 'From Perth to the Middle East and Return.'
Flight Lieutenant Aub Pedler trained on 7 Course and was then posted
to the Middle East area of operations. He later served in India, Ceylon and
Burma. His RAAF career included flying bombing and dive bombing raids
with 84 Squadron RAF and 35 Squadron RAAF, piloting Blenheim and
Vengeance aircraft.
Flight Lieutenant Ivan Peirce enlisted with 13 Course as a pilot. After
early service with 68 and 69 Reserve Squadrons at Geraldton, he completed
an Astro Navigation course and in February 1943 was one of a few RAAF
officers seconded to Qantas to fly Catalina flying boats. He was fortunate
to be involved in the first long range flights between Crawley Bay (Perth)
and Ceylon, non-stop across the Indian Ocean. Later he flew Liberators
between Australia and India. He completed 44 crossings in Catalinas and
34 in Liberators.
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Flight Lieutenant Ron Provost was a member of the first EATS course,
No 3. As Ron explains it, courses 1 and 2 were composed of Air Force
cadets. From March, 1941, until February, 1943, he was a flying instructor
in 'A' Flight, 4 SFTS Geraldton, and well recalls nine LACs from Courses
10 and 12 whom he trained for their Wings.
From Geraldton Ron went to the Central Flying School at Tamworth
and subsequently to the OTU at Tocumwal.
Operational flying commenced when he was posted to 31 Squadron
RAAF at Darwin. His duties involved him in attack and long range fighter
ops with the 1st Tactical Air Force, RAAF, in co-operation with the 13th Air
Force USA at Darwin, Noemfoor, Morotai and Borneo.
Flight Lieutenant H 'Kitch' Pugsley from 12 Course was one of a
contingent which left Perth in November 1941 on posting to the UK. He
completed a long tour of operations with RAP Squadrons 96 and 41, flying
Beaufighters and later Mosquitoes on night fighter and intruder flights
over Europe.
Flight Lieutenant R W (Bob) Richardson, a South Australian, was one
of a group of South Aussies who journeyed to W A to join 11 Course at 5 ITS
Pearce. To use Bob's words: 'This turned out to be one of the highlights of
the war to happen to the lucky band of trainees who found themselves
posted there.'
He completed EFTS at Cunderdin and SFTS at Geraldton before being
posted to the UK where he was attached to 456 Nightfighter Squadron,
RAP. Here he flew his first tour of operations on Beaufighters and after a
'rest' tour instructing in UK, returned to 456 Squadron to complete a
successful second tour on Mosquitoes.
Flying Officer Dene S Rouvray, 11 Course, completed his training as
Wireless Operator/Air Gunner at Port Pirie, SA, and journeyed to UK via
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. With OTUs in UK completely saturated,
Dene and his group joined yet another convoy to Cape Town, via Freetown,
on to Egypt, south again to Kenya where at long last OTU at Nanyuki
became a reality.
Dene's first posting to operations was to 52 Squadron RAF, initially at
Mosul, Iraq, on Blenheims, and in February 1943 to Alexandria to become
a fully 'mobile' squadron performing reconnaissance and anti-sub patrols
from Tunisia, Sicily and then to 18 Squadron RAP operating on Bostons
from Marcianise, approximately 25 miles north of Naples on night intruder
activities. He concluded his operational flying as a member of MED-ME
(Mediterranean-Middle
East Communication Squadron.)
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Sergeants Alan and Rinian Rutherford, pilots from 10 and 11 Courses
were posted to the UK with the same contingent and only split when
training at OTU. Rinian was killed in a flying accident at Leconfield,
Yorkshire in May 42 where he was training on Oxfords with Colin Bayliss,
Syd Cook, Bruce Gaston, Bill Paterson, Les Sherwood, Bart Shaddick and
Gordon Gregson. Alan Rutherford was night flying at 54 OTU on
Beaufighters when he crashed and was killed only three months later, in
August 1942.

Squadron Leader Tony Samson, 11Course, completed hisSFTS training
at Geraldton and was posted to the UK where he joined 456 Squadron at
RAP Station Valley, Isle of Anglesey, flying Beaufighters and Mosquitoes
on nightfighter operations. In his 'rest' period between tours, Tony was
engaged in providing instruction at a radar operator school, flying
Hurricanes and Wellingtons.
Warrant Officer Tom Scully trained with 27 Course and is a regular
member of our Reunion group. He had considerable flying service on
Beauforts with 32 and 100 RAAF Squadrons operating in the Pacific area.
From his story included it is noted that dangerous flying in Beauforts was
not confined to enemy action.
Warrant Officer Doug Shadey, another South Aussie who joined 10
Course at Pearce. He was posted from Geraldton as an instructor and spent
the next five years on Tiger Moths, firstly at 1 EFTS, Parafield, from which
in May 1944, the whole unit was transferred to Tamworth, NSW. When
EATS came to a full stop with the passing out of 60 Course, Doug was
posted, in October 1944, to Temora where the RAAF had started the PNBW
scheme. Shortly after, when all the likely pilot trainees had been sent to
Shepparton for fruit picking, he was posted to Deniliquin to do a conversion
course onto twins (Oxfords). Bang!! Bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki
and the war was all over. And so was Doug's conversion onto twins.
Flight Sergeant Bartlett Shaddick DFM. Many remember Bart as the
farmer from Pingelly. He could not march or drill, even after 'Killer' Mason
had him on special drill time. However, when it came to shooting on the
range he showed even the instructors how to obtain 10 bulls from 10 shots.
From Geraldton Bart was posted overseas and with other 10/13 Course
pilots began flying operations with RAF Bomber Command. He flew night
bombing raids with 142 RAF Squadron. He was killed in October 1942 on
.
a night bombing raid over Europe.
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Squadron Leader Dave Shannon, DSO, DFC, received his pilot wings
at 4 SFI'S Geraldton aged 19. He was posted from 11 Course to the UK and
had a distinguished career with RAF Bomber Command. His outstanding
contribution was bombing the Eder Dam in Germany. He served with 106,
617 and 246 RAF Squadrons.

Warrant Officer Keith R Shilling. Keith was a wireless operator who
did his initial training with 14 Course. Like many others, his first posting
was to a Reserve Squadron, number 69 in his case, ba~ at Geraldton. He
then went to 2 Squadron which had recently moved to Batchelor, about 60
miles south of Darwin. After this tour he went to 1 OTU, Sale. From here
he became a ground relief radio operator, first at Exmouth and then at Port
Hedland. After a navigation and bomber school he went to the American
unit HBRTU Nadzab. In December 1944 he went back to the Northern
Territory to 24 Squadron on Liberators at Fenton, 100 miles south of
Darwin. Following the episode he describes elsewhere he was given 12
months well deserved leave.
Flight Lieutenant Hickson Skinner from South Australia joined 12
Course at Pearce and graduated from Geraldton as a pilot. He was posted
to the UK where he joined 10 Squadron RAF. As captain of a Sunderland
on 14 June he attacked a German U-boat which returned fire and severely
damaged his aircraft. On a later flight on 13 August his flying boat was
attacked by several JU88 German fighter aircraft in the Bay of Biscay with
the result that his plane was shot down and all crew members were killed.

Flying Officer Reg Spear from 11 Course served in RAF Squadron 70
in the Middle East. In 1942 he was a crew member in a plane crash over
enemy territory. He survived the crash but was taken POW for the rest of
the duration.
Flying Officer Alan Stephens of 10 Course Pearce completed his Nav
B training in South Australia, his OTU in Kenya and after only two months
in Malta he spent from November 1942 to March 1945 in India with RAF
Squadrons 34, 159, 215 and 355 flying in Blenheims, Wellingtons and
Liberators in operations against the invading Japanese in Imphal, Arakan,
Burma, Thailand and Malaya. While in India Alan had his portrait painted
by the Australian war artist, William Dargie. This oil painting now hangs
in the Canberra War Museum as the typical Australian navigator.
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Warrant Officer Maxwell F Stephens, a member of 12 Course,
commenced his training at 5 ITS Pearce and after completing training as a
Wireless/ Air Gunner was posted to South Africa where he crewed with
Squadron 21 SAAF and later joined 14 Squadron RAFbased at Bledu, south
of Algiers. From here he crewed on Blenheim and B25 Marauders involved
in long range reconnaissance and anti-shipping sorties until July, 1943,
when his aircraft finished up 'in the drink' and Max completed his war
years as, to use his words, 'honorary German POW.'
Flight Lieutenant Lance Stedman trained as a pilot with 13 Course. He
saw service with 20 Squadron RAAF in the Pacific area.
Flight Lieutenant Raymond J Storer was one of a few commissioned as
Pilot Officerfrom 12 Course at Geraldton in October 1941. After completing
a GR course he converted to Hudson aircraft at an OTU at Nhill, Victoria.
He joined 2 Squadron RAAF in Darwin in April, 1942. In September '42 he
returned to Geraldton 4 SFTS, this time as an instructor in navigation and
meteorology. In September' 44, having applied for a transfer to operations,
he was sent to 67 RAAF Squadron on Ansons, flying reconnaissance flights
over Bass Strait. In December 1944 a posting to 7 OTU Tocumwal enabled
him to crew as second pilot on Liberators. In February 1945 he joined 200
Special Duties Flight which was one brought in to train Z Force personnel
in parachute dropping and to drop them into enemy territory, mainly
Borneo, Timor, the Philippines and New Guinea.
Flight Lieutenant Maurice Taylor spent time as a staff pilot instructor
before serving with 22 Squadron on Bostons taking part in bombing the
north and south coasts of New Britain. Later with 35 Squadron Dakotas he
flew transport flights around Australia and South East Asia.
Flight Lieutenant H E Teade, AFC, a pilot from 13 Course operated
with 32 Squadron RAAF in New Guinea.
Flying Officer Vic Tenger regularly attends our reunions. He was
trained as a pilot in the EATS in the Eastern States and posted to the UK
where he joined 15 Squadron RAF, flying Lancaster aircraft.
Flight Lieutenant Stan E Thomson, 11 Course at 5 ITS Pearce, completed
his training as Wireless Op/ Air Gunner at Mt Gambier and Port Pirie,
travelled to the UK aboard the MV Mariposa and completed his OTU at
Moreton-on-Marsh.
His subsequent posting to the Middle East saw him
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crewing on a ferry flight Wellington to Egypt, via Gibraltar and Malta to
join 70 Squadron RAF operating from Benghazi. Mter three ops from here
the squadron was 'chased out' by Rommel and finished up at Abu Suer on
the Suez Canal.
The balance of his operations were carried out against shipping at
Tobruk, Rommel's supply lines and troop positions at El Alamein.
On 19 August 1942 his aircraft lost a motor and crash-landed south of
Sidi Barrani on his 27th trip. His crew members were rounded up by a
German patrol and sent to POW camps at Moosberg, Stalag Luft 3, Sargon
(for two years) and finally back to Moosberg where they were liberated on
15 May 1945.
Pilot Officer Colin Tozer trained as a pilot with 11 Course. In the UK
Colin joined 466 RAF Squadron which was engaged in bombing European
targets. On March 51943 Colin was captain of one of 369 aircraft which
bombed Essen. It was reported as a highly successful raid but on the way
home his plane collided with another Wellington aircraft over the North
Sea. With difficulty, he successfully flew his damaged plane back to base
in England. He was killed in action in April 1943 while on another night
bombing raid over Europe.
Flight Lietenant Patrick W Thunder joined 11 Course at Pearce and
after completion of training as an air observer, was posted to 69 Avro
Anson Bomber Squadron, based at Geraldton. To use Pat's own words:
'Not infrequently the Japanese major Pacific fleet was reported heading
down the W A coast. Out went the student pilots to make way for the
intrepid Number 69 complete with a full muster of Ansons loaded with
250lb bombs. Lucky for the Nips they turned back north when they heard
of what awaited them at Geraldton.'
While with 69 Squadron he was on a roster basis to an American antisubmarine Catalina squadron for navigation duties.
From Geraldton, Pat was posted to 8 Beaufort Torpedo Squadron based
on Goodenough Island, whence he completed his tour of operations on
shipping strikes in the New Guinea area.
Back in Australia, Pat completed a staff navigation course before being
posted as Navigation Officer to East Sale, and finally in similar capacity to
Pearce.

Flight Lieutenant Bert Walters, DFC, a member of 12Course, graduated
as a pilot from Geraldton. His first posting was in the GR school at
Baimsdale as an instructor and during the following year to East Sale on
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Beauforts as an instructor. Here at the initial assembly the CO released the
disquieting news that 19 aircrew had been lost on the previous course.
He did, however, relieve the tension when he informed them that the
trouble spot had been located and all planes had received the necessary
modifications.
From here he was posted to operational duties with 8 Squadron at Tadji
and completed a commendable tour in the Pacific area.
Warrant Officer B A (Joe) Watson with a number of other 12 Course
members was posted overseas and completed his training at 70 OTU in
Kenya. He then joined 84 Squadron RAP and later 458 Squadron, flying
Wellington aircraft from bases in Egypt and North Africa.
Flight Lieutenant Colin Watt, DFM, was posted to the UK from 11
Course Geraldton and was soon flying in night operations with RAF
Bomber Command. After a successful career in the RAAF he kept flying as
a captain with civil airlines. On retirement he was in his own words 'very
lucky again' to be selected to pilot the replica of Sir Charles KingsfordSmith' saircraft, the Southern Cross. He has flown this plane to all Australian
capital cities as well as on a goodwill visit to New Zealand.
Flight Lieutenant J H Whiting, DFC, from South Australia joined 13
Course at Pearce and trained as a pilot receiving his Wings at Geraldton. He
was posted to the UK and captained aircraft flying with 467 Squadron on
night bombing missions. In an early raid on Berlin his plane was attacked
three times by German night fighters but he was able to drop his bombs and
fly his damaged aircraft back to England.
Flying Officer Alan Whitford, DFC, completed his pilot training with
11 Course and was posted overseas travelling to UK with fellow 11-13
Course members of the 'Themistoc1es' contingent.
He had a distinguished
record on RAAF Squadron 467 with RAF
Bomber Command.
He successfully completed his tour but after a spell of instructing
returned to operations with 83 RAF Squadron. He was on his last trip - the
45th - as a pathfinder when his Lancaster was shot down over France on
8 May 1944.
On his last trip Alan was participating in a campaign against German
airfields to destroy maintenance, repair and service facilities. To be most
effective this target was attacked at 6000 feet - which was low for RAF
bombing. The result of the attack on the Lanveoc-Pulmic aerodrome near
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Brest confinned by later reconnaissance photographs revealed five hangars
and nine barrack buildings destroyed and five oil storage sheds damaged.
The operation was classed as most successful but unfortunately Alan's
plane was the only one of 40 participants that was shot down.
Addendum: A report in 'The West Australian' of July 1986 stated that
Alan's name is inscribed in a crypt in an old fort near Brest. The crypt
commemorates the retaking of Brest in 1944. His name is listed with
hundreds of Finisterre French who died in bitter fighting in that area.
Sergeant Bill Wilkie trained as a pilot with 11 Course. At Geraldton he
decided, probably in conjunction with his instructor, that he should join the
AlP. This he did, and survived the war.
Flight Lieutenant Frederick A D Woodbridge trained as an Observer
with 12 Course. He had a commendable service career with 8 Squadron
RAAF as navigator of a Beaufort bomber engaged in many anti-shipping
torpedo operations. He was however more fortunate against the enemy
than the reported exercise he relates concerning training with the Australian
Navy.
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Enlistments for 5118 Pearce

10 course
Enlisted in the Citizen Air Force for the duration of
the war and up to 12 months thereafter - 6/1/1941
..

Denotes killed in action

Alcock, Jock B
"Bassett, Donald J
Brown, Alfred W
Burton, Nelson W
Callaghan, William
"Carson, Reginald
"Davey, George F
Coleman, John D
Dee, Kenneth M
Duncan, Arnold M S
Ellis, Alan E
"Everett, Herbert
"Fletcher,

William

J
J

Fogarty, Daniel 0
Gear, Herbert
Giles, Alleyne B
Halliday, Lex
Hancock, Brian L
Harris, Raymond G
Harvey, Jack
Hawkesford, Alan W
Jenkin, Neill E
Linden, William W
Longman, Basil J.
Nevill, Aloysius J
"Pearse, Eric F K
Robson, Ronald M
'"Saunders, Frederick

"Sherwood, Leslie R
Stephens, Alan R M
Ward, Frank T A
White, Lancelot M
"Wilson, Gordon H
Egan, Adrian A
Anderson, John E

JA

Birch, Thomas 0
"Birmingham, William J
Clohessy, Leo
Cummins, Denis G
Fouracres, Thomas C
Fraser, Donald H
Hicks, William G
"Leake, David G W
Looney, John S
"Noonan, Vincent 0
O'Loughlin, Thomas S
'"Turner, Geoffrey P
Willis, Percy
Agnew, Keith G
"Bates, Bernard S
Bird, Paul C
Buzzard, Millar R S
Carville, Ronald F
"Cecil, Mervyn L
Criddle, Dudley J
"Cullen, Arthur S
Darnell, Reginald H
Dalley, Bernard S
"Dunham, Donald W
Ewing, Peter N
Farris, Ronald P
Foley, Cornelius M
Hall, Arthur V
"Hickey, Max M
Hill, Charles N
"Hodgson, Matthew R
Hooper, Henry W
"Langoulant, Thomas B
"Lutz, Alan M
Maher, John P
Offord, Thomas E
Ovens, Harry R
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Paterson, William K
Payne, Stanley W
Piper, Vivian E R
Rose, Colin B
"Rutherford, Bernard R R
Tregoweth, John H
Watkins, Douglas A G
"Willis, Roy A
Minchin, Kingsley H
"McColl, Ian F S
"Adams, Paul P
Canning, Ronald G
Charlesworth, George H
"Cockington, Percival
"Diercks, Frederick A
"Downing, Darryl R
Evans, Rhys H
"Gaskell, Henry E
"Girrbach, Karl
"Herman, James A
"Hitchcock, Roger B
Howard, Edward D G
Ingamells, John R
King, Rosslyn L
"Malcolm, Robert H
"Mansell,

Vincent

J

W

Mansfield, Arthur D
"Marshman, John K
Michell, Colin E
"Morrison,
Muirhead,

J

Maurice
Mortimer

JC

"Newbery, Kent
"Nicholls, William

J

"Odgers, Allan H
"Rowlands, Richard G
Shannon, David

J

Sharley, Douglas H
"Sheppard, William T
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Smith, Harold D
Torr, Graham M
Edmunds, Keith S
Evans, Lawrence M

Hann, George A

J

Haslam, Alan F
Hooper, Maurice D T
Perry, Thomas G
"Wadham, Maurice H
Kilsby, Hartley N
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Muller, Reginald A
Richards, David B
Sampsom, Douglas W
Webb, Aubrey C

Enlistments

Enlistments for 5 ITS Pearce
11 course
Enlisted in the Citizen Air Force for the duration of the
war and up to 12 months thereafter - 3/2/1941
"Denotes killed in action

"Drake-Brockman,
Desmond J
Allridge, Harold F
Bayliss, Colin E
Berryman, Lionel A
"Bishop, Benjamin H
Bulloch, Douglas M
"Christensen, Edward M
"Henderson, James M
"Gardiner, Austin H D
Gregson, Gordon H
Heatley, George

J

Drake-Brockman,
Thomas C
Hill, John H
Howling, Hugh R
"Jensen, Albrecht M
"Laing, William
Merryweather, Eric J
"Messer, Allan K B
Mitchell, Charles N
"Morcombe. Frank K
"Morphett, Douglas C
"Moseley, Charles H D
Mutton, Norman E
"Nash, Arthur F R
Nicholls, Keith M
O'leary, Francis P
"Parsons, Frank E
Rouvray, Dene S
Spedding-Smith,
Henry G
*Sublet, Montrose E
Taylor, Maurice M
Thunder, Patrick W

*Tozer, Colin F
Fletcher, Alan G
West, Michael A
"Whitford, Allan P
Bayly, Brian B
"Bell, Paton
Cogan, George P
"Dacey, Oement C
Galbraith, Ivan R
Hind, John W
Horner, Harold V
Humphries, Noel G
Jones, Mervyn B
Keightley, Gordon S
Lawton, Ronald W
..Lethbridge, Harry L
Maddern, Geoffrey
Millers, Oarence A
Simes, Kenneth W
Thomson, Stanley E
"Tindale, Arthur M
Yates, Ronald
Smith, Colin C
Allen, William J
"Buchanan, Norman R
Chester, Norman A
"Chinnery, Roy V
Clarke, Donovan L
Collins, Billy K
"Cook, Arthur S
Dobson, Archibald F
Gibbney,

William

J

"Gray, Neil F
"Gream, Leonard A
"Illingworth, Edward H
James, Warren 0
"Jones, Trevor T
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"Lutz, Robin P
Morgan, Douglas C
Needham, Trevor B C
"Phillips, Hugh G
"Rutherford, Tomas A
Samson, Coulston S
Smith, Roy

J

Smithard, Edmund S
Spear, Reginald S
Taylor, Harry
Trobe, Arthur

J

Wilkie, William
"Balfour, John W
"Bright, Brian R
Bussell, Brian W
Clark, Kenneth M
"Dreyer, Lenard C U
Millar, Donald A
"Mossop, John N
"Moyle, Ronald A
Oats, Lindsay J
Richardson, Robert W
Rohde, Herman H
Rule, Vernon A
Watt, Colin H
Whiting, John H
"Wigley, Harvey J
"Hender, Edward K
Rowland, John H
Sorrell, Ian F
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Enlistments for 5 ITS Pearce
12 course
Enlisted in the Citizen Air Force for the duration of the

war and up to 12 monthsthereafter - 3/3/1941

..

Denotes killed in action

"Airy, Andrew B R
Bostelman, Jack
"Brine, Lindsay R
"Browne, Francis V
"Butcher, Raymond E N
Campbell, Douglas J
"Clayton, Robert V
"Desmond, John M
Douglas, Frank M
Flynn, Maurice J
Gannaway, Roy G
Gannon, Wallace Y R
Gaston, Bruce F
"Godfrey, David K
Griffith, John K
"Guthrie, Robert E
Hancock, Henry B
Hannah, Robert A
Hatton, James T
Hobley, Evan C
"Howard, Oliver L I
Hutchinson, Robert M
Jewell, John L M
Mackay, Athol A
Membery, William H
"McMullan, John F
Parry, Arthur E
"Pettit, John F
Rutherford, Henry M
Stephens, Maxwell F
Stevens, Lionel
Storer, Raymond
Strahan, Kelvin

J
J

Walters, Albert P
White, Stanley R

"Yeaman, Alfred N
"Young, Arthur C
McLean, John L
"Dunham, Lewis M
Esslemont, George A
"Finch, Edward H
Joynes, Walter T
Lalor, Thomas F
Lawrence, Raymond H
McDowell, Edward

J

Northway, Patrick W
"Potter, Robert L
"Rae, Donald J
OOShaddick,Bartlett P
OOShand,Alexander G
OOSimpson,Ralph M
Bastian, John H
Beaton, Nigel
Bolton, James H
Campbell, Colin E
Chidlow, Frederick E
Cooper, George H
Donald, John S
"Goddard, John E
"Laing, Edward V
"Looney, Patrick L
McFetridge, Ernest N
McKenzie, Frank E
Pager, Reginald K
Pratt, George A
Pugsley, Herbert K
Read, William N
Spencer, Ronald
"Stuart, Raymond C
Taylor, Raymond A E
Waddington, Kevin
Watson, Bryan A
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White, George A
Woodbridge, Frederick
AD
Carroll, L W
Collins, Royce G
Cooper, T R
"Dangerfield, Jack C
"Hender, Keith E
Lewis, W R V
Meirs, V G
Norris,

Paddy

J

"Skinner, H W
Sorrell, G B
Swift, Gordon B
Wilton, T W
Acland, John B
"Copeland, Gerald W
Kendall, Royal F
"Pearse, Lawrence W
Milner, James H

Enlistments for 5 ITS Pearce
13 course
Enlisted in the Citizen Air Force for the duration of the
war and up to 12 months therafter - 31/3/1941
.. Denotes killed in action

Angel, Leslie
"Barrett-Lennard, John A
Bateman, Ian A
Bradshaw, Allan M
"Clark, Norman B
Beacon, James
"Dow, Ronald
Durbin, Reginald F
"Edeson, William R
Hall, Louis W
Holtham, Albert G
Hopson, Donald G
Kelshier, William B
"Korbosky, Mark R
Lasscock, Robert B
Melrose, Herbert B
Moir, Alexander A
Molloy, Joseph J
"Moss, Alan W
Muir, William N
Nowland, Arthur J
O'Loughlin, John P
"O'Reilly, Francis M
Radford, Horace W
Richmond, Robert E
"Robertson, Charles D
Roe, David F
Rose, Geoffrey R
"'Scanlan, William L
Storry, Vemon
Taylor, Donald G
Teede, Harod E
Tompkins, Robert M
"Thompson, William FE
Veitch, Murray D

Wallace, John W
"Walters, William R
Watson, George 0 P
Whitcombe, Edward A
Wright, Willis M
Pearse, Ronald K
Bradshaw, Malcolm
Cambridge, Arthur A
Clifton, Robert B
Craig, Keith J A
Forbes, Donald M
"Forrest, John
Frost, William B
Gill, Richard T
Hamilton, John W
"Hearle, Herbert F
Hollingsworth, Norman
Norman, Eric K
Peirce, Ivan C
Storrie, Colin S
Shephard, David A W
Taylor, Norman D
Airey, Robert C
Baker, John H
Balston, Peter
Beckett, John B
"Borrett, Arnold H
"Calder, Edward L
Clarkson, James D
"Collins, John C
"Coppin, William H
Croll, Alexander J
Daniele, Ed ward J
Day, William P
Duncan, John R
Fairey, Eric A A
Fergie, Robert J
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J

Forrester, Jefferey G
Robinson, Thomas H
Green, Wilfred A
"Horgan, John B
"Hughes, Jack T
Lawson, Neville R
Lugg, Roydon W R
Martin, Ralph G
Moss, Albert V
Oldfield, Phillip H
Owens, Charles J
Purser, Edmond P
"Pyke, Laurence C
Gilchrist, William E
Raymond, Ira D
"Robinson, Nicholas A B
Rossiter, Geoffrey G
"Ryan, Desmond J
'"Seage, James A
"Slatyer, Kenneth H
Still, James A
"Hylton, James G
"Long, Brian E
Stedman, Lancelot C
Hodges, I G
"Preston, F A
Pryor, K E
Pyman, K E
Shanks, J
"Pittman, J R
Whiting, J H
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Course Honour Rolls
Those from 10, 11, 12 and 13 courses who paid the supreme sacrifice

1941 - 1945.

Although these casualty lists were obtained from RAAFRecords Office,
Canberra in 1989, we did find a few errors and omissions. We have
corrected them to the best of our knowledge.
The records here show that 135 members were killed, which is about
one in every three of the original 417 we have listed.
Of the total, 95 were killed by enemy action and 41 due to flying
accidents in training, instructing or operational type exercises.
The highest casualties were suffered in 1942 when aircrew from these
courses began flying operations against Germany in Europe and the
Japanese in the Pacific.
WE SALUTE THEM ALL.

EATS RECORDED KILLED IN
COURSE ORIGINAL
ACTION
MEMBER
UKEUROPE

KILLED
FLYING
ACCIDENT
UKEUROPE

KILLED IN
ACTION
AUSPACIFIC

KILLED
FLYING
ACCIDENT
AUSPACIFIC

COURSE
TOTALS

10

124

21

12

7

2

42

11

99

24

6

2

4

36

12

91

22

1

1

5

29

13

103

6

2

12

8

28

417

73

21

22

19

135
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ROLL OF HONOUR
10 Course Enlisted RAAF 6 January 1941
406465 Flight Lieutenant David James Bassett, 4 Communications
Unit. Killed: Off Queensland
coast, 5 March 1945. Flying battle.
Commemorated Sydney Missing Memorial.
406469 Flying Officer Reginal Carson, 10 Squadron. Killed: Bay of
Biscay, 8 August 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated Runnymede Missing
Memorial.
406470 Flying Officer George Frank Davey, 221 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 27 February 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Catania War Cemetery,
Sicily. Grave I-H-14
406475 Sergeant Herbert James Everett 70 Operational Training Unit.
Killed: Middle East, 23 November 1942. Flying accident. Buried: Kisumu
European Civil Cemetery, Kenya. Grave 239
406476 Sergeant William John Fletcher, 27 Operational Training Unit.
Killed: United Kingdom, 13 September 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Fradley
(St Stephen's) Church Yard, Alrewas Staff Row 3, Grave 1
406490 Flying Officer Eric Francis Kennedy Pearse, 113 Squadron.
Killed: India, 23 May 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated Singapore Missing
Memorial.
406492 Sergeant FrederickJ 000 Alfred Saunders, 223 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 8 June 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Benghazi War Cemetery,
Plot 6, Row D, Grave 33
406493 Flight Sergeant Leslie Roy Sherwood, 5 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: United Kingdom, 27 October 1942. Flying accident.
Commemorated Runnymede Missing Memorial
406497 Leading Aircraftman Gordon Harold Wilson, 9 Service Flying
Training School. Killed: Canada, 25 July, 1943. Flying accident. Buried:
Anglican Exeter Cemetery, Ontario, Canada
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406500 Flight Sergeant William John Birmingham,
103 Squadron.
Killed: United Kingdom, 28 July 1942. Flying accident. Buried: St Mary's
Manby Church Yard, Lines, Service Plot, Grave 15
406506 Flying Officer David George Walpole Leake, 223 Squadron.
Killed: Middle East, 24 October 1942. Flying battle. Buried: EI- Alamein
War Cemetery, Plot AI, Row B, Grave 2
406508 Sergeant Vincent Ormerod Noonan, 419 Squadron. Killed:
Germany, 15 October 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Rheinberg War Cemetery,
Plot 2, Row B, Grave 23
406510 Sergeant Geoffrey Philip Turner, 612 Squadron. Killed: United
Kingdom, 9 November 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Midvaag Naagar War
Cemetery, Faroe Islands, Grave 170
406513 Sergeant Bernard Samuel Bates, 13 Squadron. Killed: Ambon,
12 January 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated Ambon Missing Memorial
406517 Pilot Officer Mervyn Leslie Cecil, DFC, 3rd Tactical Air Force.
Killed: India, 30 July 1944. Flying accident. Buried: Gauhata War Cemetery,
Plot 4, Row E, Grave 19
406519 Flying Officer Arthur Samuel Cullen, 1 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: Paynesville,
Victoria, 4 May 1945. Flying accident.
Commemorated Sydney Missing Memorial
406522 Flying Officer Donald William Dunham, 156 Squadron. Killed:
Germany, 13 August 1944. Flying battle. Buried: Rheinberg War Cemetery,
Plot B, Row H, Graves 11-13
406527 Flying Officer Max Milton Hickey, 113 Squadron. Killed:
Burma, 19 April 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated Singapore Missing
Memorial
406529 Sergeant Matthew Roscoe Hodgson, 113 Squadron. Killed:
Celebes Islands, 12 January 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Macassar War
Cemetery, Plot A, Row B, Graves 4-7
406531 Sergeant Thomas Bruce Langoulant, 48 Squdron. Killed: North
Sea, 15 July 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede Missing
Memorial
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406532 Flight Lieutenant Alan Montgomery Lutz, 156 Squadron.
Killed: United. Kingdom, 4 March 1945. Flying battle. Buried: Oxford RAP
Cemetery, North Hinksey, Berks, Section H3, Grave 186
406540 Sergeant Bernard Rinian Roy Rutherford, 15 (P) Advanced
Flying Unit. Killed: United Kingdom, 19 May 1942. Flying accident. Buried:
Leconfield (All Hallows) Church Yard, Yorkshire, Service Plot, Grave 3
406543 Sergeant Roy Allan Willis, 48 Squadron. Killed: North Sea, 15
July 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated Runnymede Missing Memorial
406544 Flight Sergeant Ian Fowler Stewart McColl, 406 (RCAF)
Squadron. Killed: United Kingdom, 9 November 1942. Flying accident.
Buried: City of Ripon Cemetery, Yorkshire, Service Plot, Section H, Grave
387
407704 Flight Sergeant Philp Paul Adams, 13 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: Mediterranean Sea, 16July 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede Missing Memorial
407707 Sergeant Percival Cockington, 14 Squadron. Killed: Middle
East, 16 December 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated EI-Alamein Missing
Memorial
407708 Flying Officer Frederick Arthur Donald Diercks, 11 Squadron.
Killed: New Britain, 4 November 1942. Prisoner-of-War. Buried: Bita Paka
War Cemetery, Rabaul. Plot H, Row C, Grave 11
407709 Sergeant Darryl Downing, 460 Squadron. Killed: North Western
Europe, 3 July 1942. Flying battle. Buied: Reichswald Forest War Cemetery,
Cleves, Plot 15, Row B, Graves 9-18
407711 Sergeant Henry Elliott Gaskell, 106 Squadron. Killed: North
Western Europe, 1 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Rheinberg War
Cemetery, Germany, Plot I, Row G, Grave 15
407712 Flying Officer Karl Girrbach, 156 Squadron. Killed: Germany,
4 April 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Kiel War Cemetery, Plot 5, Row D,
Grave 14
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407713 Sergeant James Alexander Herman, 32 Squadron. Killed: Giru,
Queensland, 24 May 1942. Flying accident. Commemorated Sydney Missing
Memorial
407714 Flying Officer Roger Billingsley Hitchcock, 456 Squadron.
Killed: United Kingdom, 23 May 1943. Flying accident. Buried: Over
Wallop (St Peter) Church Yard, Stockbridge, Hampshire, Service Plot, Row
B, Grave 1
407718 Flight Sergeant Robert Haydon Malcolm, 11 Squadron. Killed:
Fenni, India, 18 April 1943. Flying accident. Buried: Maynamati War
Cemetery, Comilla, Plot 4, Row 4, Grave 5
407719 Flying Officer Vincent William James Mansell, 149 Squadron.
Killed: Germany, 9 June 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Reichswald Forest War
Cemetery, Cleves, Plot 19, Row B, Grave 9
407721 Sergeant John Kenneth Marsham, 106 Squadron. Killed: United
Kingdom, 21 July 1942. Flying accident. Buried: Coningsby Cemetery,
Lines, Service Plot, Row 65, Grave 1286
407723 Pilot Officer Maurice James Morrison, 31 Squadron. Killed:
Darwin area, 30 November 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated Adelaide
River, Northern Territory, Missing Memorial
407725 Sergeant Kent Newberry, 49 Squadron. Killed: North Western
Europe, 29 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Durnbach War Cemetery,
Germany, Plot II, Row F, Grave 3
407726 Sergeant William John Nicholls, 14 Operational Training Unit.
Killed: United Kingdom, 29 April 1942. Flying accident. Buried: St Nicholas
Churchyard Extension, Cottesmore, Rutland, Service Plot, Comp II, Grave
18
407727 Pilot Officer Allan Howard Odgers, 23 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: United Kingdom, 26 February 1942. Flying accident. Buried:
Pershore Cemetery, Worcester, Service Plot Q, Grave 417
407728 Flying Officer Richard Gerald Rowlands, 207 Squadron. Killed:
Holland,S September 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Hemelumer Oldephaerten
Noordwolds (Schar!) General Cemetery, Holland, Grave 26
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407731 Sergenat William Tyndall Sheppard, 3 Radio School. Killed:
United Kingdom, 24 February 1942. Flying accident. Buried: Monkton and
Prestwick Cemetery, Ayreshire, Service Plot, Section K1, Grave 9
407740 Sergeant Maurice Henry Wadham, 2 Air Observers School.
KIlled: United KIngdom, 10 January 1942. Flying accident. Buried: St
Luke's Churchyard, Haverigg, Millom, Cumberland, Grave 428
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ROLL OF HONOUR
11 Course Enlisted RAAF 3 February 1941
406553 Sergeant Desmond James Drake-Brockman,
70 OperatIonal
Training Unit. Killed: East Africa, 5 June 1942. F1ying accident. Buried:
Forest Road Cemetery, Nairobi, East Africa, Plot 16, Grave 26.
406557 Sergeant Benjamin Harvey Bishop, 158 Squadron. Killed:
France, 11 March 1943. F1ying battle. Buried: Parish Church Yard, Marsonsur-Barbaure, Marne, Communal Graves 1-4
406559 Flight Lieutenant Edward Manton Christensen, 100 Squadron.
Killed: New Guinea, 23 January 1945. F1ying accident. Buried: Lae War
Cemetery, IT A3
406560 Flying Officer James Morphett Henderson, 55 Squadron.
Killed: Off West Africa, 11 June 1942. F1ying battle. Commemorated Malta
Missing Memorial
406561 Flight Sergeant
Austin Herbert
Dickson
Gardiner,
Headquarters, North Eastern Area. Killed: Townsville, 23 November 1942.
Ground accident. Buried: Townsville, Queensland, Plot A, Row B, Grave
16
406567 Pilot Officer Albrecht Maxwell Jensen, 142 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 23 February 1943. F1ying battle. Commemorated Malta Missing
Memorial
406568 Flight Lieutenant William Laing, 24 Squadron. Killed: North
East Indies, 6 April 1945. F1ying battle. Commemorated Northern Territory
Missing Memorial

406570 Flying Officer Allan Kenneth Burt Messer, 162 Squadron.
Killed: Middle East, 29 January 1943. F1ying battle. Commemorated
ElAlamein Missing Memorial
406572 Flight Lieutenant Frank Keith Morcombe, DFC, 1 Operational
Training Unit. Killed: East Sale, 5 October 1943. Flying accident. Buried:
Sale War Cemetery, Plot B, Row B, Grave 4
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406573Flight Sergeant Douglas Clarke Morphett, 12Squadron. Killed:
Germany, 18 January 1943. Flying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede
Missing Memorial
406574 Flying Officer Charles Henry Doyle Moseley, 12 Squadron.
Killed: Germany, 9 September 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Rheinberg War
Cemetery, Plot 8, Row D, Grave 15
406576 Flying Officer Arthur Frederick Richard Nash, 27 Operational
Training Unit. Killed: Belgium, 1 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried:
Huldenberg Church Yard, British Plot, Grave 10
406579 Flying Officer Frank Edward Parsons, 460 Squadron. Killed:
Germany, 27 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Reichswald Forest War
Cemetery, Cleves, Plot 30, Row B, Grave 15-16
406582 Flight SergeantMontrose
Edward Sub let, 244 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 15 July 1943. Flying accident. Buried: Basra War Cemetery,
Plot 8, Row J, Graves 2-3
406585 Pilot Officer Colin Foley Tozer, 466 Squadron. Killed: France,
16 April 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Seraincourt Church Yard, Communal
Graves 4-6
406587 Flight Lieutenant Allan Pluis Whitford, DFC, 83 Squadron.
Killed: France, 9 May 1943. Flying battle. Buried: French Communal
Cemetery, Lanveoc, Communal Graves 8-10
406589 Flight Sergeant Paton Bell, 150 Squadron. Killed: United
Kingdom, 12 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: ScottowCemetery, Norfolk,
Service Plot, Grave 283
406591 Warrant Officer Clement Cyril Dacey, 458 Squadron.
Mediterranean,
17 October 1943. Flying battle. Commemorated
Missing Memorial

Killed:
Malta

406600 Flying Officer Harry Lincoln Lethbridge, 233 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 8 November 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated
Malta
Missing Memorial
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406605 Flying Officer Arthur Milford Tindale, 24 Squadron. Killed:
United Kingdom, 4 August 1944. Flying accident. Buried: Brookwood
Military Cemetery, Surrey, Plot 4, Row 0, Grave 8
406609Sergeant Norman Ross Buchanan, 223 Squadron. Killed: Egypt,
25 September 1942. Flying battle. Buried: EI-Alamein War Cemetery, Plot
A4, Row G, Grave 4
406611 Flight Sergeant Roy Victor Chinnery, 461 Squadron. Killed:
United Kingdom, 1 September 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede, United Kingdom, Missing Memorial
406614 Squadron
Leader Arthur Sydney Cook, DFC, DFM, 56
Squadron. Killed: Germany, 4 October 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Durnbach
War Cemetery, Plot 9, Row G, Grave 1
406617 Warrant Officer Neil Francis Gray, 1 Aircraft Delivery Unit.
Killed: Middle East, 16 June 1943. Flying Accident. Buried: Khartoum New
Christian Cemetery, Sudan, Grave 146, Plot A
406618 Flying Officer Leonard Arthur Gream, 466 Squadron.
Germany, 18 March 1944. Flying battle. Buried: Dumbach
War Cemetery, Plot 7, Row H, Grave 10

Killed:

406619 Flight Sergeant Edward Hope Illingworth, 2 Air Observers
School. Killed: Mount Ararat, Victoria, 21 May 1942. Flying accident.
Buried: Melbourne General Cemetery, Compartment BBa, Grave 15
406621 Pilot Officer Trevor Tudor Jones, 27 Operational Training Unit.
Killed: United Kingdom, 6 November 1943. Flying battle. Buried:
Brookwood Military Cemetery, Surrey, u.K., Plot 4, Row L, Grave 14

406622 Flying Officer Robin Proudfoot Lutz, 104 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 15 July 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated
EI-Alamein
Missing Memorial
406625 Sergeant Hugh Godfrey Phillips, 6 Service Flying Training
School. Killed: Monteith, South Australia, 4 August 1942. Flying accident.
Buried: Adelaide Crematorium
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406626 Sergeant Thomas Alan Rutherford, 54 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: United Kingdom, 14 August 1942. Hying battle. Buried: Duns
Cemetery, Berks, Section T, Grave 3
407840 Sergeant John William Balfour, 70 Operational Training Unit.
Killed: Kenya, 23 June 1942. Hying accident. Buried: Nakura European
Cemetery, Grave 441

407841 Sergeant Brian Robert Bright, 32 Squadron, Killed: Off Gold
Coast, 23 May 1942. Hying accident. Commemorated Sydney Missing
Memorial
407844 Sergeant Leonard Charles Underwood Dreyer, 460 Squadron.
Killed: North Sea, 12July 1942.Hying battle. Commemorated Runnymede
Missing Memorial
407846

Warrant Officer John Norton Mossop, 15 Squadron. Killed: Off

Gold Coast, 11 March 1945. Hying accident. Commemorated Sydney
Missing Memorial
407847

Flying Officer Ronald Albert Moyle, 97 Squadron. Killed:

North West Europe, 31 January 1943. Hying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede Missing Memorial
407854 Flight Sergeant Harvey John Wigley, 40 Squadron. Killed:
Mediterranean Sea, 7 December 1942. Hying battle. Buried: Catania War
Cemetery, Sicily, Plot 1, Row K, Grave 39
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Roll of Honour
12 Course Enlisted RAAF 3 March 1941
406634 Warrant Officer Andrew Basil Airy, 466 Squadron. Killed:
North Western Europe, 26 June 1943. Flying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede Missing Memorial
406636 Flight Lieutenant Lindsay Russell Brine, 467 Squadron. Killed:
Germany 22 June 1944. Flying battle. Buried: Reichswald Forest War
Cemetery, Cleves, Plot 23, Row B, Grave 13
406637 Flying Officer Francis Valentine Browne, 216 Squadron. Killed:
Egypt, 4 November 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Heliopolis War Cemetery,
Plot 3, Row 8, Grave 6
406638 Flying Officer Raymond Edward Norton Butcher, 101 Squadron.
Killed: Denmark, 21 September 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Municipal
Cemetery, Aabenraa, Allied Military Plot, Row 2, Grave 14
406640 Flying Officer Robert Victor Clayton, 1 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: Eskdale, Victoria, 4 June 1945. Flying accident. Buried: Sale
War Cemetery, Grave B D 8
406641 Flight Lieutenant John Matthew Desmond, 467 Squadron.
Killed: Germany, 28 May 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Reichswald Forest
War Cemetery, Plot 22, Row E, Graves 9-13
406647 Sergeant David Kirke Godfrey, 6 Squadron. Killed: New
Guinea, 25 August 1941. Flying battle. Commemorated
Port Moresby
Missing Memorial
406649 Flying Oficer Robert Edmund Guthrie, 14 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: Germany, 1 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Rheinberg
War Cemetery, Plot 1, Row G, Grave 6
406654Flying Officer Oliver Lawrence Ismay Howard, 461 Squadron.
Killed: Atlantic, 23 March 1944. Flying battle. Commemorated Runnymede
Missing Memorial
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406660 Squadron Leader John Frances McMullen, 466 Squadron.
Killed: France, 22 June 1944. Flying battle. Buried: Houvigneul Churchyard,
Pas-de-Calais, France, Plot 1, Row 1, Grave 1

406662 Flying Officer John Frederick Pettit, 6 Service Flying Training
School. Killed: St Vincent's Gulf, South Australia, 14 July 1943. Flying
accident. Commemorated Sydney Missing Memorial
406670 Sergeant Alfred Neil Yeaman, 1519 BAT Flight. Killed: United
Kingdom, 4 June 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Saint Nicholas Churchyard,
FeItwell" Norfolk, Service Plot, Row C, Grave 9
406671 Flight Lieutenant Arthur Curlew is Young, DFC, 5 Operational
Training Unit. Killed: Evans Head, NSW, 10th Nov. 1944. Flying accident.
Commemorated Sydney Missing Memorial.

406672 Flying Officer Lewis Melvin Dunham, 11 Squadron. Killed:
Coral Sea,28February 1943.Flying accident. Commemorated Port Moresby
Missing Memorial
406674 Flight Sergeant Edward Henry Finch, 149 Squadron. Killed:
Holland, 5 May 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Ijpecolsga Germany Cemetery,
Holland, Row E, Grave 16

406680 Flight Sergeant Robert Lincoln Potter, 460 Squadron. Killed:
Holland, 30 March 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Hardenburg Protestant
Churchyard, Holland, Row A, Grave 10
406681 Sergeant DonaldJ ames Rae, 214 Squadron. Killed: Germany 27
March 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Hanover War Cemetery, Plot 10, Row B,
Graves 9-12
406682 Sergeant Bartlett Parker Shaddick, DFM, 142 Squadron. Killed:
Holland, 25 October 1942. Flying battle. Buried: The Hague (West Duin)
General Cemetery, Row 2, Grave 38
406683 Flying Officer Alexander Gordon Shand, 2 Air Observers
School. Died: South Australia, 17 April 1943. Illness. Buried: Centennial
Park War Cemetery, South Australia, Plot B, Row C, Grave 7
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406684 Warrant Officer Ralph Mervyn Simpson, 454 Squadron. Killed:
Middle East, 4 December 1943. Flying battle. Commemorated EI-Alamein
Missing Memorial
406692 Warrant Officer

JOM Endacott

Goddard, 454 Squadron. Killed:

Crete, 27 July 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Suda Bay War Cemetery, Crete,
Plot 5, Row D, Grave 17
406693 Flight Sergeant Edward Vivien Laing, 103 Squadron. Killed:
Holland, 21 January 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Enschede Eastern General
Cemetery, Plot 1, Row 2, Graves 211-212

406694 Sergeant Patrick Lawrence Looney, 26 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: North West Europe, 16 September 1942. Flying battle.
Commemorated Runnymede Missing Memorial
406702 Flight Sergeant Raymond Clarence Stuart, 467 Squadron.
Killed: France, 17 April 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Poix-de-Ia-Somme
Churchyard, France, Military Plot, Row E, Grave 15
407855 Flying Officer Edward Keith Hender, 308 Maintenance Unit.
Killed: India, 31 July 1944. Flying accident. Buried: Delhi War Cemetery,
India, Plot V, Row A, Grave 14

407977 Flight Lieutenant Hickson William Skinner, 10 Squadron.
Killed: Off UK coast, 18 August 1943. Flying battle. Commemorated
Runnymede Missing Memorial
407965 Sergeant John Charles Dangerfield, 207 Squadron. Killed:
North Western Europe. Flying battle. Buried: Reichswald Forest War
Cemetery, Cleves, Plot 20, Row E, Grave 5
406548 Pilot Officer Gerald Ware Copeland, 78 Squadron. Killed:
Germany,4 May 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Hamburg Cemetery, Ohlsdorf,
Plot X, Row H, Grave 9
406550 Flying Officer Lawrence Wilfred Pearse, 467 Squadron. Killed:
Germany, 22 January 1944. Flying battle. Buried: Berlin 1939-45 War
Cemetery, Plot 2, Row N, Grave 1
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Roll of Honour
13 Course Enlisted RAAF 31 March 1941
406709 Sergeant John Allen Barrett-Lennard, Conversion Unit, Ricall.
Killed: United Kingdom, 5 December 1942. Flying accident. Buried: Brigg
Cemetery, Lines, Service Plot, Plot C, Grave 372
406712 Sergeant Norman Baxter Clark, 32 Squadron. Killed: Dapto,
NSW, 4 November 1942. Flying accident. Buried: Wollongong General
Cemetery, Section 3, Row M, Grave 12
406714 Sergeant Ronald Dow, 1 Operational Training Unit. Killed:
Ceduna, South Australia, 17January 1942. Flying accident. Buried: Ceduna
Public Cemetery, South Australia, Grave 158
406716 Sergeant William Ross Edeson, 2 Squadron. Killed: Timor, 21
August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Galala War Cemetery, Plot 2, Row B,
Graves 5-8
406721 Sergeant Mark Richard Korbosky, 32 Squadron. Killed: New
Guinea area, 3 March 1943. Flying battle. Commemorated Rabaul Missing
Memorial
406726 Flying Officer Alan Worsley Moss, 13 Squadron. Killed: Ambon,
22 May 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Galala War Cemetery, Grave M B 12
406730 Sergeant Francis Michael O1Reilly, 2 Squadron. Killed: Timor,
21 August 1942. Flying battle. Buried: Galala War Cemetery, Plot 2, Row
B, Graves 5-8
406733 Flight Sergeant Charles Duncan Robertson, 73 Squadron.
Killed: Ulladulla, NSW, 9 September 1943. Flying accident. Buried: Nowra
War Cemetery, Plot B, Row A, Grave 11
405736 Sergeant William Llewellyn Scanlan, 2 (B) Squadron (USAAF)
Killed: New Guinea area, 17 December 1942. Flying battle. Commemorated
Port Moresby Missing Memorial
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406741 Flight Lieutenant William Frederick Thompson, 2 Squadron.
Killed: Timor, 20 December 1944. Flying battle. Buried: Galala War
Cemetery. GraveZ-C-1l-16
406744Warrant Officer William Roland Walters, 40 Squadron. Killed:
Sicily, 13 August 1943. Hying battle. Buried: Syracuse War Cemetery,
Sicily, Plot 8, Row H, Graves 11-12
406754 Sergeant John Forrest, 13 Squadron. Killed: Darwin, 16 March,
1942. Hying battle. Buried: Adelaide River War Cemetery, Plot G, Row B,
Grave 9
406758 Sergeant Herbert Frederick Hearle, 2 Squadron. Killed: Timor,
8 May 1942. Prisoner-of-War. Commemorated Northern Territory Missing
Memorial
406769 Sergeant Arnold Harvey Borrett, 15 Squadron.
Killed:
Schiermonikoog, 19 February 1943. Hying battle. Buried: Schiermonikoog
General Cemetery, Holland, New Part, Row 5, Grave 98
406770 Flight Lieutenant Edward Louis Calder, 13 Squadron. Killed:
Cape Amhem, 27]anuary 1945. Hying accident. Commemorated Northern
Territory Missing Memorial
406772 Pilot Officer

J000

Cyril Collins, 156 Squadron. Killed: Germany,

3 September 1943. Hying battle. Commemorated Runnymede Missing
Memorial
406773 Sergeant William Hodgson Coppin, 32 Squadron. Killed: New
Guinea area, 3 March 1942. Hying battle. Commemorated Rabaul Missing
Memorial
406783 Warrant Officer John Byrne Horgan, 578 Squadron. Killed:
Germany, 15 February 1944. Hying battle. Buried: Berlin, 1939-45 War
Cemetery, Plot 6, Row L, Grave 20
406784 Flight Lieutenant Jack Thorpe Hughes, 100 Squadron. Killed:
New Guinea, 2 April 1945. Hying battle. Commemorated
Lae Missing
Memorial
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406792 Flying Officer Lawrence Cuthbert Pyke, MID, 216 Squadron.
Killed: Egypt, 5 November 1942. Hying accident. Buried: Heliopolis War
Cemetery, Plot 3, Row B, Grave 2
406795 Flight Sergeant Nicholas Auber Benjamin Robinson, 115
Squadron. Killed: Belgium, 14 July 1943. Flying battle. Buried: Les Hayons
Churchyard, Neufchateau Communal Grave
406797 Warrant Officer DesmondJ oseph Ryan, 7 Operational Training
Unit. Killed: Finley, NSW, 12 May 1945. Hying accident. Buried: Tocumwal
War Cemetery, Plot B, Row A, Grave 1

406798 Flight Lieutenant James Anthony Seage, 20 Squadron. Killed:
Darwin area, 28 January 1945. Hying battle. Commemorated Ambon
Missing Memorial
406799Flight Lieutenant Kenneth Henry Slatyer, 79Squadron. Killed:
New Guinea, 19 February 1944. Hying accident. Buried: Bomana War
Cemetery, New Guinea, Section A, Plot 3, Row D, Grave 10
416072 Pilot Officer James Gavin Hylton, 32 Squadron. Killed:
Bundaberg, 31 May 1943. Hying accident. Buried: Bundaberg War Cemetery,
Queensland, Plot A, Row D, Grave 4

403888 Pilot Officer Brian Ernest Long, 13 Squadron. Killed: Darwin
area, 17 June 1942. Hying accident. Commemorated Northern Territory
Missing Memorial.
407972 Pilot Officer Francis Albert Preston, 100 Squadron. Killed:
Holland, 23 August 1943. Hying battle. Buried: Bergen General Cemetery,
Row 8, Grave 221

407971 Sergeant John Roland Pittman, 100 Squadron. Killed: North
Queensland area, 12 June 1942. Hying battle. Commemorated Sydney
Missing Memorial
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A D (After Duration)
The surrender of Japan on August 15, 1945, signalled the end of the
'Duration' and accordingly during the following 12 months the aircrew
members concerned were, in the main, returned to civilian life.
A few remained in the RAAF, some joined Australian airline companies
to continue flying, but the majority were discharged as 'returned exservicemen.'
A 19-year-old on joining was now 24. At 19 or 20 he and his air force
mates had held junior jobs in an office or as teachers, or were still
completing tertiary level studies. Now they were men.
They had been promoted generally from sergeants, flight sergeants or
warrant officers to commissioned officer rank in command of others.
They had also spent four years of further studies because aircrew of all
callings had to update continually with new developments on aircraft
equipment, navigation, radar etc.
To meet the needs of these mature ex-servicemen, the Commonwealth
Government had introduced retraining programmes to enable them to be
rehabilitated into new careers.
This was not obligatory and some chose to decline the Commonwealth's
offer of retraining. However, many went back to school, to university, to
technical colleges. A number enrolled with the University of W A, starting
from scratch, and completed degrees as engineers, doctors, dentists, teachers
while others became architects, accountants and so on.
On reviewing our surviving members we find that, in the main, they
appear to have re-adjusted well. Nearly all married and have children and
grandchildren.
In vocational attainment there are listed doctors of medicine, university
lecturers, leading company executives in banking, building, insurance,
executive roles in the public service and education.
As mentioned elsewhere, when we entered training, our rank was ACII
(Aircraftsman 2nd Class) the lowest rank in the RAAF.
As ACIIs we were obliged to salute practically every officer in the
services. All, during the war, rose to warrant officer or commissioned
officer, but after the war one member outshone all the ranks.
ACII Tom Drake-Brockman eventually became Sir Thomas Drake228
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Brockman, DFC, Minister for Air. In that position, even Air Marshals
saluted him. So he actually moved from the bottom rung to top of the
ladder.
Very few ex-aircrew trainees failed to become good citizens of Australia,
although the immediate post-war years were very traumatic and many
took years to get over their experiences - good or bad.
We found that our early reunions were poorly attended and members
did not readily talk about their wartime experiences. Now, about 50 years
later, the numbers attending our reunions are increasing and there is a
greater readiness by members to talk about their wartime experiences.
Likewise, within families after the war, there was little talk of war and
the children of ex-servicemen were really not interested in what dad or
mum had done during the war. However, grandchildren now seem to take
more of an interest in what happened in those troubled times of war.
Hence this book.
We, the editors, hope you have found it both exciting and interesting.
Our four aircrew courses were but a small proportion of those involved
worldwide, but we did volunteer and did our best towards victory and
peace.
In compiling this book we have used editorial licence in presentation
and selection from members' submissions. We have pruned, altered or
added to, as we have seen fit in order to give balance to the project. We ask
you to bear with us if we have omitted material which you feel should have
been included, or conversely, have included material which would have
been better omitted.
We did, in the preparation of this book as we all did as aircrew - our
best.
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Abbreviations and Definitions
RAAF and RAF
Ranks:
ACII
LAC
Sgt
F/Sgt
WO
PO
FO
FlU
SqdlLdr
W/C
G/C

Aircraftsman 2nd Class
Leading aircraftsman
Sergeant
Hight Sergeant
Warrant Officer
Pilot Officer
Hying Officer
Hight Lieutenant
Squadron Leader
Wing Commander
Group Captain

EATS
ITS
EFTS
SFTS
OTU
CFS
AFU

Empire Air Training Scheme
Initial Training School
Elementary Hying Training School
Service Hying Training School
Operational Training Unit
Central Hying School
Advanced Hying Unit

AG
WAGorW/AG
Obs-O
Nav-N
BA

Air Gunner
Wireless Operator/Air
Observer
Navigator
Bomb Aimer

DSO
DFC
AFC
GM
DFM
MID
RFD

Distinguished Service Order
Distinguished Hying Cross
Air Force Cross
George Medal
Distinguished Hying Medal
Mentioned in Despatches
Reserve Forces Decoration
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